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Dear Dr. Vollme r,

Enclosed you will please find two copies of our |

comments on the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's Environ- I
mental Assessment for the decontamination of the TMI-2 |
containment building atmosphere. l

!
Under separate cover you will receive our comments i

to Addendum 2, concerning the proposed plan to accelerate
venting from 60 to 5 days.

,

'

l

For your convenience, an outline (Table of Contents)

is on the front cover of the comments. In addition to the com-
ments per se we have included a complete set of references
and appended sections which include affidavits concerning the
adverse health effects of venting a td seven appendices containing
primarily newsclippings which deal with the material cited.

If you have any question concerning these comments,
please do not hesitate to contact me.

Yours sincerely,

ruce Molholt, Ph.D.
for the TMI Legal Fund
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I. SUMMARY STATEMENT

The NRC Environmental Assessment proposes venting as an

urgently needed, superior method for the removt' of 57,000 curies

of krypton-85 gas from the TMI-2 containment building atmosphere.

The NRC proposal is replete with errors of both fact and judgement.

1) There is no emergency at hand. Data may be

collected and containment facility equipment may be

inspected and maintained without removal of the

krypton-85 gas. There is adequate time to implement

an alternative system for krypton-85 removal from

the containment building atmosphere.

2) Venting of krypton-85 gas into the air which

surrounds TMI-2 carries definite genetic and carcino-

genic risks to the people of nearby communities. For

a population which has already endured severe psycho-

logical stress, the proposed venting will only exacer-

bate this state of stress.

3) The proposed venting cannot be controlled

due to meteorologic uncertainty. The monitoring as

described by the NRC is incapable of providing suffi-

cient information for the protection of people in

communities surrounding TMI-2.

We urge that data collection be initiated, that the

containment building equipment be inspected and maintenance

begun at TMI-2, but that the krypton-85 gas be retained until
an alternative system has been installed for its safe and

efficient removal.
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II. INTRODUCTION

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission's Er. rironmental Assess-

ment for Decontamination of the Three Mile Island Unit 2 Reactor

Building Atmosphere is grounded upon the premise that immediate,

less restricted access to the containment facility is necessary.

Once that premise is accepted, it follows that krypton-85 in the

atmosphere of the containment building must be vented, as the

licensee proposes, because of the length of time needed to in-

stall equipment in order to remove the gas by alternative methods.

This premise is false. We do not disagree that immediate access

is at least highly desirable, if not necessary. Nor do we dis-

agree that krypton-85 will have to be removed eventually from

the containment building in order to proceed with the clean-up

operation. We do not agree, however, thet less restr:.cted ac-

cess is immediately necessary. Rather, now, without venting,

the containment building can be entered for the purposes of

inspection, maintenance and data gathering.

Unlike the general public, workers who enter the con-

tainment facility can be protectively clothed and equipped

with self-contained breathing apparatus. Thus they will be

protected from beta-particles emitted from krypton-85, which

particles comprise 99.6 percent of the emitted irradiations

and constitute the greater health hazard. In addition,

these radiation workers will be carefully monitored for ex-

! posure to nuclear irradiation, an advantage not available to
i

the general public.

,
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While inspection, maintenance and data gathering proceed,

proper equipment can be installed at the TMI-2 site for safe
removal of the krypton-85 gas without adverse health effects

to surrounding communities. By the time this gas has been

removed,a comprehensive Environmental Impact Statement on the'

entire clean-up process should have been completed. At this

time actual clean-up can begin, with the assurance that the

public will not unduly suffer as a result of that clean-up.

The NRC's refusal to acknowledge the feasibility of entry

into the containment facility without venting places the agency,

and the public it is supposed to protect, in a classic Catch-22.
The public is asked to choose between intentional release of

krypton-85 gas into the air that they breathe and the potential

for further uncontrolled releases. The public is further asked

to believe that intentional releases are superior to uncontrolled

releases.

22 release of krypton-85 gas is accepvable, intentional

or otherviae. No release is necessary, intentional or otherwise.

The Environmental Assessment contains nothing to support

the conclusion that an intentional release can be controlled in
such a way as to prevent human and other environmental exposure

to krypton-85. We believe that there are no such data in the

Environmental Assessment because no such data exist. To per-

mit krypton-85 releases,which involve some health dangers,with-

out necessity is inconsistent with the ALARA standards, which

require that radiation releases be kept to the absolute minimum

reasonable,

.
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There is a lack of supporting data for many other state-

I ments put forth and conclusions drawn in the Environmental

Assessment. (Specific instances will be addressed in Section

IV. Insufficiency of the Environmental Assessment Data Base .)

Without supporting data, the public cannot possibly evaluate

the conclusions drawn hy the NRC. Hence, the public right

to comment is render <ad meaningless.

It appears that the reason for the lack of supporting

data lies in the fact that the NRC staff has relied largely, ,

if not entirely, on information it has received from its

licensee in assessing the request for venting, its necessity,

and alternative methods for the removal of krypton-85 gas.

As a result, throughout the document, the virtues of venting

krypton-85 from the TMI-2 containment building atmosphere are

extolled, while potential adverse health effects are either

i
downplayed or blatantly ignored. Although four alternative

methods are considered in the Assessment document, in these

cases the potential adverse health effects are maximized, as

are their costs and delays in implementation.

:

It must be obvious to all that the licensee has a parti-

cularly strong vested interest in skewing, at least subcon-

sciously, the information it submits to the NRC in order that

the least expensive alternative is rendered most tenable.

I For this reason it is imperative that the NRC seek independent

assessment of the issues at stake in venting of krypton-85.

It is time for the agency to take charge of the most severe

commercial nuclear accident in the history of the United States,
1

, -
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and, in so doing, to make public health, safety and welfare

top priorities of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. The

failure of the NRC to do so only hastens the demise of the

nuclear industry.

Even though the NRC has conducted one psychological survey

of its own, is aware of 14 other studies on the psychological

stress induced during the accident at TMI-2 and in the year

afterward, and has been confronted by hostility in public

meetings concerning the proposed venting of krypton-85, it

remains oblivious to these concerns in the Environmentali

i Assessment. (These considerations will be expanded in Section

III.3. Psychological Effects of Venting) . Through continued

display of this struthian attitude, the NRC only aids and
abets public distrust and hysteria.

Finally, it should be made clear that the NRC is guilty

of illegal segmentation of the TMI-2 clean-up process in the

issuance of this Environmental Assessment. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission regulations, N.E.P.A. and CEQ guidelines all require

that the NRC prepare a programmatic Environmental Impact State-

ment prior to any clean-up actions, where such actions are major

and will significantly affect the quality of the human environ-

ment. Through its isolation of the krypton-85 venting from the
TMI-2 accident and the clean-up process itself, the NRC ignores

the fact that the public and the environment have already been

exposed to huge quantities of irradiation, and that future addi-
tional exposures are likely as the clean-up proceeds. At the

time of the accident and the two weeks following the public andj

the environment were exposed to at least 20 million curies of

-
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released radionuclides, mostly fission products of uranium-235.

Given these huge prior releases of irradiation, it is totally

unacceptable for the NRC to rely as it does upon:

the requirements of 10 CFR Part 20,e

e the design objectives of Appendix I

to 10 CFR Part 50,

e the limits of 10 CFR Part 100, and

the applicable requirements ofe

40 CFR Part 190.10;

in determination of the nature of further planned releases of radio-

nuclides which it will permit to be released. To do this is a

misplaced attempt by the NRC to hide behind extant, irrelevant

regulations and to ignore the realities of the accident at

Three Mile Island. (See Appendi: l' . NRC Advocacy. )

Although krypton-85 emissions include gamma

irradiation only 0.4 percent of the time, there is

sufficient krypton-85 in the containment building

i atmosphere to provide about 0.8 rem / hour whole bodyi

gamma irradiation. Another 1.2 rem / hour whole body

gamma irradiation comes from the containment walls
~

and sump. Hence, venting the krypton-85 would de-

crease total gamma irradiation by only 40 percent,

| allowing workers 2.5 hours of access time

instead of the 1.5 hours they have at present.
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III. POTENTIAL HEALTH EFFECTS OF. PROPOSED VENTING'

Page

A. Adverse Health Effects of Krypton-85.................. 8

B. Adverse Health Effects of Low Levels of Irradiation.12
C. Psychological Ef f ects o f Venting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19

i

D. Ri s k to Wo rk e r s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20

E. Increased Risk to People in Surrounding Communities. 23

"Despite widespread recognition of the hazards
t

of radiation, there is no comprehensive program to

protect the public from its hazards."

- E. B. Staats, Comptroller General

U.S. General Accounting Office (1)

A. Adverse Health Effects of Kryoton-85

The major contaminating radionuclide of the containment

building atmosphere at TMI-2 is krypton-85, a noble gas. In this

sub-section,we discuss adverse health effects of krypton-85 and

xenon-133, another radioactive, noble gas released by nuclear

fission of uranium-235. We also briefly discuss other radio-
i

active isotopes which may contaminate the containment building

atmosphere as aerosols or particulates derived from the sump.

Since krypton-85, if released into the environment, will interact

with humans as a source of Icw level irradiation, these effects
i

i

in general will be' discussed in the following sub-section.i

Common misconception has it that radioactive, noble gases

are not dangerous because they neither travel through the food

_

|

_ _
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chain nor are they metabolized by the human body. This is ob-

viously not the attitude of the NRC as they propose to vent

the containment facility of krypton-85 in order to render the

building safer for data collection and equipment inspection and

maintenance. Yet, if this 57,000 curies of krypton-85 is re-

leased, it will persist in the environment for long periods due

to its slow rate of decay (half-life of 10.7 years) and its

inertness (2).

Krypton-85 is dangerous any time it becomes juxtaposed

with any portion of the human body. .The gas decays to rubidium-85,

a stable isotope, releasing an energetic (0.67 MeV) beta-particle

in the process. Rarely, only 4 per 1,000 disintegrations,

krypton-85 also releases a gamma ray as it decays. Like any

other radionuclide, krypton-85 is especially dangerous in high

concentrations, as in the containment facility atmosphere at

present. As it is more than five times as dense as air, krypton-85

tends to seek out and accuraulate in low-lying areas unless ad-

equately dispersed by high convection and therefore may also be

found in high concentrations in th environment if the proposed

venting is initiated (See Section V. Me srologic Cricaria for

7en:ing).

The major target organ at risk to high concentrations of

atmospheric krypton-85 is the lung, which will be exposed to both

beta-particles and gamma rays resulting from radioisotopic decay.

Outside the lung, these beta-particles travel less than 6 feet

in air and are blocked by clothing, so that exposed skin is the

only organ affected if within a few feet of the isotope. The

beta-particle travels.less than 1/10th inch in human tissue-(3).
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The gamma rays, on the other hand, may travel for miles in air
and are not blocked by protective clothing. The human body is

transparent to gamma irradiation. Hence,to a protectively garhed

worker or to a person more than six feet away from the plume,

only the gamma irradiation of krypton-85 is important, whereas

for an unprotected worker or a person enveloped in a krypton-85-

containing plume, beta-particle emissions are more important.

Although krypton-85 is poorly soluble in water, it may
be transported by the' circulatory system to fatty parts of the

body where it accumulates (4). This is due to the partition

coefficient of krypton-85 of 0.5 air-to-fat (3). Krypton-85

retention by experimental subjects has been shown to be pro-

portional to their percent body fat (5). Fat pads which become

impregnated by krypton-85 for long periods include those of upper

thighs and buttocks and those of the female breast (6). These

areas are important because thighs and buttocks reside close to

the gonads of both men and women, and irradiations arising there

may give rise to birth defects due to irradiation of developing

germ cells. The female breast is acutely sensitive to radiation-

induced carcinogenesis (7). In the case of this organ, beta-

particles, which produce much more damage per ion track than the

gamma rays , * are emitted less than 1/10th of an inch from their

target epithelial cells in the mammary ducts or glands (8).

* Ionizations (free radicals) per ion track are measured

in terms of linear energy transfer (LET), which determine the
radiobiological effectiveness (RBE) of radiation.
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Although krypton-85 is not employed for radiospirometry,

another krypton isotope, krypton-81, is currently being adopted
with some success (9, 10). More epidemiologic evidence is avail-

able from studies with another radioactive, noble gas, xenon-133,

which has been used for the past six years in radiospirometry (11).

Initial results show substantial retention of xenon-133 by lung (12)

and bladder (13) and a correlation with specific organ site car-

cinogenicity (14). Another radioactive, noble gas, radon-222, has

been well-studied and is highly carcinogenic, especially for the

lungs. As radon-222, unlike krypton-85, is transuranic, we shall

not discuss its carcinogenic properties further here.*

In conclusion, individuals who have breathed krypton-85

are at an increased risk to cancer of the lung and of organ sites

with high fat content. They also are at increased risk to bear

children with birth defects due to genetic mutations introduced

into the germ line by irradiation of gonadal tissue.

No mention was made in the Environmental Assessment of

other potential atmospheric contaminants in the containment building.

such as strontium-90, cesium-137 or any of the transuranics, such

as plutonium-244 which are present in the sump due to both normalj

contamination of coolant water by fission products and wide-spread

disintegration of fuel-rod cladding.** These reactive radioisotopes

may contaminate the TMI-2 containment atmosphere as aerosols or

particulates maintained by the 750F, 90 percent humid condition.

*Although releasing an alpha-particle, its RBE is not too
much greater than that of the 0.67 MeV beta of krypton-85.

**Resnikoff (15) has estimated this to be 75% on the basis
of krypton-85 levels rather than the 31% estimate of NUREG-0557.
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The Environmental Assessment is incomplete without a description

of the atmospheric concentration of these isotopes and to what de-

gree they will be removed by filtration prior to the proposed

venting.

B. Adverse Health Effects of Low Levels of Irradiation *

" Exposure to ionizing radiation, in any dose

except zero, results in a transfer of energy in dis-

crete quanta, which may be responsible for DNA strand

breakage and possible ultimate carcinogenesis." (16)

Although there has been a great deal of controversy

surrounding the adverse health effects of low levels of human

irradiation, it has become increasingly clear the 30 42723 0F

RADIATION IS, SAFF (17-20). Ionizing radiation interacts with

human tissue by creating a track of free radicals within the

aqueous environment of cells. Frcm less than a hurdred to several tens

of thousands of free radicals may be created per ion track as the

particle or ray transcends human tissue. The number of free

radicals produced per ion track depends upon the energy of the

particle or ray -- its mass , speed and charge if it is particulate

(alpha or beta); or its frequency if it is a photon (gamma or

x-irradiation). It is rare that the particle or ray itself in-
,

!

| tercepts DNA, the chemical blueprint which passes along genetic
,

i

| information as cells divide and individuals produce progeny.
!

More often, genetic damage is induced by radiation when one of

*See cppended affidavi: by Xarl Z. Morgan, Ph. D.
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the highly reactive free radicals produced along the ionization

track diffuses a short distance and interacts with a base in DNA
to alter it functional.1.y. Altered bases in DNA are unable to

pair with complementary bases in the opposite strand of the DNA

duplex and are often repaired by excision and replacement utiliz-

ing the opposite DNA strand as template. Following the excision

of a damaged. DNA base, it is occasionally replaced at ran-

dom with any of the four possibilities- adenine, guanine, cytosine

or thymine.* This random replacement of a DNA base which has been

damaged by interaction with an irradiation-produced free radical
forms the functional basis of radiation-induced genotoxic effects,

including mutagenesis, carcinogenesis and teratogenesis. (For
'

a detailed analysis of the ideas summarized in this paragraph,

clease censult references 21-24.)

The above mechanism is described in detail in order to

demonstrate how beta-particles or gamma rays emitted from krypton-85

are able to induce long-term adverse health effects in human popu-

lations, even at low levels of contamination by the radioactive

gas. There is no threshold below which krypton-85 or radiation

from any other source is not dangerous. This lack of a threshold

for carcinogenesis has been difficult to prove experimentally due

to the large number of test animals which must be employed to show

| statistically significant effects at low doses. As the major

mechanisms of radiation-induced carcinogenesis are equivalent to
i

* Error-prone repair of base damage in DNA appears to be
correlated with sensitive stages in the cellular replication cycle

when the DNA is not accessible to normal repair enzymes (25).

I
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those of chemical carcinogenesis, i.e., transmission of the

radiation-induced insult by chemical free radicals, we may

gain significant factual insight into the lack of a carcino-

genic threshold from the recent "ED study "* performed with01

24,000 mice and the chemical carcinogen 2-acetylaminofluorene

(2-AAF). In this study, the lowest dose of 2-AAF utilized,

30 ppm, was so weakly carcinogenic that 5,000 mice were em-

ployed for this concentration alone. The results of this

massive study, costing over $1 million, conclusively prove

that there is no threshold below which chemical carcinogens

fail to induce cancer, provided one employs a large enough

population to see the effect (26). The ED study helps to01

define why low doses of radiation, which produce low concen-

trations of free radicals, have lower, but demonstrable, ad-

verse health effects proportional to those seen at higher doses.

There are several human epidemiologic studies with

ionizing radiation which confirm the adverse health effects

deriving from low level exposures. From their evaluation of

the benefits vs. the carcinogenic risks of mammography in 280,000

womed involved in the Breast Cancer Detection Demonstration Pro-

ject (BCDDP), the American Cancer Society and the National Can-

cer Institute jointly concluded that the risks outweighed the

benefits for women under 50 who were asymptomatic and without

family history of breast cancer (27). Despite the low doses of

* Effective dose which affects one percent of the

experimental test pop'lation.u
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x-rays used in mammography (a few millirems whole body irradia-

tion, or a fraction of the annual background irradiation), it

was concluded that more cancers were being induced by the pro-

cedure than were being detected in younger, asymptomatic women.

This lack of a threshold for mammography frequency vs. incidence

of breast cancer in women may be seen in the following Figure (28).

Figure 1

.

BREAST CANCER INCIDENCE AS A FUNCTION OF

NUMBER OF MAMMOGRAPHIES (28)

520 W. H. M. Ellett and A. C. B. Richardson
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Figure 2
Incidence of breast cancer per 1000 persons per year at risk (PYR). The

' error bars represent 90c'o conddence intervals, and the line is the best-String.

! weighted. least-squares regression line.
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Recently, similar restrictions have been suggested for other ;

radiological diagnostic procedures by the American Cancer Society (29).

These radiological diagnostic procedures, such as annual chest

and dental examinations by x-ray, also expose people to fractions

of the radiation dosages received from natural background sources.

Yet they are deemed carcinogenic hazards by the ACS and may be

inducing more long-term adverse health effects than they discoverj

I if over-utilized. It has long been observed that radiologists,

even with modern shielding, are at an increased risk to develop

cancer (30).

The comprehensive report by the U.S. National Academy of

Sciences on the biological effects of ionizing radiation (BEIR)

concluded that low level irradiation from all sources combined
would eventually be responsible for the induction of 220,000

cancers in our present population (31) . Background irradiation

is a fact of life, but is by no means innocuous. Background

irradiation fluctuations have been associated with human cancers (32),

congenital malformations (33) and birth defects (34). The human

genetic legacy is a fragite :hread which accumulates ra:her than

casca out genetic aberratior.s. We canno t tolera:e any further

insult to our pool of DNA, this core of our genetic legacy.

A continuing source of contamination with low level irradi-
ation derives fran fission products associated with atomic testing

Sec-programs and the production of power from nuclear plants.

tions of southwestern Utah suffered 2.5 fold increases in leu-
kemia in the years following atomic testing at the Nevada test

site some 100 miles to the west (3 5. ) * Following a large
|
,

:

\ *See Appendir 3. Atmospheric Testing.
;

!
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series of atmospheric tests in the southern Enewetak atoll,

children were born without thyroid glands (athyroidism) in the

northern atoll (36). A similar iodine-131 release from TMI-2
for two weeks after the accident may have increased the number

of hypothyroid births in Lancaster county to ten times the ex-

pected frequency (37). In four counties dowrzaind frcm the reactor

(Lehigh, Lebanon, Schuylkill and Berks); there were no cases of

hypothyroidism before the TMI-2 accident and eight cases after

(equivalent nine month periods, ref. 37). In 56 counties of

Pennsylvania upwind from the reactor, the hypothyroidism frequency

was eight in the nine months before and six in the nine months
after the accident, in which it was admitted that 15 curies of

iodine-131 were released * (38) . (See Apper. die C. Fs::al Hypodyroidism.)

Similar increases in adverse long-term health effects

have been seen in high cancer rates, especially leukemia, multi-

ple myeloma and pancreatic cancer, among workers in Hanford and

Portsmouth nuclear naval shipyards (39-43).

Perhaps the most compelling treatise on the" Biological

Effects of (Low Levels of) Ionizing Radiation" may be found in the

Heidelberg Report ( 44)f which cites some 40 references in addition

to those described above. The essential conclusion of this com-

prehensive treatise is as follows:

"Even small radiation doses (mrem range) are

able to cause impairment of vital organs and manifest

*Takeshi (45) has independently calculated that over 5,000
curies of iodine-131 were released on the basis of xenon-133 levels.
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and fatal disorders of the organism. Many results

of radiobiological experiments and extensive sta-
tistics prove this. In particular, many irradiation

experiments have been performed on animals in order
to determine the risk to man of radiological testing

and handling methods." (44)

C. Psychological Effects of Venting

Although their findings may have been premature,* the

Kemeny Commission concluded that the only adverse health effect

of the accident at TMI-2 was severe psychological stress (38).

This severe psychological distress continues to exist today,

exacerbated each time the citi= ens of communities proximate to

TMI-2 learn of accidental or new or planned releases of radio-

nuclides into their air or water supplies.

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission has sponsored a study

of psychological stress as a result of the TMI accident (45).

Yet no information from this study, or 14 other studies acknow-

ledged in the Addendum 1, was included in either the Environ-

mental Assessment or its addenda (see Section IF. Insufficiency

of the Environmental Assessment Da:a Base) . From recent hearings

with the NRC, both in Washington, D.C., and in the communities

proximate to TMI-2, it is safe to assume that a great measure of

distrust exists and that severe psychological stress has con-

tinued and will increase in the eventuality that the proposed

venting is initiated.

*The Report was issued seven months after the accident, two
months short of normal human gestation and 5-30 years short of the

latent period for cancer development.
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The adverse health effects induced by severe psychologi-

cal stress are difficult to measure, but they are capable of

profoundly and irreparably changing pecoles' lives. There is

no doubt that the proposed release of krypton-85 gas into com-

munities adjacent to TMI-2 will adversely affect the psychologi-

cal health of people residing in these communities. For this

reason alone, krypton-85 should not be removed from the TMI-2

containment building atmosphere by venting or purging into the

outside air.

For further information relevant to this sub-section,

please consult the attached affidavit by Robert W. Co lman, ?h.D.,

a psychologist registered in he Commanueatch of Pennsylvania

and Appendir A. Psychological Stress.

D. Risk to Workers

The following Table outlines the levels of radiation

hazards to workers inside the TMI-2 containment building atmo-

sphere before and after the proposed venting of krypton-85 gas.

Table 1

TMI-2 CONTAINMENT FACILITY ATMOSPHERIC IRRADIATIONS

Protective
Clothing Venting Kr-85 beta Kr-85 gamma Other gamma

Before 150 rad /hr' O.8 rem /hr 1.2 rem /hr
Without

After 0 rad /hr 0.0 rem /hr 1.2 rem /hr

Before 0 rad /hr 0.8 rem /hr 1.2 rem /hr
With

After 0 rad /hr 0.0 rem /hr 1.2 rem /hr

l
* Skin dose, equivalent to about 75 rad /hr lung dose (3)

|
t
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It is readily seen from Table 1 that the dangers from

exposure to krypton-85 beta-particles in the containment facility,

which are by far the more hazardous to human health, may be re-

duced to zero either by the proposed venting or by protectively

suiting the workers in decontamination suits equipped with self-

contained breathing apparatus. The health risks to workers

inside the containment facility from gamma irradiation are not

diminished by protective clothing. As 60 percent of this gamma

irradiation (1.2 rem /hr whole body dose) emanates from the contain-

ment facility walls and sump, the proposed venting of krypton-85

would reduce gamma exposure by 40 percent.*

If a worker were to receive his/her permissible quarterly

quota of gamma irradiation (3 rem, assuming protective clothing

and extrinsic air supply), it would be possible to remain in the

containment building for 1.5 hours at present. Venting of tf-

krypton-85 gas to the outside air would only increase this maxi-

mal exposure time to 2.5 hours.** Thus, by hiring more workers

to do the data collection, maintenance and survey work, the licen-

see can avoid exposing the public unnecessarily to krypton- 85,

in line with the tenets of the ALARA concept, while at the same

time not increasing the adverse health risks to each individual

worker.
.

-

*The Haller Report (46) puts the krypton-85 contribution

to gamma irradiation at 25 percent, which figure Commissioner

Hendrie has judged too small (47). We derive 40 percent from

the estimates of a spokesman for the re-entry team (48).

**The re-entry team spokesman's estimate was an increase

from 1 to 1.5 - 1.75 hours (48).

L
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Radiation worker access times of up to 90 minutes are long

in terms of routine inspection, maintenance and repair activities
associated with the nuclear industry (49). In some cases, such

as the routine welding of thermal exchanger plates which lose

their seals frequently due to stress induced by high temperature

differentials on the two sides of the plates, these worker ac-

! cess times are as short as one minute (50). The gamma irradia-

|

tion levels inside the containment facility at TMI-2 at present

are not high in terms of the nuclear industry.
.

It should be made clear here that we are not arguing

that it is safe for radiation workers to go into the containment

facility for any period of time, as any amoun: of radiation e -
|

posure is dangerous to human hea!ch. We are merely arguing that,

given that the licensee must gather data and both inspect and main-

,

tain extant equipment while preparing a comprehensive Environmental
!

Impact Statement for the clean-up operation, these activities may
,.

proceed at present in the absence of venting the krypton-85 with-

out further increasing the risk to workers.

The worker is at a distinct advantage when dealing with

the health hazards of krypton-85 as compared to the citizen altside

|
the containment facility. He can be protectively clothed 'in an

air-tight suit completely impermeable to penetration by either;

atoms of krypton-85 gas or the beta-particles emitted in 99.6

percent of the disintegrations by the gas. He can be monitored

for gamma irradiation arising from 0.4 percent of the krypton-85

disintegrations in order to limit whole body exposure. These

advantages protect the worker from skin, lung and whole body

_ _ _
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doses of irradiations associated with krypton-85 gas.

In addition, the worker has agreed by contract to

enter the containment facility and take part in the data col-

lection and equipment inspection and maintenance, activities for

which he will be compensated by the licensee. No such informed

consent edsts for the public, however, who have neither approved

of the proposed venting nor are guaranteed compensation should

they suffer adverse health effects from the krypton-85 gas.
"We just don't expose people to radiation.

,

It has to be for a really good reason."

- A physicist employed by GPU,

parent utility of the licensee (51) .

We agree totally with the spirit of this sentiment, not cnly for
the workers inside the containment facility, but also for the

public on the outside as well.

E. Increased Risk to Peoole in Surrounding Communities

The accident at TMI-2 and the contamination of the en-

vironment by radionuclides therefrom will provide the first large

prospective study of low-level radiation health effects on human

populations. This is the conclusion of an article published in

the British Medical Journal (52). The population mentioned are

innocent people, potentially victimized by an accident in which

they had no part, who are now asked once again to be used furtherI

as guinea pigs by the Environmental Assessment.

As was discussed in Sub-sse ion III.S., there is no

| known threshold below which radiation fails to induce cancer.
!

This 1ack of a threshold is inherent in the " person-ran" concept, utilized
|

,

|
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Theextensively throughout the NRC Environmental Assessment.

person-rem concept treats the product of population and radiation
dose to whjeh the population is exposed as a constant, regardless

of population size or radiation dose. For example, the total ad-

verse heatch effects of 1,000 person-rems will be the same whether

10 people are exposed to 100 rems each, or 10,000 people are ex-

posed to 100 millirems. Of course the adverse health effects in

the 10 people exposed to 100 rems each will be easier to find due

to the small population size and a high proportion that will be
,

i Yet the same magnitude of total adver.se healthadversely affected.

effects will be manifest in the 10,000 people receiving 100 milli-
! rems, albeit now a much smaller fraction of this larger populace

will be affected. The reason the person-rem concept is valid is

that the targets for radiation-induced carcinogenesis (or muta-

genesis) are not people, but ce!Is. The mechanisms by which

radiation irreversibly transforms cells to the malignant state

were discussed in Sub-section III.B.
Continuing our example above, if 1,000 person-rems ir-

reversibly alter a total of ten human cells, these ten altered
.

malignant precursor cells could be distributed one each to all.
10 in the smaller group receiving 100 rems. In this case, each

individual will potentially develop cancer, dependent upon such

vagaries as the immunological health of the individuals during

the subsequent 5 - 30 year latent period for cancer development.

More than likely, because of random probabilities (determined by
t

the Poisson equation), in our smaller group of 10, two will
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develop two malignant precursor cells due to carcinogenic " hits"

by radiation, six more in the group of 10 will develop one

malignant precursor clone each and two will escape unscathed.
f

With the 10,000 population exposed to 100 millirems each, however,

the ten malignant precursor cells will be distributed to ten dif-

ferent individuals. So in essence the number of potentially af-
j j

flicted individuals increases slightly the Lover the irradiation

dose.*

Cells which are irreversibly altered in their DNA may either

give rise to cancers, if they are somatic cells, or birth defects

in subsequent generations, if they are spermatogenic or o8 genic

cells. A SINGLE ALTERED CELL FORMS THE BASIS OF BOTH CANCERS AND

SIRTF JEFECTS. In addition, if a fetus is irradiated, a clone of

cells arising from the irreversibly afflicted cell may be obliterated

or severely altered, forming the functional basis of congenital mal-

formations. It is well known that radiation is carcinogenic, muta-

genic and teratogenic. The point here is that, as a single cell

is the target of such radiation-induced effects, and, as there

is no threshold below which radiation fails to induce carcinogenic,

mutagenic or teratogenic damage, the beta-particles and gamma rays

emana ing from krypton-85 in the environment carry a reat and mea-

surable heatch threat :o att people in communi:ies currounding

TMI-2 uho come in con:ac: vith krypton-85. There is a potential

*This is seen even more clearly if only one person receives

the entire 1,000 person-rems, i.e. a dose of 1,000 rems. The total

effect is now one death, since 500 rems is the lethal dose of radia-
tion in humans.
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health threat from even one atom of krypton-85, depending

upon when it spontaneously disintegrates. At present there are

approximately 3 x 1r.25 atom s of krypton-85 (50 moles) in

the TMI-2 containment building atmosphere. Within the next 10.7

1.5 x 1025 (15 septillion), willyears, half of these atoms ,

disintegrate whether they are still in the containment facility,
stored in a condensed scate in a few gas bottles or scattered

'

amongst the fat pads of people in adjacent communities following

the proposed venting. The disintegration of just one. krypton-85

atom releases a beta-particle which creates thousands of free

radicals as it travels 2.5 mm in human tissue. If a single free

radical so produced intercepts DNA and induces irreversible al-

teration, we now have a precursor cell for one of the adverse

health effects we have considered above.

In the Environmental Assessment it is proposed that the

57,000 curies of krypton-85 be released into the environment in

60 days.* The person-rem concept outlined above belies the entire

premise of the dilution of this radionuclide into the environment.

Surely it will be difficult, if not impossible, to prove that any
.

radiation-induced adverse health effects have arisen from krypton-85

released into the atmosphere around TMI-2. Yet more adverse ef-

fects may befall the community outside the containment facility

than inside, were the krypton-85 to be retained, due to the 1,000

to 4 ratio of beta-particle to gamma ray emissions. For this

1

|

|
*In Addendum 2, the NRC proposes to lessen this release

| time to five days. ' Increased health ha:ards inherent in a lessened
i

j krypton-85 venting time will be dealt with in a separate c:mment.
!

;

-

_ _ _ _ _
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reason alone, venting of k'ypton-85 into the air of the environ-
ment outside the TMI-2 containment facility should not be attempted.

We find the apparent attitude of the licensee, a willingness to
trade of f clightly increased adverse health effecu frcm ga:mia irradiation to

its workers for potentially mre detrimental health effects to the population

at large, from beta irradiation, an irresponsible stance.

In the next two paragraphs we present dose estimates for

maximal and average contaminations of the environment by the pro-

cosed krypton-85 release in order to assess potential adverse health effects.

In the case of maximal contamination by krypton-85, we

assume venting of 1,000 curies within 6 hours into a steady wind

of 10 knots, which plume intercepts a quiescent valley within a

few miles of Three Mile Island. Since krypton-85 is heavier than

air, it could easily settle into this valley, similar to fog

which accumulates in low lying areas overnight. The 1,000 curies

released represent 10,000 cubic feet of presently contaminated air

or larger volumes once the " bleed and feed" cycles have been ini-

tiated. If we assume that 5,000 cubic feet of this contaminated

.

air descend into a inhabited valley of one million cubic feet to
|

| a depth of 20 feet, then the habitable ::ene of this valley could

| become.5 percent contaminated by krypton-85-containing air from
!

I the reactor building. Krypton-85 easily seeps into cracks around

doors and windows, or even more easily enters if either of

these are open. The dose to each occupant could be 25-30 millirems

whole body gamma irradiation and 6 rads skin dose (3 rads lung dose)

of beta-particles in a single night.

-
A
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Although the above scenario is quite possible for people

residing near TMI-2, the population within a 50-mile radius around

the reactor would receive on the average a much smaller dose of

irradiation from krypton-85. In our calculations * we assume thej

following: 1) that 2,000,000 people live within a 50-mile radius

of TMI-2; 2) that the population everywhere encounters the diluted

krypton-85 gas for at least one day out of the 60 days proposed

ventingj and 3) that on the days of krypton-85 exposure, the air
from the containment building has been diluted one-million fold

(to 10-6 pCi/cc) prior to human contact. Using these parameters,

we conclude that 10 cancer deaths could be induced by the venting

of the 57,000 curies of krypton-85 from the TMI-2 containment
,

building atmosphere.

* Calculations:

1) In a population of 2,000,000, 20 cancer

deaths can be expected to be induced per 10 mrad

dose per year (53).

2) The radiobiological effectiveness of both

beta-particle and gamma ray emitted from krypton-85

! is about 1, therefore for these irradiations
|
! mrad = mrem.

3) Hence, combining (1) and (2), for each 10

mrem dose, we can' expect 20 eventual cancer deaths.

4) For krypton-85, 10-6 pCi/cc/ day = 4.8 mrem (54).

| 5) Hence, for one day's exposure to 10-6 pCi/cc
of krypton-85 in the population considered we will have

20 x 4 . 8/10 = 10 cancer deaths.
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IV. INSUFFICIENCY OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT DATA BASE

There is a paucity of data in the NRC Environmental

Assessment. The public is once again being asked to "Take our

word for it." In the face of the Rassmussen report's predic-

tion that an accident such as the TMI-2 " occurrence" could happen

only once every 20,000 reactor-years (55) and the underestimates

of both time and resin efficiency needed for the EPICOR-II clean-

up of water from the auxiliary building (56), plus repeated mis-

statements, both during the course of the TMI accident itself and

its aftermath, neither the NRC nor its licensee retain public

credibility. (See Appendi J. Iecks and Coverups.)

Both the NRC's statutory mandate and its responsi-

bilities to the public in this unprecedented situation bar

any NRC authorization for release of krypton-85 without a full

determination that such action is the safest and most practi-

cable alternative available for removal of this gas from the

TMI-2 containment building atmosphere. NRC has not adequately

considered that variety of factors which bears upon the dangers

to the environment and to public health by its proposed venting

of krypton-85. In the following paragraphs,we address various

sectors of the Environmental Assessment which omit data essential

for the interpretation of feasibil.ity and health risks to com-

munities proximate to TMI-2. We strongly urge that such infor-

mation be made available and fully evaluated before any decision

is reached concerning the proposed venting of krypton-85 gas.

i Although three types of containment building atmospheric

samples have been taken weekly for the past year, the Environmental
,

|
..
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Assessment presents minimal information from only two of these

approximately 150 samples. This information, that the containment

air contained 0.78 pCi of krypton-85 per cc in November 1979 and

1.0 pCi/cc presumably in March 1980 could be taken to mean thatj

radionuclides are continuing to be produced inside the reactor

core and are accumulating inside the containment building. If so,

at what rate are radionuclides being synthesized and at what rate

are they accumulating? How will this potential accumulation affect

the containment building atmosphere in the months after the pro-

posed venting of the 57,000 curies of krypton-85 gas? Will

further venting be necessarv after the presently contaminated

i atmosphere has been purged? In order to validly judge what is

happening in the containment building atmosphere, the public should

be informed of the exact radionuclide concentrations on a week-

by-week basis, information readily available to the NRC and its

licensee.

What is the precise radionuclide inventory of the TMI-2
1

containment building atmosphere? In particular, as there has'

been extensive fuel rod damage, how much plutonium and other trans-
i

|

| uranic isotopes centudmate the atmosphere as aerosols or parti-

i
culetes produced in the sump?

-

There is no estimate in the Environmental Assessment as

i to how long a protectively clothed worker could spend maintaining
|

and inspecting equipment or collecting data, either at present or

after the proposed venting of krypton-85. This information is

vital in the consideration of the necessity for venting. Similarly,

there is no information as to the present need for equipment
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maintenance and inspection, although it is obvious that equip-

ment will function both more efficiently and for a longer time

under these conditions. The public, given the lack of urgency

as defined by the Environmental Assessment, is hard put to believe
:

that the present situation, which has cxisted for over one year,

is an emergency. If there is such an emergency, given that a

worker can spend up to 1.5 hxrs inside the containment facility

before exhausting his or her quarterly quota of 3 rems, why isn't

some data collection and equipment inspection and maintenance

being conducted at present?

Although we are assured in the Environmental Assessment

that " purging of Kr-85 to the atmosphere can be performed under

well-controlled conditions," we are dubious that this is the case.

Before controlled release is a credible concept, the following

questions must be answered in a future Enviro" antal Assessment:

1) What meteorologic criteria will be considered

in determining whether to vent or not to vent?

a) Wind speed?

b) Wind direction?
c) Variations in speed and direction?

;
;

|
d) Relative humidity?

t

e) Barometric pressure?

f) Chance for an inversion?

g) Chance for precipitation?
,

|
l

2) How long will the period of venting last on

an " ideal" day?
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3) At what time of day will venting be initiated?

Fearless forecasts notwithstanding, each of us knows the

vagaries of the weather to be virtually unpredictable and certainly
uncontrollable, more susceptible than any other aspect of our en-

vironment to the whims of Mother Nature. "Well-controlled con-

ditions" are never defined in the Environmental Assessment. We

suspect they do not exist. However, such conditions, if definable,

must be clearly explicated in the Environmental Assessment for

an adequate public assessment of potential adverse human health risks

inherent in the venting of krypton-85 gas from the containment

facility.

Presumably the function of monitoring is to shut off-the

venting process if too much radioactivity is detected off-site due
to insufficient diffusion and dilution of krypton-85 into the out-

door air. Yet there are no monitoring criteria spelled out in the

Environmental Assessment. How many monitors will be placed around

the containment facility? At what distances will the monitors be

placed? Will instantaneous monitors be available at 5 miles? Ten?

Twenty? Fifty miles? Given that krypton-85 is over five times as

dense as air, at what height will the monitors be placed? Will

special monitors be placed in basements, wells and other low-lying

areas? How many of the monitorr will be manned? Will they be

manned for the entire venting period, which may be up to 24 hours

per day? How many electronic, remote-sensing monitors will be

deployed? How many will be film-type, giving indications of ex-

cessive radiation doses only in retrospect? In order to be of

use in controlling the proposed venting of krypton-85, these

.
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monitors must provide instantaneous data relevant to radioactivity
densities (fluxes) in all directions from the TMI-2 facility for
distances up to 100 miles away (see Section V. Necerologic Cri-

ceria for 7snting). The Assessment provided by the NRC gives no

assurance whatsoever that this will be the case. High school

science teachers are to be trained as monitors. How many? For

what periods of time will they monitor, during or after periods

of venting, or both? When will these high school science teachers

complete their training course? What funds are available for

their training and employment as monitors of krypton-85 diffusion?

The data base of the Environmental Assessment is also

woefully deficient in information concerning psychological stress
to surrounding communities even though a plethora of such data

is available. In Addendum 1 the NRC has outlined fifteen separate

studies which analyze the psychological stresses induced by the

TMI accident and by subsequent releases of radionuclides. One of

these studies, that conducted by the Mountain West Research and

Social Impact Research groups, was supported by the NRC itself (45).

Yet none of the results of this or any of the other psychological

studies has been made available in either the Environmental Assess-

ment or its appendices.

The following questions must be answered concerning psycho-

logical health in order to assess the impact of krypton-85 venting
on the well-being of populations in nearby communities:

1) What are the results of the fifteen psycho-
;

| logical studies,especially as relevant to potentially
severe stress which may be induced by the proposed
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venting of krypton-85 gas from the TMI-2 contain-

ment facility atmosphere?

2) What will be the effects on any population for

which monitoring has revealed excessive radiation ex-

posures warranting immediate cessation of venting?

3) Is evacuation being considered for populations

receiving excessive doses due to meteorologic uncertain-

ties, e.g., a sudden inversion, and what would be the

effect of such an order for evacuation on the

psychological health of the so-ordered community?

4) What are the chances of civil disobedience
if the proposed venting of krypton-85 gas is initiated?

.

.-

1
i

|
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V. METEOROLOGIC CRITERIA FOR VENTING

The least credible section of the Environmental Assess-
ment deals with meteorologic criteria for venting of the krypton-85

gas from the containment building atmosphere at TMI-2. Constant

assurances notwithstnding, there is no adequate way to control the

weather. Furthermore, as extensively addressed in the previous

section, there are no supporting data for the methodology of assess-

ing which meteorologic criteria are beneficial for venting, how

long and under which conditions venting would accur and how fre-

quently venting would be accomplished under ideal conditions.

Krypton-85 is approximately five times denser than air
and therefore settles into low-lying areas such as valleys and

basements in the absence of adequate convection. The proposed

venting will take place from a 160-foot stack. On a calm day,

the krypton-85 will settle in a uniform pattern around the base

of the stack and then spread outward by diffusion in all direc-

tions, seeking out and being retained by low-lying areas. Al-

though windy days provide immunity from krypton-85 contamination

upwind, downwind there may be a greater concentration of the radio-

nuclide than there would be on calm days. Depending upon wind

speed, fluctuations in wind speed, wind direction and fluctuations

in direction, the krypton-85 may travel with the plume for miles

downwind with relatively little dispersion until it is stalled by

either a geographical or meteorological obstacle, at which point

krypton-85 would tend to settle out of the plume. In gas warfare,
y,

advantage is taken of these properties of plumes to intercept and
*

I

|
decimate enemy stations (see Figure 2, next page, ref. 57).

|
<

!
- __ _ . _ .
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Many of the nerve gases employed in such gas warfare have molecular

weights below 100, i.e., they have analogous densities and disper-

sion patterns dependent upon meteorolcgical conditions, as does krveton-85.

In addition to these nondispersive plume effects, even in strong

winds there is sufficient swirling and creation of low pressure

vortices on the downwind side of the 160-foot stack to bring a

considerable portion of the emitted krypton-85 cascading down to

ground level at the point of emission (44).

The Environmental Assessment relates that "Kr-85 has the

unique capability of infiltrating and diffusing through protective

garments." This capability may not be as hazardous to workers

within the containment facility atmosphere as to people on the

outside, as workers can be outfitted with absolutely airtight

suits such as those worn on the moon or during deep-sea diving (if

need be). The infiltrating and diffusing capabilities of krypton-05,

however, are much more insidious for farms and homes which may be

intercepted downwind by the gas-containing plume. Closed doors

and windows will provide little barrier against krypton-85.

It is not uncommon for noble gases such as krypton-85 and
i

| xenon-133 to be detected 100 miles or more from their source of e-
mission. A few years ago, during an inversion in the Rhine valley, kr/pton-85

was detected in Freiburg, 140 km (84 miles) from the closest nu-
*

clear power station, the Kernkraftwerk Sud plant at Karlsruhe (44).

| Following the accident at TMI-2, considerable xenon-133 was detected

at Albany, NY, over 200 miles away from the reactor (58). These

examples show that meteorologic dispersion patterns are often far

from ideal, and may result in unanticipated contaminations of
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radionuclides into urban areas 100 miles or more away. It bears

repeating that some large urban areas are within 100 miles of

TMI-2.

The NRC Assessment estimates that venting could be com-

pleted within a 60-day period. It is ambiguous from the Assess-

ment itself as to whether this is 60 days' total elapsed time or

60 days of venting with interstitial non-venting days. From the

comments of the second Addendum, however, it is possible to infer

that the latter alternative appears more likely to be the inter-

pretation intended by the NRC and its licensee. Initial venting

would proceed,according to the Assessmengat 100 cubic

feet per minute, increasing to 1,000 cubic feet

per minute by the end of the purge. Mathematical calculations

show that continuous venting according tc this scheme wculd re-

quire 13.8 days . If the NRC and its licensee

are proposing that venting be completed within a 60-day period,

then venting must occur for an average of at least 6 hours per

day. Although meteorologic criteria for venting were never defined

in the Assessment, if we assume that these criteria are not met at

least half the time, then the average venting period must be in-

i creased to 12 hours per day on the days permitting venting. Al-

|
ternatively,the NRC and its licensee may anticipate that only one-

i

fourth of the days will correspond to responsible meteorologic

criteria, and that dumping of krypton-85 into the atmosphere on

those days will be a 24 hour per day activity. Given the vagaries

of the weather, this latter scenario seems especially dangerous.

i Hence, short pulses seem more sane, yet even 6 hour releases must
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be accomplished every day to keep on schedule. We are left with

the impression that whatever the meteorologic criteria implied by
the Environmental Assessment, they cannot be very stringent.

VI. MONITORING THE RELEASE OF KRYPTON-85

Ideally monitoring should provide a mechanism whereby

people are protected from the adverse health effects posed by

krypton-85 gas. Obviously the best possible protection of the

populace is that they be exposed to no krypton-SS gas. Yet the

Environmental Assessment provides such a sketchy de ription of

the monitoring system that one wonders if the NRC really cares

at all, or just threw this section in to pacify an hysterical

public.

Many of the data needed for public assessment of the

Environmental Assessment are missing (these points have been ex-

tensively addressed in Section I7) . We now ad-

dress what the monitoring system should be as there is in-

sufficient information available in order to judge what it is.

Monitoring must be contemporary with krypton-85 release,

that is, points downwind for up to 100 miles should instantaneously

feed back krypton-85 levels to the emission site. Maximal per-

missible levels of, for example, 1.5 mrad /hr beta-particles must
!

I
be established. If maxima are exceeded at any monitoring station,

automatic shutdown of the venting operation must proceed immediately.

Emergency provisions for evacuation of finite areas should be made
1

ready in the event that certain higher levels, for example l5 mrad /hr,'

j
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are achieved at any monitoring station. Although it would be

useful epidemiologically, it will do populations no good at all
,

in terms of preventive medicine to utilize passive monitors
which will yield information days or weeks af ter high level ex-

posures have been realized.

In several places in the Environmental Assessment the NRC,j

and presumably its licensee, display callous, if not fraudulent,
attitudes toward the tolerated maximal acceptable radiation ex-

posures to the public. Scenarios which expose people up to 1700

mrem beta skin dose at the boundary site are exonerated as but
,

"a small fractions of the limits set forth in 10 CFR Part 100."
Yet, the footnote to this section of the code of the Federal,

Register reads as follows:

"The whole body dose of 25 rem referred

to above corresponds numerically to the once

in a lifetime accidental or emergency dose for

radiation workers However, neither its...

use nor that of the 300 rem value for thyroidi

exposure as set forth in these site criteria

guides are intended to imply that these numbers

constitute acceptable limits for emergency doses

to the public under accident conditions."
|

|

|

. , -_. ..___.
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VII. LACK OF NECESSITY OF VENTING

... the staff believes that it is in the"

best interest of the public health and safety to

purge the reactor building promptly prior to com-

pletion of the Programmatic Environmental Impact
Statement."

"These potential pathways are sealed by seals
which are presently inaccessible for maintenance

because of high ambient radiation levels."

The above quotes are from the Environmental Assessment,

pages 4-5 and 4-4, respectively. The entire Assessment is based

upon the faulty premise that venting of the containment building

atmosphere is vital to equipment maintenance and inspection and

the collection of data. The public has been blackmailed

into accepting this premise with the spectre of greater nuclear

catastrophy hung over their heads, unless they accept and poten-

tially breathe 57,000 curies of krypton-85 gas vented inte

their air. Yet venting is not vital to data collection

or to equipment inspection and maintenance. These activities can

be begun now by a protectively suited and masked worker. If, as

the NRC and its licensee contend, equipment deterioration is im-

minent which may lead to core recriticality, why have workers not

been performing these functions during the past year? Why are

data collection and equipment inspection and maintenance not being

conducted now? If indeed there is a state of emergency, why wait

until we are all further imperiled, even during the 60 days of

proposed venting?

Surely, as a part of the overall clean-up operation,

krypton-85 must be removed from the containment building
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atmosphere. Venting, hcwever, is the least responsible means to

achieve this end, a means to which the nuclear industry has become

the average nuclear reactor releases about 1,300accustomed, as

It is in-curies of krypton-85 into the atmosphere each month.
tolerable that our population is asked to accept this additional

burden to its background irradiation load, let alone now to be

subjecte? to 30 times as much, as is proposed in the Environmental

Assessment. As Commissioner Gilinsky has pointed out, the 57,000-

curie release of krypton-85 from the TMI-2 site would be greater

than the sum produced by all operating reactors per year (59).

As there is no emergency and as workers can enter

the containment building at present to initiate data collection

and equipment inspection and maintenance, adequate time exists to

implement responsible alternative methods for removal of krypton-85

from the atmosphere. These alternative methods are considered in

the next section.

i There is a consistent obfuscation of the issues in the
"Lessjustification section of the Environmental Assessment.

restricted access is necessary ..." is the phraseology fre-...

quently employed. Less restricted access to the containment fa-

cility is not necessary, it is merely economically desirable from
the standpoint of the number of workers needed to complete a given

job. That is, it is desirable because it is less expensive. The

presently available 1.5 hours per worker access time would be only

increased to 2.5 hours if all krypton-85 were vented. For every

three hours of work inside the containment facility, the licensee

must employ three workers now instead of two after venting.
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Further obfuscation derives from the continual reference
in the same section of the Environmental Assessment to not only

" repair or replace nuclear instruments, to maintain the reactor

building air cooling system," but also to " decontaminate the

building, its equipment and piping," and even to " remove the fuel."
These latter two references are clearly out of the purview of the

Environmental Assessment and irrelevant to the issues described

therein. It must be re-emphasized that submission of a complete

Environmental Impact Statement must be accomplished before any

issues of containment building or reactor core clean-up are

addressed.

In summary, there is no necessity for venting the krypton-85

gas into the outdoor atmosphere in order to perform routine data

collection and equipment inspection and maintenance within the

containment facility. Protective clothing allows up to 1. 5 hours

work time for workers prior to receiving their quarterly quota.

This is a much longer access time than available to workers in-

volved in other routine inspection, maintenance and replacement

functions associated with nuclear power plants (49, 50). There

is adequate time to install alternative systems for krypton-85

removal from the TMI-2 containment facility atmosphere.

(See Appendi: E. Necessity of 7encing. )

|

i

|
<
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VIII. ALTERNATIVES TO VENTING

The Environmental Assessment champions venting as imme-

diately available and of short duration. In the absence of any

emergency, this rationale means merely that venting is the least

expensive alternative, since extant fans are able to blow krypton-85

gas out over filters and into the atmosphere outside. Four other

advantages to venting are offered in the Environmental Assessment.

These are listed below, along with our replies:

Advantage to Venting (E.A.) Replv

1) Controlled releases can be 1) Use of applicable federal

maintained within applicable regulations only evades public

federal regulations; health responsibility;

2) Purge has a small general pop- 2) As admitted in the Assessment,

ulation accident dose impact when purge has the largest mrad popula-

compared to other alternatives; tion exposure of all methods;

| 3) Purging to the atmosphere eli- 3) The gas with a half-life of

f minates the need for long term 10.7 years will contaminate a

surveillance of Kr-85; large area for a long time;

|

4) Purging of Kr-85 to the at- 4) Releases cannot be controlled
mosphere can be performed under due to meteorologic uncertainty

well-controlled conditions and monitoring difficulties....

Of these "other advantages," numbers (1) and (3) are an-

swered in more detail below in order to introduce our discussion

of alternatives to venting. We have dealt extensively with num-

bers (2) and (4) in previous sections of this comment.

The " applicable federal regulations" cited in the first

"other advantage" above are the " design objectives of 10 CFR Part
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50, Appendix I, and the applicable requirements of 40 CFR Part

190.10," which regulations are not to be exceeded. Currently

these regulations allow for discharges which cause the ambient

air to be no more than 10-5 pCi/cc of total radionuclides or to

inundate a bystander with 25 mrem whole body irradiation or 75

mrem to the thyroid gland. It will be recalled that in Section III

we created a scenario in which people were exposed to 25-30 mrem

as a reasonably achievable high dose and that,if the population

at large were exposed for a single day out of the 60- days of pro-

posed venting to 10-6 pCi/cc krypton-85, an order of magnitude
under the regulatory limitation, eventually 10 cancer deaths

could arise within a 50-mile radius of Three Mile Island. There

are no data in the Environmental Assessment which convince us

that these estimates are exaggerated. In the latter of the two

federal regulations cited, 40 CFR 190.10, the key word is "appli-

cable." Not until January 1, 1983, will emission of krypton-85

be limited to 50,000 curies per gigawatt-year. But the regulation

should be used at present as a guideline by the NRC, a clear signal

to this regulatory body that these radiation releases should be

kept to an absolute minimum whenever possible. Interestingly,

in the past year, TMI-2 has produced only 2.4 megawatts from the

residual heat in the reactor core, and, hence, by this rule would

( be limited to only 120 curies of krypton-85 emission, if this
|

portion of the regulation were in effect at present. Even in the
'

normal operating year,the proposed 57,000 curies would be twice

too large to release over a one-year period, let alone 60 days.

It is clear that the licensee hopes to evade its responsibilities

!
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to the public in every way and to trade off as much public dan- |
1

ger for reduced expense at TMI-2 as possible.

Similarly,the Environmental Assessment has been myopic

in its insistence upon the " bleed and feed" method of purging

gases from the containment facility. This method of air removal

is clearly only beneficial for the venting alternative, since

the subsequent purge cycles will be progressively more dilute

with respect to krypton-85 concentrations. There are three al-

ternatives to air reroval by the " bleed and feed" method:

1) displacement,
.

2) internal removal of krypton-85, and

3) either of the above plus venting the

krypton-85 residuum.

These alternatives for the removal of the atmosphere of the con-

tainment facility are discussed along with selective adsorption

and cryogenic methodologies for krypton-85 capture in more detail belcw.

Displacement of the containment building atmosphere has

the advantage of allowing the majority of the krypton-85 gas to

be removed without-dilution by outside air. This makes the total

volume of air dealt with 2 million cubic feet instead of 23 mil-
lion cubic feet by the " bleed and feed" technology in the Assess-

ment, rendering concentration methods and eventual storage prob-

lems an order of magnitude easier. Displacement of the contain-

ment building atmosphere could be accomplished in a number of ways,

and this should be considered a viable alternative to the " bleed
and feed" method proposed in the Environmental Assessment'.
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A second alternative method for removal of krypton-85

from the containment building atmosphere without dilution by

outside air is to place either a selective adsorption column or

cyrogenic device within the containment building itself and con-

tinuously cycle the atmosphere through either of these devices.

Should construction of either device be cumbersome within the

containment facility, alternatively, either selective adsorption

or cryogenic devices could be placed within the auxiliary building
and fed with extant gas lines from the containment building, re-

turning the decontaminated air to the containment via extant return

lines.

Should either of these alternatives to dilution by out-

side air be feasible, it is possible that they could afford 2 95

percent krypton-85 removal in much shorter times than those pre-

dicted in the Environmental Assessment. With 6 5 percent of the

krypton-85 remaining, it would be possible to reconsider a venting

program for the remaining $ 2,350 curies over a 60-day periodj

or 40 curies / day. These releases, although still posing a

finito health danger to the surrounding communities, would con-

stitute less hazard than the exorbitant 1,000 curies / day of the

Assessment.

We support as the method of choice for krypton-85 con-
,

|
densation the selective adsorption process. Liquid fluorocarbons

| have the advantage over other potential krypton-85 adsorbents,l

such as ammonium or benzene clathates, in adsorbing krypton at

lower pressures and concentrations of the gas. If allowed suffi-

cient interaction with the Freon 12, up to 99.9 percent of the
1

krypton-85 may ce removed in a single passage over the column and
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the final relatively pure krypton-85 tapped off and stored within
j

a few 1.54 cubic foot gas cylinders. In practical reality, the

final volume of krypton-85 storage would be most logically related

to the temperature of the gas at various concentrations due to

thermal emissions accompanying radioactive decay. Larger volumes

of gas would facilitate less need for refrigeration, and vice
We recommend that these gas bottles be stored within theversa.

containment building, perhaps within a small concrete shed there

constructed. Maintenance and monitoring for escaped radioactivity

would be facilitated by extant equipmentjand should some leakage

occur, the public would be no worse off than at present with a

containment building full of krypton-85 gas.

Should there be some unforeseen problems with the selective

adsorption method, as a second alternative to venting, we support

the cryogenic procedure which employs liquid nitrogen to freezej

krypton-85. This methodology is more elaborate than selective

adsorption and, hence, more privy to pitfalls, such as contami-

nation of the krypton-85 by oxygen and other gases. Also there

may be more difficulty in storing the final, frozen product, should
continued temperatures of -2500F be necessary. However, in our

opinion, cryogenesis is definitely superior to venting, charcoal
adsorption and gas compression as methods for krypton-85 removal.

The selective adsorption technology is available from the

Nuclear Division of thicn Carbide CPny at Oak Ridge, TE, which is under

contract to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Similarlyj an ex-

tant cryogenic apparatus is available for purchase or leasing at
the Limerick site, some 100 miles from Three Mile Island.

. - --
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Finally, it must be re-emphasized that these alternative

systems for atmospheric removal and krypton-85 condensation arei

not urgently needed at this time. There is no emergency at pre-

sent. Either methodology for krypton-85 condensation, selective

adsorption or cryogenesis, could be initiated and employed

over the next 12-24 months without blocking data collection,

equipment inspection and equipment maintenance within the TMI-2

containment facility.

\

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _
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Statement of Karl Z. Morgan Regarding Release of Kr-85 Into the
Environment of Three Mile Island

Fortunately most of the noble gases available in the Three Mile

Island Reactor Number Two and related facilities have decayed to insig-

nificant levels since the accident. The Xe-131m (12 day half life) and

Xe-133 (5.3 day half life) are at such a low level that they would be

difficult to measure. Most of the Kr-85 (10.7 year half life) that was

trapped in the system, however, is still there and is likely to be re-

leased to the environment in future recovery or decommissioning operations

unless special precautions are taken. It is fortunate that the amount of

Kr-35 present is very low because of the long half life and the short

period of operations of this reactor before th 'ecident.

In spite of the low population exposure from the release of the

Kr-85, I believe measures should be taken tc, prevent this release. The

reasons may be summarited as follows:

1. There is strong evidence that low level radiation exposure is

far more harmful than was generally believed a decade ago and that

the risk of radiation induced cancer .ncreases with the accumuisted

radiation dose. Even a few cancers is not a good thing.

2. The ALARA philosophy would suggert that since it is reasonable

to remove the Kr-85, we should take .teasures to do so in these opera-

tions.

3. Techniques for removal of Kr-85 are well developed but must be

tested on a large scale before they are applied to nuclear reprocessing

operations. This application at Three Mile Island could be considered

a useful pilot study for future operations.
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4. Because of the long half life and the inert property of a noble

gas, the hazard from release of Kr-85 is one to the entire world.

The risk probably drops off as the 2nd or 3rd power of distance

f rom the release site but Kr-85 dose to the world population will

be very significant after year 2000 if the nuclear industry con-

tinues to expand and if commercial fuel reprocessing is done on a

large scale.

Thus, I believe this is an opportunity for the NRC in good faith to

show support for ALARA and to conduct a valuable experiment that must be

undertaken if nuclear energy is to have a long range future.

"
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MORGAN, KARL Z. - Neely Professor

Education

A.B., University of North Carolina 1929

M.A., Physics, University of North Carolina 1930

Ph.D., Physics, Duke University 1934

Employment History

Lenoir Rhyne College, Chairman, Physics Department 1934-1943
University of Chicago, Metallurgical Laboratory 1943

Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Director, Health Physics Division 1943-1972

Georgia Institute of Technology, Neely Professor 1972-Present
Experience Summary: During the period as Chairman of the Physics Department

Lenoir Rhyne College research in cooperation with Duke University in theat
field of cosmic ray showers, meson lifetime, etc., was carried out. While
at the University of Chicago, Morgan was one of a group of six persons who
developed and established the new science and profession of health physics.
At Oak Ridge National Laboratory he was Director, Health Physics Division
from its inception. He directed over 200 persons engaged in research,
engineering, and applied activities. At Georgia Tech Morgan teaches courses
in health physics, works with M.S. and Ph.D. students on their thesis
programs, and is in charge of developing an undergraduate health physics
curriculum.

.

Current Fields of Interest

Health Physics, radiation protection, diagnostic x-ray exposure, internal
dose from radionuclides, environmental exposure, radiation protection
standards, nonicnizing radiation, safe operation of the nuclear energy
industry.

Major Reports and Publications

Over 300 papers and publications have been written. Those of major importance
over the past few years are as follows:

1. " Common Sources of Human Exposure to Ionizing Radiation in the United
States," American Engineer, July 1968.

2. " Ionizing Radiation: Benefits Versus Risks," Annual Meeting of the
; Health Physics Society, June 16-20, 1968, Denver, Colorado; and

published in Health Physics, Vol. 17, No. 4.
3. " Assumptions Made by the Internal Dose Committee.of'the International

Commission on Radiological Protection," Sixth Annual Meeting of the
. Gesellschaft fur Nuclearmedizin, Wiesbaden, Germany, September 26-
|

|
28, 1968; published in Proceedings, 1969.

3
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Major Reports and Publications (continued)

4. " Redirecting Health Physics Studies to Areas of Greatest Interest,"
First European Congress of the International Radiaton Protection
Association, Menton, France, October 9-11, 1968; Published in'

Proceedings, 1968.
5. " Development of Health Physics as a Profession," Proceedings of First

International Congress of Radiaton Protection, Rome, Italy, Vol. 1,
3, Pergamon Press, 1968.

6. "The Need for Standardization Procedures in the Application of Ionizing
Radiation to Medical anu Dental Patients," Seminar sponsored by the
National Center for Radiological Health, Rockville, Maryland,
November 15, 1968, Seminar Paper 003.

7. "The Proper Working Level of Radon and Its Daughter Products in the
j

: Uranium Mines of the United States," Hearing on Radiation Standards
for Mines, Washington, D.C., November 20, 1968; Congressional Record,
1968.

8. " Supplemental Statement on the Proper Working Level of Radon and Its
Daughter Products in the Uranium Mines of the USA," Supplenent to
Testimony presented on November 20, 1968, Washington, D.C.;

1 Congressional Record, 1968.
9. " Future Opportunities in Health Physics," Health Physics Society

Midyear Topical Symposium, Los Angeles, California, January 29-31,
1969.

10. " Risks from Diagnostic X-Rays," Yale Scientific, Vol. XLII, No. 5,
February 1969; Reprinted from Yale Scientific in the Journal of the
American Radiography Technologists, Vol. XIV, No. 4, Winter 1969.

11. " Radiation Standards for Reactor Siting," Testimony presented before
the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy at its Hearings on Environmental
Effects of Producing Electrical Power, Phase 2, January lo'C;
Congressional Record.

12. " Energy Pollution of the Environment," Midyear Symposium of the Health
; Physics Society, Louisville, Kentucky, January 28, 1970; Proceedings

published in USPHS-BRH Series, BRH/DEP-70-26, Oct., 1970.
13. "A Time of Challenge to the Health Physicist," Presidential Address

presented before the Second International Congress on Radiaton
! Protection, May 8, 1970, Brighton, England; Health Physics, Vol. 20,

May, 1971, pp. 491-498.
14. "My Opinion--You Can Drastically Cut X-Ray Exposure Below Today's

Levels," Consultant, March / April, 1970.
| 15. " History of the Health Physics Society," published as part of the RSNA
| Symposium on the Crtical History of American Radiology (Nov. 1970)
| 16. " Standard Man-Standard Patient," Medical Radioisotopes: Radiation Dose
| and Effects, AEC Series 20, p. 87, June 1970.

17. " History of the International Radiation Protection Association,"
published in Proceedings of the RSNA Symposium on the Critical History
American Radiology, November 1970.

18. " Criteria for the Control of Radioactive Effluents," IAEA Symposium
on Environmental Aspects of Nuclear Power Stations, UN Building,
New York, August 1970, Proceedings published, this paper is IAEA-
SM-146/10; synopsis published also in Environmental Studies, 1971.

.
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Major Reports and Publications (continued)

19. " Maximum Permissible Levels of Exposure to Ionizing Radiation,"
International Summer School on Radiation Protection, Boris Kidric
Institute of Nuclear Sciences, Caveat, Yugoslavia, September 20-30,
1970; Proceedings published in 1971 under title of " Radiation

| Dosimetry."
20. " President's Report on the General Assembly of IRPA," Brighton, England,

; May 1970, Health Physics, Vol. 20, No. 5, 1971.
21. " History of Radiation Protection," Symposium Commemorating the 75th

Anniversary of the Discovery of X-Rays, Milwaukee, November 13-14,
1970; Macarials Evaluation, Vol. XXIX, No. 3, March 1971.

22. "Why the 1968 Act for Radiation Control for Health and Safety Is
Required," Radiology, Vol. 99, No. 3, pp. 569-588, June 1971.

23. " Excessive Medical Diagnostic Exposure," Third Annual National Conf.
on Radiation Control, Scottsdale, Arizona, May 3, 1971; published in
Proceedings.

24. " Health Physics and the Environment," International Symposium on Rapid
Methods for Measurement of Radioactivity in the Environment,
Neuherberg, Federal Republic of Germany, IAEA-STI/ PUB /289, Vienna,

i 1971.
j 25. " Adequacy of Present Radiation Standards," presented at the Environmental
j! and Ecological Forum, Silver Spring, Maryland, January 20, 1971;

Proceedings of Forum published in 1972, USAEC-TIC-25857.
! 26. " Proper Use of Information on Organ and Body Burdens of Radioactive

Material," presented at the IAEA/WHO Symposium on the Assessment of
Radioactive Organ and Body Burdens, Stockholm, Sweden, November 22-

'
26, 1971, IAEA/SM/150-50; Proceedings of Symposium published by IAEA.

27. " Health Physics Measures to Implement New USAEC Regulations Relating to
Radiation Exposure of the General Public," Budapest, May 1971;
Proceedings published by Akademiai Kiado, Budapest, Hungary.

28. "The Need to Reduce Medical Exposure in the United States," outline of
testimony presented before the Health and Welfare Subcommittee of
the Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare on Senate Bill
S.3327, May 15, 1972, Washington, D.C.; published in Congressional
Record, 1972.

29. " Comparison of Radiation Exposure of the Population from Medical
Diagnosis and the Nuclear Energy Industry," Transactions ANS, 15:1,
64 (June 1972).

30. " Environmental Impact of Natural and Man-Made Ionizing and Non-Ioni' zing
Radiations," Second International Summer School on Radiation Protection,
Herceg Novi, Yugoslavia, Aug. 1973; Proceedings, 1973.

31. "The Need for Radiation Protection," Radiologic Technology, 44, 6,
i p. 385 (1973).

32. " Exposure in the United States," and "Mogliche Folgen einer
Ubermassigen Medizinischen Strahlenbelastung in der Vereinigten
Staaten von Amerika," Rontgen-Blatter, 27, 127 (March 1974).

33. " Reducing Medical Exposure to Ionizing Radiation," American Industrial'
Hygiene Journal (May 1975).

I
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Major Reports and Publications (continued)

34. Two chapters in text, Environmental Problems in Medicine titled
" Exposure to Non-Ionizing Radiation" and " Ionizing Radiation

| Exposure," W. D. McKee, Editor; Chas. C. Thomas Publisher, 1974.
35. " Types of Environmental Health Physics Data That Should be Collected

and Evaluated in a Nuclear Power Program," in Environmental Impact
Statements for Nuclear Power Plants, 1975, Pergamon Press, Chapters
by K. Z. Morgan in test, Environmental Impact of Nuclear Power

,

Plants, by R. A. Karam and K. Z. Morgan, GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF'

TECHNOLOGY SERIES IN NUCLEAR ENGINEERING, Pergamon Press 1975.
36. "The Bases for Standards and Regulations," in Environmental Impact

Statements for Nuclear Power Plants, 1975 Pergamon Press, Chapters
by K. Z. Morgan in text, Environmental Impact of Nuclear Power
Plants, by R. A. Karam and K. Z. Morgan, GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF
TECHNOLOGY SERIES IN NUCLEAR ENGINEERING, Pergamon Press 1975.

; 37. " Release of Radioactive Materials from Reactors" and " Ways of
Reducing Radiation Exposure in a Future Nuclear Power Economy,"f

in Nuclear Power Safety, GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY IN NUCLEAR
ENERGY, Pergamon Press.,

38. " Transportation of Radioactive Material by Passenger Aircraft," Report
to Joint Committee of Congress on Atomic Energy, Report No. 1-'

Sept. 17, 1974, U.S. Government Printing Office.
39. " Health Physics - Past, Present, and Future," presented at First Asian,

Regional Congress of the International Radiation Protection Assn. in
f Bombay, India, Dec. 1974; published in Proceedings.

40. " Suggested Reduction of Permissible Exposure to Plutonium and Other
I Transuranium Elements," J. Am. Ind. Hygiene 3Ji, (8), 567 (Aug. 1975).

41. " Effects of Radiation on Man - Now and in the Future," in Energy and
the Environment -- Cost-Benefit Analysis; Pergamon Press, 1976,
Chapters by K. 2. Morgan in text, Energy and the Environment, Cost
Benefit Analysis, by R. A. Karam and K. Z. Morgan, GEORGIA INSTITUTO

. OF TECHNOLOGY SERIES IN NUCLEAR ENGINEERING, Pergamon Press 1976.
! 42. " Programs Needed for Education and Training of Health Physicists,"
.

Proc. Am. Phys. Soc. Meeting, December 1974.
' 43. "Recent Developments in Fast Neutron Personnel Dosimetry Using Track

Etch Methods," presented at Congress of the International Radiation
i Protection Assn., Holland, May 1975; published in Proceedings.

44. " Medical Radiation Protection," presented at Health Physics
'

Meeting, Buffalo, New York, July 15, 1975.

| 45. " Ways of Reducing Exposure in a Future Nuclear Power Economy," presented
at American Public Health Association Annual Meeting, Chicago,
Illinois, November 18, 1975.

46. "A Course on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection for State and Local
Health Officers," Proceedings of Health Physics Society, Denver,
Colorado, February, 1976.

47. "The Particle Problem," Third International Summer Schcol on Radiation
Protection, Herceg Novi, Yugoslavia, published in Boris Kidric

| Institute Series, August-September 1976.
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Major Reports and Publications (continued)
,

48. - "The Linear vs. The Threshold Hypothesis," Third International Summer
School on Radiation Protection, Herceg Novi, Yugoslavia, published
in Boris Kidric Institute Series, August-September, 1976.

49. " Current Problems and concepts of the Health Physicist," Third
International Summer School on Radiation Protection, Herceg Novi,!

; Yugoslavia, published in Boris Kidric Institute Series, August-

[ September 1976.
! 50. "Use of Recycle Plutonium in Mixed Oxide Fuel in Light Water Cooled

Reactors," testimony presented at public hearings on MOX fuel,
| Washington, D.C., Nov. 1976.
! 51. " Keeping Dose Commitments ALAP," Proc. ANS National Topical Meeting,

71, Tucson, Arizona, October 6-8, 1975.
52. " Radiation-Induced Health Effects," Science 195, 157, 344 (January 28,>

1977).
53. "The Dilemma of Present Nuclear Power Programs," Proc. of Hearings

Before the Energy Resources Conservation and Development Comm.,
Sacramento, Cal., February 1, 1977.

54 " Comments on Operation of the Kerr-McGee Cimarron Facility and the
Karen Silkwood Case," before the Congressional Small Business Comm.,
April 26, 1976.

' 55. " Data Interpretation," Proceedings of Workshop on the Utilization and
Interpretation of Environmental Radiation Data, Orlando, Fla.,
March 1-3, 1976.

56. "Rolf M. Sievert: The Pioneer in the Field of Radiation Protection,"

i Health Phys. 31, 263-264 Sept. 1976.
57. " Health Hazards from Diagnostic and Therepeutic X-Ray," reoceedings of

Conference on Diagnostic Imaging, Chicago, Ill., Sept. 27, 1976.
58. "Yes is the Answer to Question of R. H. Thomas and D. D. Busick, 'Is

It Really Necessary to Reduce Patient Exposure?'" J. Am. Ind.
Hygiene 37, 665-667, Nov. 1976.

~

| 59. "The Linear Hypothesis of Radiation Damage Appears to Be Non-Conservative
j in Many Cases," Proceedings of Fourth International Congress of the
i International Radiation Protection Association, Paris, France, April

25-29, 1977.
60. "The Need to Reduce Medical Diagnostic Exposure," J. Am. Ind. Hygiene

38, 6, June 1977.

Professional Activities. Memberships, and Honors

Member:
Health Physics Society, First President in 1956
International Commission on Radiological Protection, Chairman for 20 years

of committee publishing present and past Recommendations on Maximum
| Permissible Internal Dose of Radioisotopes

National Council on Radiation Protection,' Chairman for 20 years of committee
publishing present and past Recommendations on Maximum Permissible

|
Dose for Internal Radiation

'
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Professional Activities, Memberships. and Honors (continued)

American Association for the Advancement of Science
American Industrial Hygiene Association
Research Society of America
Radiation Research Society
American Association of Physics Teachers
International Radiation Protection Association, First President, 1968

Associate Fellow: American College of Radiology
Fellow: American Physical Society and American Nuclear Society

Awarded the first gold medal for meritorious work in the field of radiation
protection by the .oyal Academy of Science of Sweden in 1962 jointly with

,

Walter Binks (Eng'and), 1962

Distinguished Alum -i Aeard and Honorary . Doctor of Science Degree from
Lenoir Rhyne Co isge, 1964 and 1967

Honorary member!ht- in Sigma Pi Sigma, the physics honor society, from
Berea College, ';57.

First Distinguished Service Award of the Western Chapter of the Health
Physics Society, 1968

Distinguished Achievement Award, Health Physics Society, 1973

Honorary member of Fachverband fur Strahlenschutz, 1973

Editor-in-Chief, Journal HEALIM PHYSICS

Consultant on Radiation and Reactor Problems with a number of Government
agencies including the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Environmental
Protection Agency, Bureau of Radiological Health, HEW, and the joint
Committee on Atomic Energy of Congress of the United States and a
member of President Carter's Panel on Energy Policy.

|
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OBSERVATIONS OF PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS

OF THREAT OF VENTING XRYPTON 85

Robert W. Colman

Since the accident at Three Mile Island (TMI) in late
March of 1979, I have been in a position to observe the re-

'

sponses of people of the Middletown and Harrisburg area both

to the accident and to later threats of radiation releases.
During that time, I have been Coordinator of a Masters Program

in Community Psychology at Pennsylvania Sta's University's

Capitol Campus in Middletown, have taught in college class-

rooms, and functioned as a psychologist doing organizational

development work with various regional human service agencies.

In addition, I have attended numerous public meetings about TMI,

in Middletown and elsewhere in the area, conducted both by NRC

officials and by local anti-nuclear groups. In these various

capacities, I have conducted interviews with local residents

about their reactions to the TMI accident and its af termath.

(See Attachment No. 1 for a curriculum vitae.)
Based on the above, I have been cble to draw several con-

clusions:

1). As a result of the accident, people in the area have

experienced a loss of control over heir own lives. Many of them

were driven to evacuation .hnr fear of radiation at the time of the
I initial accident, and many fear being so driven again on the event

of further radiation releases. In this sense, they have become

! sensitized to the threat of ionizing radiation. (See Attachment

|
No. 2 for a letter to the , editor outlining - these matters published

i
'

1
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in The Patriot, Harrisburg, October 30 , 19 79.) ' ''',
!

2). Changes in public behavior of local people in meetings !

!

with NRC officials indicate increasing levels of frustration and |

anger. The tone of public ccament has become more hostile, and

anger appears to be closer to the surface. people repeatedly

express the concern that their opposition to the venting of Krypton
is either not being heard by the NRC, or, if heard, is not being

attended to. These concerns were particularly evident in com-

ments made by local residents at the meeting with NRC officials

the Liberty Fire Hall in Middletown on March 19, 1980. (Forat

further documentation, see the NRC transcript of that meeting and

of a later meeting of Ahearne, Bradford and Gilinski with Harris-

burg area people, held in Washington on March 21, 1980.)
3

; 3). The resolve of local people to oppose venting of Krypton

has grown firm. At the same time, the organizational development

of the anti-nuclear movement in the area has been sufficient to

support popular opposition to venting. News articles in national

media on March 21 and 22,1980 suggested the possibility of rioting

in the streets in the event of venting. On the basis of my ex-i

perience and observation, it seems that a much more likely out-
come is a well planned, well-organized campaign of civil disobe-

dience. The local and national anti-nuclear movements can sup-

port such a campaign, and should it occur, the campaign would

draw both large numbers of people and major international atten-
.

tion from the press. Such a development could conceivably fgree'

a new decision, not.to vent.

-4). It is important that people in the area experience a sense

of regaining control over their lives by affecting decisions made

2

4
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about venting. Local people =ay achieve this goal by success-

ful legal' actions in the courts to halt venting.>

| 5). This local need to regain control would be more

| directly met by an NRC decision not to vent in clear response
,

to public concern.
.
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CURRICULUM VITAE

Name : Colman, Robert Wheeler Address: The Pennsylvania State Universi ty
Middletown, Pennsylvania 17057

Place of Birth: Butte, Montana 717-783-6036

Date of Birth: 12 March 1940 P. o. sox 3328
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17105
717-238-4492

De grees : Degree Field Date - Institution

A.B. Social Relations June, 1962 Earvard College

M.A. Psychology June, 1966 University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill

Ph.D. Psychology Au gus t , 1967 University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill

License Status: Licensed as a Psychologist, Pennsylvania
Certificate No. PS-0016 32-L.

Work Experience:

1978-Present Coordinator, Community Psychology Program (MPsSc)

1970-Present Assistant Professor of Social Science and Psychology, The
Pennsylvania State University. (On leave, 1974-1975).

Teaching areas have included social psychology, social con-
flict, social movements, small groups, community organizing,
and graduate and undergraduate internship supervision.

1961-1970 Assistant Professor of Psychology, New York University.

Teaching areas included social psychology, attitude change,
personality psychology, and research seminars (for the
Psychology Department) and general social science seminars
(for the Metropolitan Leadership Program) .

1967 (June and July) Research Associate, Department of Psychiatry,
University of North Carolina Medical School.

1966-1967 Graduate Research Assistant, under the direction of Stuart
Valins,

1965-1966 Graduate Teaching Assistant.
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1964-1965 Graduate Teaching and Research Assistant, under the direction
of John Schopler and John Thibau:.

1964 (June to September) Psychologist I. Montana State Hospital,
Warm Springs, Montana.

1962-1963 (June,1962 to September,1963) Psychological Assistant.
Montana State Hospital, Warm Springs, Montana.

Grants and Awards:

1973 Russell Sage Foundation Contingency Fund Grant.

1971 Institutional Grant from the National Science Foundation.

1969 Institutional Grant from the National Institutes of Health,

Bio-Medical Support Grant to New York University

1968-69 New York University Arts and Science Research Fund Grant.
&

1967-68
.

1965-66 United States Public Health Service Fellowship in Social
& Psycholo gy.

1963-64

1958-60 Harvard College Scholarship.

Organizations:

Member, Eastern Psychological Association.

Member, Society for the Advancement of Social Psychology.

Resea rch :

The Creative Process: A psychological approach. Unpublished Bachelor's thesis, Harvard
Colle ge , 196 2.

Bargaining and contract formation with an intrinsic power manipulation. J. Thibaut,
R. Colman, J. Kahan and M. Miller. (Reported in Thibaut, J. The development of
contractual norms in bargaining: Replication and variation. Journal of Conflict
Resolution, 1968, XII, 102-112).

Comparisons of three creativity measures. Unpublished Masters thesis, University of
North Carolina, 1966.

Commitment and attitude change as a function of rewards for a consonant act. Unpublished
Doctor's thesis, University of North Carolina,1967.

Onward and upward with the task. (Review of Bales, R. Personality and interpersonal
behavior) . Contemporary Psycholoey, 1970, 15 (12), 739-740.
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Recipe for a jury. J. Schulman, P. Shaver, R. Colman, B. Emrich, and R. Christie.
Psychology Today, 1973, 6,, 37-44, 77-84.

Paper Presentation:

Problems in the measurement of human emotion. Second Annual Conference on Pennsylvania
Statistics. Middletown, Pennsylvania, April, 1971.

Symoosium Participation:

The training of " honest to God" community psychologtits. Pennsylvania Psychological
Association, Hershey, May,1974.

Jury selection in political trials. American Psychological Association, Montreal,1973.

Problems in making social psychological assessments of others: Selection of the jurors

in the Harrisburg conspiracy case. New England Psychological Association, Boston, 1972.

Alternative institutions. Harrisburg Defense Committee, Harrisburg, March,1972. (Chair).

Sociology and anti-war politics. (Ad hoc session). Eastern Sociological Society Convention,

Boston, April, 1972.

Organizing for social change in a mental hospital. (Ad hoc session). Eastern Psychological
Association Convention, Boston, April, 1972.

Invited Lectures:

Privacy and individual rights, 1976 Legislative Conference, Women's Legislative Exchange,
Harrisburg.

Patients' rights. Cettysburg College, January,1974.

The rights of mental patients. Harrisburg Area UN Association, December,1972.

The rights of mental patients. Harrisburg ACLU, November,1972.

Alternative education. Central Dauphin East High School, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, March,
1972.

The psychology of institutionalization. Harrisburg State Hospital, February,1972.

Consulting:

Consultant on survey methodology, Neighborhood Strategy Area, uptown Harrisburg,1979.

Consultant on questionnaire design, Park Street Church, Harrisburg, 1977.

Social Psychological Consultant, Metropolitan School of Columbus (Ohio), 1973, 1974.

Consultant on jury selection, Camden 28 Defense,1973.

Consultant on jury selection, Harrisburg 7 Conspiracy Defense, 1971-1972.

|
|

|
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Pesearch Censultant, Harrisburg State Hospital, 1971-1972.

Consultant on pre-trial prejudice, Legal Aid Society, New York,1969.

Seminars Attended:

Fif th Vermont Conference on the Pri=ary Prevention of Psychopathology, June,1979.

"Deinstitutionalization and Dehu=anization," Pennsylvania State University Colle3e of
Medicine, 31 January, 1977.

Northeast Cities Conference, Hartford Institute and National Conference on Alternative
State and Local Public Policies, Hartford, 10-12 December, 1978.

" Basic Issues of the Therapeutic State," Georgetown University Law Center, 9-10 October,
1975.

" Dissenting Life Styles," Dr. Leo Alting von Gesau; and " Social and Political Implications
of Measurecent," Dr. Ivan Illich; both at CIDOC, Cuernavaca, Mexico, Suc=er,1971.

Community Involvement:

Workshop leader, (How to overcome an' thy) Training and Orientation Session, Tri-County
Commission for Co=munity Action, Harrisburg, October, 1979.

Member, Pennsylvania Bar Association Special Committee on Legal Services for the Mentally
Disabled, 1979.

Me=ber, Planning Council, Three Mile Island Alert, Harrisburg, 19 79.

Member of the Board, Women in Crisis, Hu=melstown, PA,1979.

Me=ber, Planning and Prevention Committee, Dauphin County Mental Health / Mental Retardation,
Harrisburg, 1979.

Me=ber of the Board of Directors, First Pennsylvania Feminist Credit Union, 1977-1979.
.

Member of the Board, Women's Training and Support Program, Dauphin County Commission for
freatment and Program Development, 1977-1978.

Co-facilitator, Community Organizing Workshop, Harrisburg, 1975-1976.

Coordinator, Harrisburg ACLU Task Force on The Rights of Mental Patients, 1972-1973.

Member of the Executive Board, Harrisburg Center for Peace and Justice, 1972-1974.

Member of the Executive Board, Harrisburg Chapter, Harrisburg Defense Committee, 1971-1972.

Mecher of the Advisory Board, Harrisburg Hospital Mental Health / Mental Retardation Center,
1971-1972.

|
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,? any part of anytning for or against bnng outsi$a food in t3 perh ps four they "didn't knaw" wnst was going I
* him." Indeed, ha took offense dec- millin starving peoria. It might, on.
- ades ago at reporters who tried to you see.just get into the bellies of This time, the wh:13 wkrld
/ sensationalize the incident, and the Pol Pot people. knew - and did nothing until sow.

AI wanted to tell the Kennedy family r
, - OCBET NO . 2 / |A'"he would testify in its behalf in any*

a
1 11 bel trtal. But then Rose Kennecy -~

, .
S

b'hTb [hthi called him "and really got on my *

'
butt" to shut up: now he's neutral.-

1 After Kennedy pulled into his a

bdriveway, did he hide? The answer~

from Kennedy's press aide is une- TMIIs A Mental Health Hazard t
..

e quivocal:"I spoke to the senator and
he informs me he was not hiding 2* EDITOR: tion"; they respond quickly and neg-*

THE HARRISBURG AREA has atively to threats of future radioac- L'

THE CCP'S recollection differs: changed since the Three Mile Island tive releases from TMI. I hear that T.# "He had gotten down in the front accident in late March. People in the outside researchers are beginning to . !
seat of the car." Whitten told re.
porter Kamholz.This was not infor. region ::o longer see the man made refer to a "Harrisburg hystena." f

world around them as safe. People Why, they seem to ask is there so S3 mation freely volunteered; the r,.
3 have a new sense of personal vul- strong a reaction here, if the acci. j

porter had asked !f "the story about dent was minimal in its immediate rg
htcing in the back seat is true." and nerability.,

[gPro-nuclear sources are suggest- impact?.

the former policeman reluctantly
set the facts straight on exactly ing that the accident is an indication As it happens. the events at TMI3

where in the car Kennedy had been of the safety of nuclear power. not could hardly have been better de-3

3 Its dangers. They say that this is so signed to produce long term sensit-
hiding. because containment was not Ization.Three charactenstics of theDid Kennedy receive specist

d breached, a full meltdown did not events were particularly important. ptreatment in court? Magdelene An.
., occur, and because there is debate First, in coming so close ta a melt- ft
'. drews Poff. The Daily Progress re.

porter at the time. recalls seeing no over physical health effects of the down, we were exposed to a near- 1

. Kennedy name on the arrest blotter, relatively low levels of radiation miss situation, so that we could im-
*

3

which were emitted. agine all possible scary outcomes| but discovered five warrants with
- Ker.aedy's name in a court cash This position ignores any psy- from an almost incredibly- targe u

drawer. The judge, now dead, chological damage procuced by the threat. Second, we were all vulnera- #

disaster and its aftermath. In fact, bie, since radiation respects no high |,

.' " threw me out of court."
If you want to believe the Ken. the damage done offsite seems ground. Third, and now perhaps |"

nedy version of all this, he was inno. !argely to have been psychological. most important,it was a high tech- a

cently dnving along, perhaps a little And it is the psychological effects cology accident. compounded by fn
which most interest people from human error. Since the same people n

(f
fast, perhaps with his rear lights outside the area. Understanding the - Met.Ed and NRC - show every I
cut, when he was put upon and con.

nature of these effects is entical for Indication of planning to use the j
~ victed by a pack of vindictive Vir.

understanding the meaning of TMI. ' same high technology, we are ex- gginians. We can draw on disaster litera- posed to a continued vulnersoility.

the local reporters. as ! do, a pattern ture for he!p. (Disasters are sudden. And outsiders wonder wny local hBut if you believe the cop and
'

of character emerges:in 1951. faced unexpected events which damage people act conceraed?

with flunking a Spanish exam. he property and people. By this stand- One additional consideratfort.
ard definition. the ntl accident was . Direct stress effects, as I said, are

panicked arid persuaded a ringer to
substitute for him, and for that was clearly a disaster.) Psychological usually short lived. However, there

expelled from Harvard: in 1953, damage seems to come from two is increasing evidence in the litera- {
sources: immediate stress from the ture of latent traumatic neuroses twith a sheriff on his ras!. he pan,

icked and tried to escape and was disaster's impact itself. and continu- from disasters. In other words. peo- j
convicted; in 1969, when his com. ing sensitization to the possibility of ple can have anxtety symptoms j

*
future disaster. which show themselves in behavior

The stress effects are usually only under additional. later stress. [t )panion drowned he panicked and
tett the scene of the accident for
nine hours until someone else dis. short-lived, if painful. They include is for this reason, along with contin- *f

depression, trntability. agitation utng sensitization to threat, that re- $
covered his car.

When in big trouble. Ted Kenne. and anxiety. The stress can lead to opening D11. Umt 1 or 2. would be a h
disruption of work and relation- serious mental health hazard. #

dy's repeated nistory has been to ships. The proolems people experi- The best corrective for feelings 3run. to hide, to ,get caught, and to enced dunng evacuation fall into of vulnerability is success in trying a
zet away with it. this category. (Interestingly, cisas- to regain control over one's life. D

' ters tend to agitate and disrupt peo- 1.ocally, the c!earest way to do this $

.'4

.jpie, and not to dnve them c azyt is to work successfully to close D11.

ThO],10'h[ Anxiety is a more likely result than -Robert W. Colman. PhD
D schizophrenia.) Harrisbur #,,

In Harrisburg, the continuing (Editor's Note: Coordinator of I
"! don't know of anything better

sensiti:stion effects are the most the Community Psychology P o- 3than a wea'an :! you want to spend
money wne~ it will show." - Kin interesting. People still twitch a bit gram at Pennsylvania State Univer- 1

Hubbard, when they hear the' term "radia- sity at Middletown.) (
<-
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The Harrisburg area has changed since the Three Mile Island accident in late March.

People in the region no longer see the can-made world around them as safe. People have

a new sense of personal vulnerability.

Pro-nuclear sources are suggesting that the accident is an indication of the safety

of nuclear power, not its dangers. They say that this is so because containment was

not breached, a full =elt down did not occur, and because there is debate over physical

health effects of the relatively low levels of radiation which were esitted.

This position ignores any psychological da= age produced by the disaster and its

a f te r=a th . In fact, the dacage done offsite see=s largely to have been psychological.

And it is the psychological effects which cost interest people from outside the area.

Understanding the nature of these effects is critical for understanding the ceaning

of TMI.

We can draw on disaster literature for help. (Disasters are sudden, unexpected event

which damage property and people. By this standard definition, the TMI accident was

clearly a disaster.) Psychological da= age seems to cote from two sources: ic=ediate

stress from the disaster's impact itself, and continuing sensitization to the possibility

of future disaster.

The stress effects are usually short-lived, if painful. They include depression,

irritability, agitation and anxiety. The stress can lead to disruption of work and

|

relationsF:ps. The problems people experienced during evacuation fall into this category.

(Interestingly, disasters tend to agitate and disrupt people, and not to drive them crazy:

Anxiety is a more likely result than schizophrenia.)

| In Harrisburg, the continuing sensiti:ation effects are the most interesting. People

still twitch a bit when they hear the term " radiation"' they resoond quickly and negatival

to threats of future radioactive releases from T:E. I hear that outside researchers are
|

beginning to refer to a "Harrisburg hysteria." Why, they seem to ask, is there so . scrong

| a reaction here, if the accident was mini =al in its i==ediate impact?
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As it happens, the events at TMI could hardly have been better designed to produce

; long-ters sensitization. Three characteristics of the events were particularly in-

portant. First, in coning so close to a =elt down, we were exposed to a near-miss situ-i

acion, no that we could imagine all possible scary outcomes from an alcost incredibly

large th reat. Second, we were all vulnerable, since radiation respects no high ground.

Third, and now perhaps cost important, it was a high technology accident, compounded-

,

!

| by hucan error. Since the saca people--Met-Ed and NRC--show every indication of planning

i to use the sa:e high technology, we are exposed to a continued vulner abiliev. And out-

; siders wonder why local people act concerned?

One additonal consideration. Direct stress effects, as I said, are usually short-

lived. However, there is increasing evidence in the literature of latent traumatic

neur ses from disasters. In other words, people can have anxiety symptoms which shev

thecaelves in behavior only under additional, late r stress. It is for this reason,

I along with continuing sensitization to threat, that re-opening TMI, Unit 1 or 2, vould

! be a serious = ental health hazard,

i
~

The best corrective for feelings of vulnerability is success in trying to regain
'

control over one's life. Locally, the clearest way to do this is to work successfully

to close TMI.
,

i

!

|

|

'
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Neighbors of TMI:
.

s,.p.... ,. . , - .* - *y.-** *-

' Keep your krypton!'
" " "

Metropolitan Edison Co., operator,

MIDDLETOWN, Ps. - Hundreds bf' of the damaged nuclear power plant,
angry, shouting residents of the - ' wants to release 57,000 curtes of kryp-
Three Mile Island area jammed a ton 85 sothat it can start cleaning up
local fire balllast night to denounce the reactor containment building. It
plans to vent radioactive gas from has been , seriously- contaminated
the crtppled nuclear plant. since the accident, the most serious

: " Keep your krypton!" chanted commercial nuclear breakdown in
many of the 500 people in the hall. the nation's history.,

The hall has a capacity of 400, andI
'

police said that 100 to :00 people were John Collins, the NRC's chief of
outstde, unable to get in. and that operations at the plant, said the
many.of them pounded on glass maximum radiation dese anyone not
windows and doors. actually on the plant site could re-

The U.S. Nuclear Rei Ny, cetve from the venting would be
Commission (NRC) had ca4 c:a .ne about a fifth of a millirem. A chest X-

. ray involves a dose of about 35rmilli-meeting to explain and disM its
rems'proposal to vent the radioactive kryp.

ton from the sealed containment. This =onth, the NRC staff recom-
building, as well as possible alterna. mended that plant operators be al.
tives to. venting, but the meeting lowed to go ahead with the venting.
turned into one of the most hostile The five NRC commissioners will
among the scores held since the have the final approval, and that-

i Three Mile Island -(TMD nuclear- cannot be given until next month,
accidentlastafarch:3. . after the public has had 30 days to' -<

Officials trying to explain the vent.' participate in discussions _ abo I_theJ
ing plans were interrupted frequent- plan Another meeting will be'sched-
ly by the audience. "This is going to uled solely to hear public reaction to.
be a long evening for all of us," said ' the report.

i Richard. Vollmer, director of. the .
-

- .
~ -

l Metropolitan Edison Co., operator
| NRC's technical support staff at TM1, of the plant, wants to release 57.000and.someone in the crowd yelled, curies of krypton into the atmo-

"You earned it!" Others cheered lust-
tly. -

sphere from the containment build-
ing.- -

,

Krypton is byproduct of nuclear
fission and has spread through 2
million cubic feet of att inside the
huge containment building since a
serious reactor overheating accident
last March 28.

1
i
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NRC told of a community
living on the brink of fear

_

~Dy Aaron Epstein *

N T C dup"~" ~ .,1 4*"7*Jaeuarer Wesmengsee Sureau p y
WASHINGTON - Six neigh-

bors of the Three Mile Island
,,,,

~

inuclear power plant yesterday .m 4
.

.

gave the federal Nuclear Regu. ,p p y~ '*latory Commission (NRC) here p'; -
a portratt of a community in . 'e ~

cnsis - people on the edge of -
-

-

mental breakdown and vlo-
lence, families leaving their # 41

#communttles for good. '
* -They told of animals dying of ( . . .

, ,pmystenous diseases, vegetation
writing and wildlife vanishing - . /- '

and of residents who fear the i

cumulative effects of radiation h~they cannot evaNate. They said C
that no one beiteves anything
that a politician or an official
says.

| The encounter was similar to .

j a meeting in Middleto.vn, Pa., -
| on Wednesday night, when -

angry citizens overflowed a

local informational meeting
called by the NRC staff. The citt.

.

*

zens berated and denounced.
.

NRC officials and their plans to
release radioactive gases On d
Thursday night, a similar sce-
cano was followed durtog the A resident protests at NRC meeting in Elizabethtown
NRC heanng in nearby Eliza-
bethtown. ' "The people of the state of Pennsyt. A As a result,'according to Jane Lee, a

.

The three meetings are the vania feel we've been sold down the farmer- from Etters. "We re con.
first at wbich citizens from the tubes by everyone," said tha nurse. cerned about these pe9ple that are on
area have angriy confronted Nancy Prelesnik of Ifershey. "We are .t!1e. verge of cracking up mentally.
nuclear policymakers with crytag out to you to really listen to The commissioners -heard stories ,
their fury and frustration sinie us. of. rowdy commuruty, meetings, in-
ce nuclear _ reactor st Dree For the most part, the three of the cluding one at which an official w_as
Mile Island (TMD was enppled ,3 five. commissioners present did lis. nearly attacked by a teacher who

--

neat ly a year ago. ten, attentively and _with apparsat became "a raging wild man,* and*

Yesterday, for slightly more sympathy, but they spoke little and they heard of mothers who are afraid
than an hour, the six residents did not commit themselves to any to leave their children alone in case.

courseof action. of anothernuclearemergency.- a nurse a farmer, a hospital Afterward, however, John F. "I'm getting scared," Colman said.administrator, a psychology Ahearne, a physicist recently ap. and another cittren added, "It's a
,

professor. a minister, and_a
homemaker - descnbed their -

pointed by President Carter as tem. * very explosive sttuation."
porary chairman to give the NRC Accusing .the commissioners of.

,

i fears and the fears of othersin ' more direction, said he would speak remaining in their "tvory tower"inthe community. -

to the two absent commissioners and Washington. the citizens urged them
| The meeting was held at the set up another meeting to consider to go to the TMl area themselves andcittzens' request, and the six ' the etttzens' complaints. face the Inghtened people.

said they were a representative. The Rev. William Vastine of New Each time radioactive matenals
cross.section selected after the NRC Cumberland told Ahearne that by have been released from TMI, one of
had responded to the request. now "your credibility is so shattered the etttzens said. "it's just a little bit.

They were disturbed by the latest that you don't have a chance in a but the kt y word is ' cumulative.'"
announcement of a' planned release earload to convince us (that the TMI Yet the restdeuts still have no way
of the radioactive gas, krypton from. plant is safe). I would like very much of knowing how much radiation has
TMI. but they said their anxtettes ran to believe, but hundreds of thou.. accumulated in their bodies' Ms.fat deeper. sands dcn't believe. . . . . Prelesnik said. . -

"The greatest contrtbutton you can "You certainly should have* flg-
make. my friend, is to close those ures giving that information,
plants'. . We have had it." Ahearne agreed. .

The core of the roblem, said psy. He wondmd. engh, U no ne
chologist Robert olman of Harns- believes the NRC, as the citizens.
burg, is the TMi neighbors'" absolute were saygg we anyme Me_n y
dist'ust" of their government at all gME
levels. . w
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One resident replied that NRC fig-
ures would help but that "we have
faith only in ourselves." A group of
citizens not appointed by politicians -
should take on the job of getting the
truth to the people, he said.

Among the six residents' other
recommendations: health ~ and envi-
ronmental studies, federal money to
clean up TMI and help the area's
sagging economy and appointment of
a health expert and an environmen-
talist as NRC commissioners. Most of
the current commissioners have sci-
ence backgrounds.

Ms. Lee distributed reports from
area health surveyors and veterinar-
tans indicating that animals, from
cats to cows, within five miles of TMI
have been suffering increasingly
from bone and muscle a11ments and
breeding and respiratory problems
since 1976..

-

'*- *
, .

' She reported defoliation of trees,
disappearance of wildlife and painful
deaths of birds and other small ant-
mals.

, ?.
"The entire system down there is

being affected. by something," she '
said. "!t is eventually going to filter ,
down to us." -

' Already, some residents are
alarmed by the recent discovery that.
an abnormal number of cht!dren -
four times for the amount expectable
- were born with serious thyroid
defects in three Pennsylvania coun-
ties during the last nine months of
1979. .

, ' One of the counties is adjacent.to
the Three Mile Island reactor, which
has emitted radioactive iodine, a
known cause of thyroid disease. Offt-
cials have said, though, that those-
defects almost certainly cc Id not
have been caused by radiation fr.on .
thereaction. . ; *

,. , . ,

f
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'Vencing' gas at TML
-.e

P,1aymg ne crue..est game
ne staff of the Nuclear Regulatory containment and safe removal - for

its Lamenck reactors under construe.Commission has recommended *2at con in Montgomery CJunty. After tse
krypton gas trapped n tne damaged accident, the company offered to mase
reactor at tte Bree Mlle tsiand nue:e. mat equipment avatlaots to Metropou-
ar plant be released tats the atmo. tan Edison offic:als. according to a PE
sphere as soon as possible. Here is a
* strong possibtury" raat t3e five- spokesman. Acapung the cryogenic
member conuntssion wtll soon approve equipment to the enormous clean-up

operation at nree Mile Island would
the staff proposal. according to one tage nme and money, but tecnnically it
commission member.

it :s imperanve taar no radjoacnve is possible, experts say.NRC officals now admit operators
gas be vented. ne potentia & Ior harm are "'!ytsg blind"in taear ;oD of most-
to the residents of tne area around
nree Mde 'J!and. and t3e 3ealta tonng conditions insice 'ne reactor
tarest suc3 a release poses to :near because measuring equipment trere
offspring. is too great to permit taat to no longer funccons. ney say :3at

,

happen. Despite clat:ss by NRC offl. equipment must be repaired and re-
c:sts taat its levers of radianon to be patted soon to assure taat the reactor
vented are wttain federal safety limits, core doesn't overheat. Again, they
it is a scienufic fact that 41! exposure raise a specter so ternble taat t3er
to radtauon poses potenual harm to hope,it reduces t3e Bazards of vennng

to relauvely s:nalllevets of nsas to the i
present and future generscons,

ne NRC and Metropolitan Edison puntic.
Co, operstors of the reactor, are play. ne NRC plans to soucir public
inq out the cruelest of all psyctologt- comment ott t e staff proposal to vent
caJ games with tae people of Pennsyt. t3e krypton gas. NRC Comm" toner
vanta by assert ng t:st ::e alternative Victor Gilinsky has suggested ttat '.to
to venting is a far more ternbie nst. commissten itsett go to Middletown -
involving leans of highly radioacuve site of the reactor - to bear wast rue
water atso trapped :n ite reactor. In puoite has to say acout tse plan and to
orfter words, get radiated now at low carefnur explain :t to area residenti
doses or face tne prospect of massive His proposal ts a good one. Be peoote
dosee later. nat is tse opnen setng of central Pennsylvania nave every
given to scdsvianals living near t3e rtgat to believe tnat tuett safety and

concerns are being completely ignored
reactor.

Offic:sts have known since a few by those persons maxist dectstons
days after tte acctdent last Maren *s soout TMt. Fernary if tne NRC mem.
taatits krypton gas had to se removed bers see and bear .te fears many peo-
before clean up could occur. From tnat pie have acout tne vennns plan, they
time on. Metropolitan Edison 3as will not be so casual in snrugging off
remained steadfast in its plan to vent 'te potenual healta hazards af tae.

t3e tsdioactivity :nto tne atmospnere. proooset. .

!! may be a futste exere:se now to potet nere is one quescon tte residents
( out tnat if someone in autnority 3ad near tne reactor snould most definite-

rejected that idea outngst. a.2d tastead !y asm the five comminzon memoerr
'

detaanced that rue company begin a Why aas the NRC resumed itcenstny
searca for equitreent to remove tne nucteer piants witnout requinns tusa
gas safety ttat tne equipment could be to have equipment on hand. or at !esst
meanng readiness now. readily availaote, to treat tactoacuve

nets :s technology to do so. Phila- gases ;the stypton :n tse event of tu-
delpata Elec r:c Ca. tas purcnased ture acc: dents suca as nree Mile Is.
cryogenic eculpt2ent - anics !!aut. !and? It is an answer *2e NRC awes to
fles gases through ase of extremely tae poople of central Pennsylvania and
low :emperatures. fac111taung tiett aLI Americans.
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?ublic Tells NRC Officialsi-

,

.. -
,

'We Aie sickje reiired, We Are Angry'
~

-* .

. * * , . . , , ,-
.

, #
By John Drybred

| Intelligenter Journal Staff

Mll)Dt.ETOWN - There'was hooting and how' ling. 'would 'be locked, and that anyone 'who op'ened a deor
~

chanting and crying. way ng of signs, wearmg of cos , would be " removed from the building " even if p61 ice
tumes, wiling of soda and potato chips, and strolling , had to do it. - ' -

-'

tele. ision players Wednesday night in Middletown, ,- A man, standing in one corner'of the room, voiced a
-

. Fcre members of the Nuc! car Regulatory Commission ,-
w rediction when the hootin and howlin and yelling at
ar d other experts tried to explain the proposed venting of " he NRC ofHeials began ca in the meetmg.
krypten gas from the Three Mile [sland facility.

mg,,verytime one of those guys gets up to say some-
,,E

NRC members came to the Liberty Fire llall here to i th.
,

the man said about the officials, "they're gonna
' explain the venting proposals, pins aifernatives, to the ive him a hard time. So, no one s gonna come out of

, gere knowing anything at all."pg.oksie of the area "Is it more preferable to hase a con-trol ed relente or an unconh oiled reie re !" John Collins,3'-*
.

The man who said that wa
deputy director of of the NCR3 TMI technical suppott the time durmg Wednesday m,s being prophetic. Most.of .

. . -

ght's meetmg, depentling
staff ' asked at one int

The p ple of the area showed at every opportunity
.where you sat or stood in that fire , hall, much of.what was
bem said s ntell ible '

that they didn t believe anything the experts said, and g,, ,

they didn't'want that krypton gas vented. "We are sick. ly interrupted, msulted, shouted down. A middle aged
We are tired. We are angry," said one woman m the au- - woman in the front row leaced to her feet every few min-
dience. i

. _ utes, ran up to the front taf>le, shook her finger at one or'-
" * *

Some spoke emotionally and said! n y didn't believe . another of the panelists seated there, and cursed at
the experts. Others spoke rationally, av.d said they didn't ; them.,

. ,' ' Clouds of cigaret smoke drifted over the heads of'
believe the experts. -

'

If recommendations to vent the gas are accepted bv'. speakers and spectators, choking some of them until fi-
| i

| the NRC, venting of krypton gas could start next montfi nally somebody opened one of the dnors to vent the
I at TMI. Wednesday night's hostile crowd said they op. smoke. i

I nose that venting. Some held signs that said: "There will on one side of the room, a bay was opened,~and
be no vent;ng."

.

. wnmen (presumably from the fire company) sold c6ffee,I ..

I The large brick Liberty Fire Itall holds 100 people. - soda, chips and pretzels to a steady stream of customers.
' according b an announcement rinde at 7:35 p.m. tly 7:15 . Some of the television reporters and their cath. era-

p m., the hall w'as packed. All the chairs were filled. All . and-microphone operating assistants stayed on the sides
the standing room was taken. . of the room. Others wandered through the aisles of angry

People stood outside and beat on the doors to get in. people - sometimes attached to one another with com-
A fire company spokesman announced that the doors, munication cables - aiming the round eye and the.mi'

'
: ,
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~
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* , ~ . . . , ;_ . 4. r .J ..*
,a. .

.* a ;. ...g. ..g

,kn. . sggers nger 0 .1 uo, h.
~

_'R*fy , ' . _. . * |'* * ,_ o
* * *. * *

y _ , - ..**3 L e. .J, . .j

c
. Q ' '... D '.* *:''.. .

'

U ' M. "i.f-{;~;I'Trn: . ~ -
2r: . . : . < , .1,i C . ' ..- ~r

:.Qti.$.....~. c .a 6 |..~-L. n ~,r.,
. can%.d % reg cd. w. G,

.. . . ..

.g :.?:' .jf O- Bey-tsked some questions. But they mostly made. 'M'.6
~

n at people with hostile comments. .~ C.*9;.. $. . , ... . .o J. .;/. ' - C ' t .. . . : 1. * ;. %.,.te:1.' ',: % statements. .The questions and the statements ait got
.

i r , around to the same 2:ngs: They didn't trust 5tet.Ed, the
.

crophone p/ reporter thrust a copy of the "Environmen. W . NRC, the. gover:: ment. And they didn't want that gasOne T-

~ tal Mssessment for Decontamination" report into the. ". vented..-

har.ds tf a woman at me end of one aisle. "Here! Pre . .- They stood in unison, at various intervals, waved
tend you're reacing mis." the reporter said, motioning to * their sig :s, and chanted Sings like, " Keep your kryp.
his. female camera operator to zoom into a tight shot of .c

-

the ocened report. "We don't want.your face," the TV; 4 . too!". . People'from 3tiddetown said thev'd been promised
, ,. ,

;.
answers at previous meetings, and hada t receivedreporter told de obliging woman. "Just your hands, . .,

Un ~ bem. "'As of today. I haven't heard nothing from your. .; r ? . '. 3holding the report." .
.

.Two men, wearing plastic suits and oxygen masksJ - of!!ce," one can said into the mierephone."
wruch had "N.F..C" ..V, - One woman asked for audience applause as a vote

he!d-a' stuffed, homemace dummfe,d chants and cheers <t -meter as to who wants the gas vented and .vho doesn't. Itrmted on its hat. One of'them
frorri ethers in the audience throughout 8e meeting;d for .

. - was unanimous in favor of not ventmg the gas. except for
-Before the meeting started, t..e man, who aske a T,,"one person who apparently misunderstood one of the

silence in the room. totd everybody that the dummy was. . questions. He applauded for only a split second when
.

"3[r. N.R.C.." and $at they should "=ake sure this guy :_ there was a call for applause from tho.se who want 2e

was over 'We're -Ogas to he vented. This brought an angry cry from one
<,.''

(5tr..N R.C.) doesn't get away easy.". . / .
l'. man of"Where is that bastard!" '~He said that aner the meet:n

gonna tar and feather $!s nice gent.p =an (the dummy)J .- ' 3. .Women stood up and seoke in wetoing voices aboute
and; send him out of town." There was loud applause at . . their concern for their children if they brea&e the air
that.and a great waving cf signs. ."" . .. J ' R , - filled with me vented gas. 3 fen did the same, saying they

.

Some ai the signs said tings like: "Kry$upermartton Kills -~
were seriously c:insidering !eavmg the area with theu-

(be!ow a skull and crossbones)." "Even faculles if the gas is ventec. - :.

Can t Survive Krypton," "With Stet.Ed We're Dead.". / ' -- O!Ticials continued to explain $at the gas " won't go'

andr'Nue! ear Bombs and T311 - Activate Either and -. , away by itself." and dat some of Se people in the area
>a 'I were expressing eencern about "!!ving w:th de T311Youse Likely To Die /: "- ' .. . . .

..

r . e Richard Vollmer, director of Se NRC's Talf support . i!caded cannon tn their faces" if the venting of de gas
stat!.'-early in his remarks said:."This doesn't looic like . Isn't controlled / * -

it's going to be a particularly good occasion for any of 2' A a nuclear medicine expert tried to sitswer ques.
us.c!.: . ..,.:. . f

.

-

. tfons about possWie harmful erTects' of radiation on'' -
,

nat was another prophectic statement, followed a ' . humans by c: ting reports from experts and studies made
little liter by one from a woman who said she came from . around the woria. .

Washmgton, D.C.~ to get an accurate transcr.cc of what '.? ' But 1e acery people kect bringing un de fact that~

! - wassa:d at the meet:ng. She asked .for order!! ness. She",i,'. ' experts disagree on mese sti: dies and re: sorts and mat
.

' -

. '. - -
- they be!! eve no one really knows de act"al harmful ef.| didn t get it. ..

"xhen Collins stood us to show some slides and ex ' Tects of raciation...

I ; lain the var:0us alternatives to ventmg Se krycton gas ,,- At one poet. a man from Stechanicsburg asked
at T3:I, many in the audience yelled insults. When Col. .- Vollmer where his family would be during de vent =g, if~

I

lins got to the technical jargon of his presentation, one - It's done. Vollmer said: "I'!I be hacey to bring dem uo
here."

'' '

man yelled: " Talk Eng!!sh!" There was loud applause.
*

At one point. Voumer said: " Ladies and gentlemen, - This seamed to delight the man fr:m 3:echan.
tf we can t hold Se meeting, we,can call :t off." They !csburg, who then ;ct from VoI!mer e informat:en that

he hac 1ree children. The man said he won't be at hisheld de meetmg. . ,
The people 'ined up 'o 5:eak at two microphones house when be gas is vented, but he' offered it to"

plac4in de center aisle. They were suppcsed to ask. Voilmer. ' .102 Orchard St.. ':ech .nicsourg." 'ho man
quesgns about what de N RC pecp!e were presenting. , | said. " Bring 'em (Voi!=er's ch!Idren. And your w:fe."

_

.
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&W < M= laald '

W n.. w~.w ,-

. e ''. Wh,.a s.
;...

g'[s)m.p4* L:; Thutsday night in E'.!:stethtowrr#y Y.$ : 'p.-...,.,~"',
.a.< ...... ' . . . . . .

'@YNh .$yT@rE"y ..pa'.r%;il
. "-

- h .
;;r.-- 2 C,,,,.**'.;S h 'W Ef-92-j - ofUcials of Metropolitan Edison Co.-

hc% m"

U,. ...;.U. .d i. (gA.,
- ".

.S Mr . : ". feit de after shoci<s of de emotonal3 J " ff-,4. ;.;@ 't'. .: :. [%
~.y' . _ ~ .,y +n. n ,;m,-t7 g; .~y*, 2,-d. , . quake that htt Middletcwn one n:g".t.- t. .<.

-' ( 33[h.,
. ~'e, .- u earlier at a puolic meeting. ..

- ;; .

.c , , ; . , .,. . 3. ,:.a J M -.j
. . The subject was the same': Met;, ..[g4 ;. "t..

-3- .p; L. e d ' Ed's procosal to vent radioactive' gas
- -.

P.%6M- @[T.m ' (%m.,dM. y.c. <Q)CA.29 ' Three Mile Island.

,

+ O from. meh isabled reactor bu:! ding at'i

-. st
-

%m --
,- - -,

;fG .D g/ G.'M.
.-

.

;c ; a* ,3 L Protestors - some scoutng. somet~:t* n , - ig.P+-
. .

..h [' * %gj;t[/'8 . nx' j/cy, crymg. some cursing - poured out,'f;y -.. 3.

tetr anger at *he procosal, one ye!!-.m;( 1 p
. S ? ' / 8; .'.>".* f;.|$;n, -

e
.6- mg: ",.How m God's name do yeu peo-

' N C "

. %.m/. .e q,. \ . / W-. _ ,vH .u . . , .

.. u 4 Pie 31 o. a'- ,%"'", , .
. .c . .4 '

-. y p, ..e-**.
p.. <r M%. g. r t.. . .,

t . . Otners m a crowd of sever ,,.un.

g L.,' py n-(3-r -Q: y .:. - y 3. .% g;.Q.,,p.a "
c- , . - a.

, g; . .fy.r.s .

7. g p,;g, ; ;f, dred :ersons at E!!:acethtown Hign:

6 senoo[ oleaded toucly with the orotes-- i. m
: g g g ,-,. ' ' tors to 'snut up 'and s t !own." as one. ,' p. WICO *.. .tQ; gg' -g -

' ' . ' !'. T . ee : was a public briefing ,
. . , ' 4 W P y!'li p ., % ,. 2

* -

! . in
g;%,is .;<r, p-e...;,n k, y.

1 5 Met Ed soout on-gotng cleanuoi

. r;i.& 'N.i"i.*0 . 7 'f.C* T ${ . -., ,p fy,s. G.~.r
.;v

m p a.c.
. a. ...,.!;,g .l ..-1.f
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> O S Env;ren' men 31 Resources.- .<

At de eariier meet:ng :n Middle-
.. or. g 'te. N. , town, an er focused on sta:f m,

W. . ? ,.~. .- i
y w ....p,. ~ .- g

s a, . .of the ,. eclear Regulatory s,.,em:ers, , % .. A-..;..
y 4. .s - : ommis-

Qt .
vs 7

Mf W%+hIIIy, H;.:
. *.*g. : ,

* k,:My . . . , s:on, wno nave recommended a;crov.
..~ q e- .. 42'

y%:d'' '8: ;%e.&y"M.6, M;'h '3 %N,6o.Q:
-d,4.N.t Y*??d.

'

.I ' al for the venting of 57.000 :ur:es of*
.

i ' Nf krypton gas.

YN .Yi,%jQ,7Y3. A.f,h; J..:p:iz;Q*Q* * p;; ':'.
*

.:- - : cmp Afterward, the agency's chief..e.

,,f. ; h '. .J]''.p Me**2'y$; .(" M 3[h,'.M.y-C,y,q1gg . , gulator. Harold Denton, ca!!cd be
J;q. .

. q,-- T V- %' p,., F.,.[. ;.?;,,, .M;2 .Q,, ;.'
T*.*d."$ meetmg "probao!y the most r:ccous"**'

; .;,2''.y.
.,t e~a ,e' '"~et ,g%q:: .fr +pyp . ./,assemety we've ever had.". Thursday ni:;ht it was Met ITa

e - -.'7 ..

7 S. ,. Mb.8..u a , W|',yj,.fre,MGOby...,;;J:.xM' , .2".7.'- . .D.i-@qe s .-=.- e.. .;..r...gW w.w.
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-* .. .-

*r f -g-
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M @-Q'Y,'..rfg"M
. to hear'" an ex::uc
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^ : tE:Mo*W?M.
.

.

? , .j%n,ifsttr$- @!.W;*'3.4@:::i.1 - ,
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:'
-
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L
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.,
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,. .,
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*
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du'm.m..y's sign reads:" Do y.ou have seinethtng I can take fors- . reg 2n,,.aga2n:
,

, til "s wnere ,,.e ,.ea, :.x s*cday.. ..

;;
'
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'../',. s t ,'. '
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finger and erotests a clan to vent radioactive. ' center. John Collins, an official of de Nuclear
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$ ] b5'. y% . @a .P . - M " .' a y :q ' ' g ;p Emeetng had been called for Met Ed to ?I. .

n ...s'. t ansmit :mormacon to the puol:c. He ~
i .;:. . " .h )v 3 .bNp1h .. , . =ged daurnMd be pen a enace. 7

~
..
.

i ,. p r ., -- C. . /7|/ paid 0with our tax dellars," said 2' .
"S1Y down and keep quiet. You're -._ ,

. . , . ;. . . s . , . . . ':t . c. ' " P . .; JJyM. ?-
.. .

.,j p , . . -. ,.6*?..-.,
,

..

^A t, AL -t;OWH.I l{e.etma' y.p>
''- e .;e. wom33'in the second row.s

. . ,1 sn -e w_t
ands ._. t them (audience members)

-
ev .

.. & . . - '.m -
- .-

stes4" sne cr:ed out.,.

' ' Ma:: to de woman: t'I don't wet .
to hea.r vou e:tter. Sit down." ,.

A=J*cid. in tu.rn, nad a suggestion., ..

"Lat us talk. We haven't been '.ist.
Why not .et memcers of his s:aff tai'c '., tened to tince theaccident"-another brie:Iy accut tne krypton? "''' hen take.

woman. as hour new for dh
. backto.'2e :r.ei! quest: ens an t en go' 3somebody suggested a show 9:. n g."-

, hands wnether or not Arecid shcuad Hostle voice "You don'' have.d
any c?.o:ce " d's cont:nue his talk with .nar.s an a '

;omter. Lots os nands wen,t 20 on coth
s:ces more en me s:de at 'etting :.:e -

Met Ed off. cia!s strode to de miT#

. auc:ence tanc. -crecho'ne. Mika. Mored talked about '
wny he crc;csed tne reactor bui! ding "

At be micro;nene :n stage.J3
3 coy;.Severiy Ceda Loggu. talked, .
pura.

. state otT:::al Ricnard Boarcman. ac. cacianen momter:ng in meI'momshed tte crowd. de said tne : tan. And 3i!L R!etnie told accut off. ^
hte$mter:ng for k:/pten gas. ' ' '

. , .

,
I
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,

Mf you weren't gomg to let'it'go.7 , Arnold said Met Ed had reached
"w'nat we thought was in the best in-you9.6uldn't need momtormg," yelleCl ,

' teriest of everyone concerned,'*a man trom de autence..
' '

3'1 elderly man was given de. , 1 Vcice "Didn't your decision '
chance to asx de first; quest:en of the..,; hafe anything to do with costs?"

. Another votee "At least ad: nit':quettpn per:oc. No m:crognates had.,
beehalaced m the aisles. He had to''3

'

s

{ 2pn the. stage. A line,formedjd it."E"I'm egnddent in my own' =nied
i

'a
- -- . . 6 u that cost was not the essential facter -

'T"e man's question turned out to ' . in krnving at a decision *" Arnold, re '
,A dfeaccg of a newspaper editorial -ges

-

.ongesmg the krytpon ventmg. The edi " -1 $ man in line to ask a question vo -
.or:#C.vas . rom the Philace!phia In. . j |unteered another solution for getting ~'
@trer. wmen called it "tne cruelest.cf . srid'of the gas. - .-.

' How about !e'tting some of us211:IsJcnot.ogical, games."|
-- y - -- "

,

om :n audence ",Ask a ques, . * } . anti's',- we'll criip in the cost - build '

de man' waved otT 'the faterruo
a qipe ad you uses?"

Met.jany in the audience cheered.
'

tion ond continued read.ing* ta 3o. v|,
..

d ottcials were stone. faced.
.st',g

i!I wanted to 'coh, dny, did MehY
"WM tahg about peggle wid.

s.e and sou!s who are cemg tau.
" aced. What do you do with $osei'

Ed t; ject an alternatiye for the gas * / m
Why.cid '~'e " lit ce e a

'- g.w- gsycpokghasuames?"askeMomgashto a !!q5"d fn a c~'[ro'g am r:dje, wno identified h:mself as ;
-

cesfal.r.eady ou:it for a nuclear plant * O'M 'ownsmp scnool teacher : rem ;
at :imenck? . ',

- . . . . . .-~ i Lancaster. .

'

.-
'

, We cc iook at the cryogeme sys. i He got a standing ovation
. c We recogn::e." Arnold said,"

tem at Limerick and we did not rec . *
ommend it be used.". Morrell answer. "there's a great deal ot';sycholog: cal i
ed mr Met Ed. .

stress."'{e saic ce nutity :s trying to

..he audience wanted more of an
"mmimi:e" that stress by removmg

answer. :ts source -the gas.-
:" Money, that's the reason." some- . He said ndding it in a "controned'd

. ontshouted. . manner" was bet *er that the r:sk of it
" Money." came $e echo. , leakingin an uncontroded manner.-

:Morte!! ned again. "Three.rea. . .? He said de NP.C may even want;
- - -

' sons. he said.
"

'TL-st. the system wo'uld "*ake an 'a r *d o vent,the gas over a per:od of.
, ,

o

*Y 'cr . oat reason. :nstead
. g.j'' 0 day's,the utity proposed.. excessively long ;eriod ot' time to out 6

:nto operatico." um to 24 months. The' " iIC will get at least "10
utidty has stated a be!!ef dat waite[ , day's'* nodce. he prom: sed. .

"

for'some sucn system to be :nsta:!e A Arn (d. dressed m a gray suit,
' could ;cse a greater r:sk'to the public. wa! Calm. ". hen 9s-!y keve an
..than venteg tne gas, because at eaks ; awtul |ct cf. worry :s gom.g on over.

:n the reactor system.
. tamgs that do not necessanly warrant'

[ . ! econd. the' technology is.."not,,y that wcrry." he told the audience.S

'Oro.ven."
, .

.

* wd9 you sleep at n:ght!**"

*Th:rd, de cytogenic orecess "is-
** ** "917_' ' " .. ~ .

. hei,t00 percent effect:ye a removmg'*
not'
: r/pten anyhow...only ~0 to 99 per '

-.: ce::t." ., ..

b
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Etress 0 TMI
: . .

Resthrt May -.

Be Considered
t

By Tom infield-

Inre!'' gen <er Journal SeaH.

Pressure is mounting cn the Nu. "I think peuple have beep talking

mit consideration of public mental across they don't want that plant. and
.

"We urge the commission to re-
clear Regulatory Commission to per- . and talking and trymg to get the story ject out.of-hand the arguments that

stress in hearings on the restart of they're begmnmg to scream," Hurst the commission should ignore commu-

Three Mile Is!and Unit 1. said Sunday. n:ty fears of'IMi-1 operation because
- of the assertion that tnese fears are :r-The undamaged reactor has re- . PANE intervened in the hearings

mained idle since the nuclear accident on pst the one issue of stress. Other rational." the board wrote.
'

f e board also said " precise nu.h
a year ago at Three Mile Island Unit 2. antinuclear groups have taken a merical quantification" of stress isn t
Legal hearings on the restart may oroader !egal approach, among them

-

the Newberry Township Three Mi!e necessary.
begin by late summer.

In a history-making recommenda. Island Steermg Committee. -

tion. an Atomic Safety and Licensing "We are hoping they do hear the
Baird said rcccntly the commission

--

' may ar.J shot!d consider psychologi- fpsychological issue, because,,it's one
cal stress and community fears." of the main issues involvmg that'

Both the pliint operator. Metropol- plant." said Linda Dominoski, a mem-
itt.n Edinn Co.. and the NRC's own ber of the steering committee. -
staff have argued that stress cannot . "I think when an industry's- been
be " quant:fied" and is not admissable disrupting our lives like they have
by !aw in a licensing hearing. ours in the last year,.there's no way it

The commissioners themselves cannot be allowed as an issue."-
said last Au;ust they were unsure : Both group leaders said the level

' s . stress will rise even more if Met Ed
fears caused by the Unit 2 acciden of

i given perfnission to release kryptonwere legally " relevant" to Unit
hearings. They asxed for argumed gas from the Unit 2 reactor building
on both sides.

chia'A number of studies have at

- next month. .

"I see violence erupting, and I
also see a lot of people leaving the a

trists from Hershey Medical Cen-
ter, Drs. Joyce Kalen and Enos Mar- ar,ea. It s been pushed to that potnt .
un, interviewed 200 persons and said "O** , fight for survival down hereit s a

8 $
nudear accident caused " massive * t at er' otion, theRe v n

* For at least some people, th'e '.11 censing board was able to consider
l t f"IY.one question: Do the laws govern-

.

stress lingers. That was made plain at mg nuclear pown plants gatwo large oublic meetings last week " stress to be weighed as a factor m the
dealing with a proposal to release ra- -determining the impact r,eopenmg .cioactive gas from the criopled piant. -.

p Dh bwou haAt a meeting in Middletown NRC.
e te of Pennsylvania and D n 1.

officials were shouted down, msulted
J four legalintervenors tiled br:efs say- y U d

and called you animals by a crowd ing.the commission could consider|
' of 500 mostly angry res: dents. . stre u .Staffers were admittedly shaken. T!e board itself concluded thatHarold Denton, de agency's chtef re- stress probabaly cannot be recogn::ed

gulator, ca!!ed it "probably the most . -under one law - the Atomic Energy
raucous assembly we've ever had." Act - but is includable under anotherThe fodowin:t night in Elizabeth- the Nat:onal Environmental Po'!cy.-

town. Met Ed otticia!s got a dose of .
.ACI-v:rtually the same thin . with protes . "We recommend that we be er-

esfee aInig t mitted to include such issues in $his" ou p o
Intervenors m the Unit I restart . proceeding for de purpose of directq

hearings sa:d later they hoped ce. reduc =,g the causes,of psychologica.
stnss, de. threomembe ' bora.emotion would heap more pressure on
*"I'-

~the five NRC commiss:oners to admit However, the panel said it didn..s
mental stress as an issue. see how stress could be put into a

| "[ would say they're probably " full scale cost benefit balancing.,,
'

30tng to admit :t." uredicted Jim Met Ed and the NRC staff had ar-Iturst, president of People Against
tied but the board said it doesn,t just:-gued that the public's stress isn'Nuclear Energy (PANE). a citizens t mat-

i group in Middletown. ter.
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' Stress Caused by AccidentIs Studied
.

.

" Concerned that pente!!ving near wards, and what kinds of feelings
the crippled rtactor at Three Mile the anniversary of the event may
Island may be suffering from expo- trigger."
sure to chmic stress, a team of Dr. Bromet explained that the
mental hestth professionals began study would compare these individ-
intervtewing them last November uals with people living in Beaver
to assess the psychological fa!!out County near the Beaver Valley and
from the accident. Shippingport Power Plant, twin nu.

This Friday, on the anniversary clear reactors where no accident
of the event, researchers from the has occurred
Western Psychiatnc Institute and The results of the November in-Clinic in Pittsburgh will begut the terviews, which took one and a half
second phase of the 5375,000 study hours and soughtinformation about

,

funded by the National Institute of anxiety or other emotionalupsets in
Mentai Health. the last year, are now being ana.

Evelyn Bromet, the principal in- lyzed and will be published in May*
vestigator, said that she and her she said-
colleagues selected three groups The second senes, pending ap.likely to have suffered most: moth. proval from the Office of Manage.ers of young children, clients re-
cetving psychotherapy at social ment ard Budget, will ask about the

service agencies and employees of individuals' life history in terms of
mentalhealth.the nuclear plant.

"Our goal," Dr. Bromet said in a Dr. Bromet has requested fund.
~ lephone interview,"is to exarnine ing for a continuationof the presentte
the effects of Ilving in a chronically study, and an extension that would

stressful situation. We want to include a population living near a
know what happens to pecple after- coal-fired plant.

,

I

I
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TMFs neighbors find a
_ .

. .-
- .

refuge in their faith .

3y Linda le.=yda== s.tr w

MIDDI.ETOWN Pa. - A year ago, reunited they spent more time to. "The levels seem to stay there," he
members of Glad Tidings Assembly gether. said. "Once people got the taste of a
of God Church, near the stricken "It did bring out. family closer to good thing. they stayed with it."
Three Mile Island nuclear plant, God." said her husband Vaughn, a At Glad Tidings, a Pentecostal
gathered to hear their minister sol- mechanic at Bethlehem Steel church, attendance doubled to 200 in

emnly say,"! believe we are living in His wife added, "I saw a stronger the months after the Three Mile 15-
the last days." love of the IArd because I knew he land accident. The growth has beer

The frightened churchgoers was watching over us. He had to. "so tremendous * that the congregs-
prayed, sang, hugged one another Otherwise,it would be all over." j tion plans to construct a new build-

ing to handle the overflow.and sometimes wept in the followinE " People have re. evaluated their !
days. lives and sort of shifted some of their i Across the Susquehanna River in

The end did not come. values," said the Rev. W. Jackson tiny Newberrytown, attendance at St.,
Afterward,. many belieyed. that Otto of Wesley United Methodist Paul's United Methodist Church has|

they hid been spared only by " God's Church. ''There has been a reassess. nsen 10 to 15 percent from a year ago..

hand upon the situation." said Eileen ment of things important; this in- "In light of possible disaster, peo.
ave h mom aware of mew

| Carlson, a housewife who lives near cludes a deepening of one's faith. an an e need oNod,, sad the
the reactor. "It haft 6t happened in earthshak- Rev. Harold E. Millard.I

' "We really faced death. I was ing proportions. Rather,it has been a
afraid," she said. "The Lord gave me quiet accomplishment.- At Valley Baptist Church in Mid.
assurance.He took hold of mylife " dietown, where membership is up 21

In the year since the cnsts, Mrs. The religious revival has notswept percent, tbe Rev. Bill Reese said.
the area in a dramatic fashion. cler-Carlson has made a " stronger com- "The crisis at TMI has brought about

ogR en a not formitment'* to God, her church and her more of a untry in Middleto.vn. You
family.She ts not alone. c.n walk down the street and get a

pleasures. Instead, a subtle spintuati- genuine hello and a smile. There's aSeveral local clergymen say the ty is mixing with the unease and the
* # # *"' E' ' " , * '

i deepening religious feeling that resentment that followed the acci. E reh,' ht not
| developed here dunng last spring's we wmgin ec

crtsts hasftip_t wstILoff entirely. And | dent;has touched people.s lives to ait . centered in the church.''

The Rev Pvtl .! Gef.ti.'A. vicst c/while life goes on much as before, gnat _way, said the Rev. Richard A. St. Michael and'All Angels Episcopalthere has been a lasting effect on
Youtz of St. Peter's Church in nearby Church, said he had detected "a bet.religious attitudes.
Steelton. It was a great shock. like at ter interpersonal relationship be-"There's been a definite revival of
the time President Kennedy was tween congregants, a little morepeople I've never seen in church killed. Or like dunng a war. want.th and compassion.

.before," said Bill Moore, a young . begin to ask themselves what, Peoples most "In every church you find somestock manager at a store,who attends important. friction and bitterness." he 'said,the United Methodist Church in In a matter'.of days almost every. adding that'"tlits accident seemed tonearby Royalton.
thing these people had worked for - mellow peoples attitudes'*

People of all faiths have told their their homes, their farms, their mate-
religious leaders that they have a rtal possessions - was almost gone " Pastors said the crists hadnew appreciation of the fragility of said the Rev. Stephen Sparks. pastor,

human life. Some said they thought of Glad Tidings Assembly of God 7By 3.i.cngthened family ties.)
more deeply about questions involv . Saturday night of the cnsts thou. One particular couple was having
ing the meaning _of life, the coming sands of families had left the area. In mantal difficulty when suddenly a

year ag they fmd themseWes out'of death, the value of matenal things. leaving, they didn't know.if they'd
One who says the accident deep ever be able to come back.'* . of the area in a wooded campsite

;

. ened her faith is gray. batted Marga- Once people returned to Middle. and child.,1,ng but the husband, wife
wuh noth

recalled the Rev. Rolandret Posey. She recalled that, before ' town, many returned to chure.hes, as
Prouse of First Church of the Naza.the uncontrolled releases of radia- well. The surge in attendance has

tion. "I worshiped my furniture, all been gradual, though, and not all rene in Harrtsburg. "They suddenly
reali:cd what thetr real vah:cs wthree rooms of it." But since then, congregations report a " spiritual and it made a strmg marriage. , ere.

she said,"I put my furniture in per. reawakening"among their members. - Mmutes away .hm Three Mile Is.
-

spective, where it belongs.1 reali:ed But more than half a dozen localI

that all you really have is Jesus and churches do. Including Seven Sor. land, at St. Peter's Lutheran Church,
pastor David Newhart has counseledyour loved ones." rows of the Blessed Virgin Mary, e ogngatus "who am not necessan. '

Housewife Barbara Burkett, who a Middletown's only Catholic pansh,
year ago took her two young sons to where daily Mass attendance has ly opposed to nuclear power, but are

e neernedgaabout the, safety and wel.stay with a relativein Delaware,said doubled and Sunday attendance has ,fare oD i 1that after the family members were improved = ore than 10. percent ,

among the pansh's 1000 members, O .q. _ ,
.

according to Ms . George V. Lento. oQ j,. g o
Cha. al *
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"Some see the nuclear plant as a
threat; others see it as a means of
economic growth." he said. "But they'

{
all are very much in love with the
area and have concerns about their -i

town and want to protect it."
A year after the accident, an "un-

settledness" still pervades the com-
muntry. "and people are apprehen-

1 sive," said the Rev. Abe Ediger of |
Calvary Orthodox Presbyterian {
Church.

i
,

i
"The economy has suffered. Real;

estate values have gone down. Oppor. ;
tunities for businesses coming in is ;
negative." said another religious

| leader. "Whether or not they resume
i the nuclear reactor, concern is for

the future and what's going to hap .
pen here."

j

.
(
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The fears over Till i

cannot be smokescreened
.

.
. ..

"Why can't the state of Pennsylva- that suggestion was Sen. Hart's conten. They would hear from people who
nis find a few thousand dollars," Sen. tion that Pennsylvania officials had have lieen lied to, by Met Ed, by their
Gary Hart (D., Colo.) asked Nuclea.r fr.iled in calming the fears of the peo- government - their federal govern:
Regulatory Commission Chairman ple of central Pennsylvania. "1 would ment - whose officials bumbled and
John Ahearne Monday,"to find some think the state of Pennsylvania would spun their wheels in impotence in the
local experts to assure the people there have some responsibility," he insisted. immediate aftermath of the March 28,
that you aren't going to gas them to " This is just one instance of where 1979, accident - the worst in the
death ?" state governments are not being re- American nuclear industry's history'.

During the hearings of the Subcom- sponsible." -

mittee on Nuclear Regulation of the Sen. Hart's criticism of Pennsylva. They wouldlieaf from people studi-

Senate Environment and Public Works nia officials is 180' degrees off-target. ous enough to know that the same pro.

Committee, which Sen. Hart chairs, he Gov. Thornburgh and his aides man, testations as are now being made about

and his fellow senators heard in in- aged the most reliable and responsible the krypton venting were made about

tense, and clearly frustrating, dstall performance of anyone in the TMI cri, radiation from nuclear weapons tests
in Utah and Nevada in the 1950s, as

about the response of the people who sis. Still, the senator's frustration,
live near the Three Mile Island nucle- perhaps, is understandable, if it is as.- both U.S. troops and civilians stood by-

ar reactor site to the prospect of vent. sumed that itis based onignorance. - only years later to be shown to have -
inordinately high rates of certaining radioactive krypton-gas into the . . .-

cancers and other health damage.
atmosphere.

If they heard that,andlistened-toMr. Ahearne, in llis testimony, re- TMI if h h d gone to the m t
at the social problem as well as to the still

ported on the meeting last week,he Ahearne cited, if he will go to future far from certain scientific estimates ofMiddletown, Pa. 'There was anger, ones promised,by the NRC or, better potential health damage- they wouldsaid, frustration, bitterness, fear, *a yet, organize some of his own under demand that the gas be disposed of in a .complete mistrust of anyone who is in- his subcommittee's auspices, that igno- way other than spewing it into thean official position., Then he and oth-. rance could be erased. ' atmosphere. '

er officials of the NRC reiterated their ~

He would . perform.an importantposition that the radioactive krypton
gas which is trapped in the contain, national public service if he would do - gf they don,t do that, long-latent

mtnt building of'the TMI reactor must just that, and begin the l rocess of cancer and gene * damage may not be -i

be disposed of before the clean.up of educating Washington officialdom to a . Inevitable. M r .spc 4 Sle scientist is

the reactor itself, with its deadly core serious and growing social problem of. absolutely certa. 4 . (nat, either way.

material and highlp radioactive cool, the NRC's and the nuclear industry's; one thing will be absolutely inevi-
ta . That is that t.he fear, the frustra-

ing water, can begin. The NRC's posi. - and their predecessors' own

tion, and of course that of Metropolitan making. Sen. Hart would do particular- t onandthe completemistrust of the
government will significantly, and

Edison Co., which operates the plant,is ly well if in' scheduling Senate hear-
that venting the krypton into the atmo- ings atthe site he would insist that the angerous y, increase.

sphtre will not pose a health hazard to. commissioners of the NRC go along - .

people in the area. and that everybody listen.
Sen. Hart's more detailed response They would hear a great deal,'and

was to ask:"Why can't the Pennsylva- perhaps come to understand why there
nia legislature appropriate $10,000 or is profound - and fully justified -
$50,000 or $100.000 to hire nuclear ex. oppositiotrto the venting of the gas.
perts. . . to look at this cubic yard of gas They would hear from good, solid,
and tell people around there it's not skeptical, tax paying citizens, with not
going to hurt them?" The context of an anti nuke activist among them.

O
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Ongoing Fatoun' ear1'

._.

By Har.ey Wane =an

NEWBERRY TO"G5 HIP, Pa. - Privately, bom Jane !.ee and Dr. their neighborhood but who now curse
it's ken a lear since the accident at Teber suspect that the problems are M tropolitan Edison, me Nuclear
Three .MCe ! stand but the air in the coming from the power plant, possibly Regu story Comrnission and the state.
ecm.- unity surrounding the piant is from radiation, possibly from sub. Many ar starting to turn public meet-
thick er dan ever with anger and fear. stances sent into the atmosphere ings with utility, state and Nuc!?ar
!n fact, in seven years of working to through the cooling towers that may Regulatory Commission officials into
stop atomic reactors in my own hcme be altering the chemistry of the soil. harsh confrontations. They don't want
t;.wn, Sic.Tague, Mass., and e!se- Charles Connolly, who lives in c! ear more krypton gas vented into the at-
ahere, I've never encountered a com- view of the four cooIIng towers, also mosphere. They don't want reactor
n umty so close to the brir.k of an up- has his suspicions. He says that when No. I restarted. They do want reactor
heaval over tne nuc! ear isst e. the reactors were ope-ating, rainfall No. 2 dead and buried. Most of a!!, they

The reasons are many For une running off his roof wou!d ki!! the want some c! ear answers about the
thing, pepte in me farm country sur. grass around his house and would heald of their animals and farn!!ies,
rounding Three Mile Is!and now be. wash into his cisterns a milky white As a nation we have an ob!!gation to
ieve that the p! ant has been harming substance that would make animals make sure that those answers are
their animals since we!! before the ac. who drank it "!!e dowTi and get sick." forthcoming. There are 67 reactors
cident. For four years now, Jane Lee, When the resciors stcpped operating, licensed for commercial operation in
who lives on a farm in the n!! age of Et- the milky substance disappeared, he this country, and $7 under construc-
ters, has been co!!ecting a!fidavits said. Mr. Connolly, who has lived on tion. To my knowledge, none of them is
from area farmers on what they call his farm since 1913, says that yields immune to what happened at Three
" strange goings-on" with their ani- from his farm have dropped notice- Mile Island and none of us is immune
ma!s Their accounts inc ude a fright. ably since the opening of the first reac- to the kinds of emotions its neighbors
ening array of biological problems in tor in 1974 and that since the accident are feeling.
animals ranging frorn cats to cows. at the second reactor, wild birds,
The list includes epontaneous abor- game animals and snakes have #crvey Wasserman, a long-time anti-
tions. stillbirths, stenlity, mutant off- -greatly diminished in numbers. nuclecr cetivist, is cathor of " Energy
sprin g, blindness, defective bone In recent weeks, hot debate has de- War: Reports From the Front."
structure 1nd sudden death - a!! with- seloped over statistics indicating in-
out c! ear ausalexplanation. creased infant mortality and infant hy. 4

Dr. Robert Teber has also noticed pothyroidism in area hospitals. One
problems. He is vete-inarian in Me- York family has filed suit' agamst
chanicsburg,15 miles from de plant, Metropolitan Edison, operator of the
who has practiced in the area for 32 reactor Over the post. accident still-
years. Early this month. he testified be- birth of their child. One Mechanicsburg
fare the Public Utilities Commission in couple wonders quietly if the birth of
Harrisburg that since 1976 he has been their daughter with the dreaded
encounte,r:ng widespread bone prob- Down's Symdrome, a genetic defect,
Tems among cows in the area. After giv- might have somehow been linked to the
ing birth, he said, the cows "go down accident. One Hershey woman chose to
and can't get back up." Dr. Weber said have an abortion and then had herself
further, in an interview, that in the sterilized rather than rear an infant
summer and fall of 1979, "after the where "it will never be c!ean."
plant went bad " he began performing No one has definitive scientific proof
one caesarean-section operation a week of what health problems the emissions
on pigs that were unable to dilate prop. have or have not caused. But local
erly despite sizeable hormone injec- residents are furious that no official
tions. He said that previously he had study has been done on their animals,
been cal:ed on to perform only one or and many are nervous to the point of
two such cperations a year. At the mo. breakdown about what might be hap-
ment, he says, he is also performmg pening to them and their children.
two such t'permens a week on goats Some have begun a multi-mi!!!on-dol-
and sheel ; One or two a year had been lar c! ass-action suit for psychological
the aorm.sl 4. damages stemming from the accident.

Many say they would move "in a
minute" if they could sell their farms
or houses and find jobs elsewhere. *

Indeed, there are hundreds here who
once welcomed nuclear power into
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Residents of Middletown, Pa., meetJng about Three Mile Island.
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At least 14 mental health studies have beta conducted amon;; affected Pennsylumians. ---@
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Anxiet in the Air
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.

Near 3 Mile Island'
By BEN A. FRANKLIN ~

r #m 3C3,E 8G PeNrt Expecedispmano ne se= vm ri.no

Hb ' ' P il7 pg. g' 2 the state Depa m.ent ob - L Strew Study," hw
MIDDLETOWN Pa. March 26 - r , c :viously, not eve.ycne agre=s. In ag

'A" hen crdinarily ,aw. abiding, solid citi 3 I hW4 *s m!! 'M p 'W'mwn, a
Mral s:!en!!st at 8:e .s - housewives, lawyers, mother'

the nes'r'by ershey Wdical Center, is to
vtsitor fc.n3 cn!y or.? % scn in a d?:e ,

' who did not enticize si,c:h testm :ny as'anc fath 2rs - star d up and shriek in pu
, reh a report on the accident's effet'Uc that 2ey and ceir children are being ' ysterical" and "fiipsting," th3 ugh"hp.
todaO* b I H H WMo sayJhat datat disefss We" study! none had attend 5d a:'y of the recent rnet-

dnven to the edge of sanity, and that
some of cem may leave their fami!!es or f gs. These are peope who say they ac-

| g,r,, ed as re:.nt[Y as. Jpnuary 75w ! cept or endarse tie Kent n vc iting.ebe: cme violent, psychiatrists take rotice. y;g{ggfy,s;gtal healh5. .nd Bey are, a;ain. here dis spnng.
_ Feb. ' however reluctantly, as "nect!sary to

As a new decontennnation ;!an at de d:s- i M e.a - r E ~4 n:Sr. . ' get on with the c!eanup."

' an[o"dtkud#E * N .==9"^
I ;$ 3'I 3 If* We**<s I At the David Mirtin St~= a haber-ab:ed nuc! ear plant at Three M!!e Is!and a ~

; ::yg y.t ff' protest [i pian has stirred| dashery, there is a brisk s'aie of 54.50poses sull r cra potentf a! hazards for the g
pspie in this area, many of wh:m are at many here, in- T shirts, rnest of them bearing pro-T.M.I..

fg, gfgy, , fic !s.,be!a vgj ,jlht st!k. screened s!cgans: " Hell No, I Don't; Otesting angrily and fearfully, re.
tarchers are stu.fying the thousands of *'D O Ch Glow," "T.M.I. Staff - We Stayed Se-s,ysv!vanlins driven frw rnfrM to ; 33g, -c ;.-f3 rnora costiv a~n.d Ume.consu nm'g*.rne"4-i

' hind To Save Yours," and "A Litt!er

:ea.e their homes a year after the acci-i 15 an ' unofficial No. hour *"orum'' i
~ Nukey Never Hurt Anyone.? ne store

hi as T-shirts saying "I Su: .ived T.M.I.,yta~d Tuesday night far troadcast by adeat a year a go._ n
; adds, ,rsion wi,th.a tiny postscript thatAt least 14 separate studies have alq Ifarrisburg televisien statica on Friday, r.e g ! Think. s .

,resdy general:y concurred m finding, as I

| witness after witness spcke in angu!shed In the Hy-Lo Discount Store on Mainone of the reports says, that "the major
health effect of the accident appears to %nd trembling voices to a panel of Fed . Street, the cashier, Marion Munz, a 56-a

ha ,e been on the mental health of de peo. Agstate andlocal officials. j.

'

year old widow was repeating the com-

3" he sarne ume. while some of the'
g * Scared to Death' - ment of several others .when she said-

"I am scared to de~ath," said Mary En. "I'm worrying, but I'm the type :who
(ter!!ne. "I have a ~2. year.old son .and doesn't show y.faelingpQ .

At t

mental health studies are scheduled to
4I keep on rnennoring for several years, ; every night when I pull his shade dont at i A Co!!e:;e SurveyNs

; both the main Federal and state studies i bedtime, and look out the window and see "I think that is cognitive dissonanceg
, on the accident hase cal'ed the psychic fthe cooling towers, I ncarly cry. T am in a

s, aid Donna CasP'tson. An instructof at.
*

The stress effects ac- ' panic. I have never considered myself a -

| effect" transient.
-

.e a u tcording to the major Faderal study, * dis- violent person, but I am beginnmg to 3f hr rfa
"

sipted rapidly arnong mest groups.,, thi .k,I am going crazy -I do belteve I duct a survey on tfie street t-Jo weeksNow however, some of the mental am. . .

: hraith' experts here say that there are George Hickernell, a veteran local po!!- ago. It yie!ded an unexpected result.
ne tabulation showed markedlyi ne a and worriscme sizns that the osvcho- tician and civic leader, now a commis-

logical remission that some reports found sioner of Lower Swatara Township, a few greater concern about the proposed
to have occurred in the months after the miles from the reactor, said.."This is a Krypton release among respondents 11 to

wabfrom
e reactor than in'acetdent may be coming apart. , very volatile situation and could be very d a.% Lot of New Stress dangerous. I visualize that we could have q . E' ,a

hh h g'h s"nere is new data", as one psychia- S0yo
* sed e e tg o ! teacher

h'r.st put it. "There is,t become chronic "whs.the4 dye /of Middletown,' joked . tween beliefs - say that the Krpton tsa for of new. stress.
4 e're not rure it hasn sardonically t the televised forum that dangerous, on the one hand- and the dif-

ne stress is the announced plan of the ' he wished I al banks would replace the ficult behavior, on the other, of uprooting
Nuclear Regulatory Commission to' one s life and gtving up a home and a jobtime and teptperature information theypurge the 2J0-foot.high, concrete T now displa on their, flashing' outsi@ to move away from the danSer, the
Mlle Island 2 containment structure 24 clocks wit. "t,he ra theory of cogmtive dissonance says that

know whe. twun.".diation count, so I'd you have two ways to resolve the conflict.mtllion cubic feet of Krypton-85 by $ w

ing the radioactive gas mto theJyp air The Mayor had i "You can leave. Or,you can stay and
, regardYnftfaith[ust cordented that -'ated radioactive 're- : alter your beliefs - cr your demonstra-of Dauphin County - and of the area

downwind of the prevailing easterlies .

| leases from the rea *!'m culte sure' : tion of them -to fit the suppressed anxt-

hanna R,e shores of the broad susque- they'll never tell us the tru&- .

| me,yielther way is very gm ,,or your
along th sty ou can say 'I don't care"'.

iver.
-

.

On Fndav the first anniversarvge i Question From Il Year Old ntal health", she said. .

acciEnt, the second)T a'has%f thT!argest ' John Lesniak|an II. year old who came !'- ~ ~

nJFriT~he.Wn ~stUdv 53 3,000 re!i
| with a tape recorder, asked,"What's.

l s e3RhWed':Ttreh*ational Institute of ' going to be the future state of children my
\MegalJTDIRh yCo Vefn.Muihing age, mentally and physically - mental-|

aid repeatt@.e set of interviews cen- ly?" ea - 2-

ducted !astyear. "Well, the Kerrieny Commission report
'Tc- va v',' EGiyn Bromet, director of says the mental effects are the rnost im-
sychladic epidemiology at the Western portant,"'was the inswei frc= Romas 9

7;Psychtatnc Insutute in Pittsburgh, and M. Gemsky, the state director of radia-
tha project director, ts to repor* on_tMsq L tion protection. -~ ' #'- ' ''

e.;nterviews with the sqtects of tF.e One young man, a cdilege student, said, D
s.3y - %T;annygng_cNIdrMJio "We have tran, and life goes cn - we
ure sdvlido evacua;e_s 1Mie r3dius have Afghanistan, and life goes on. But g
of36 ant 21_"at - sk" c!yentele,of. with this crisis, I am begin:ung to think it

. loest mental heann_ star.cs_atituorkeEs ; is not going to go on 2:d there is going to
tt,the reactor.

' s be an end to the w orld.".
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Psychiatnsts Fear
- 3the Nnw York Times6

o o - 8 "8

display on their Dashing outside

Chronic TMI Stress ==:r--
The mayor had just commented

that regarding health-related radioac-
. tive releases from the reactor. "I'm

[ .
sure they'll never tell us theD "

%r -

John Lesniak, an 11-year-old who
MIDDLETOWN. Pa. - When or- "In May. Evelyn Bromet, director

dinar:ly law abiding, solid ettizens - of . psychiatric epidemiology at the
came with a tape recorder, asked.

- "What's going to be the future state of
housewives lawyers. mothers and fa- Western Psychiatric Institute in Pitts- children my age, mentally and physie
thers , stand up and shriek in public burgh, and the project director, is to cally- mentally ?"
that they and their children are bemg report on these re-interviews with the "Well. the Kemeny Commission
driven to the edge of samty, and that kub]ects of the study - women with report ,says the mental effects are thesome of them may leave their families voung children who were advised te most important." was the answer
or become violent, psychiatrists take hacuate a 15-mile radius of the plar , from Thomas M. Gerusky, the state

the "at risk" clientele of local mental director of radiation protection.notice.
And they are. again. here this h'ealth clinics and workers at the reac- One young man, a college student,

s ring. As a new decontamination
an at the disabled nuclear plant at tor' On April 3. the state Departmec.t

said. "We have Iran. and life goes on

ree Mile Island poses still more po- of. Health's "T.M.I. Stress Study.** - we have Afghanistan, and life goes
on. But with this crisis. I am begin-

tential hazards for the people in Inis headed by Peter Houts a behavioral ning to think it is not going to go onarea. many of wnom are protesting scientist at the nearby Hershey Medi- and there is going to be an end to theangrily and fearfully, researchers are cal Center is to release a report on world."studymg the thousands of Pennsyl- lhe, accident's effect. Houts would not Obviou, sly not everyone agrees.vanians driven from. or afraid to discuss the study Wednesday, but it is In a half-day's stroll through Mtddle.
~

leave their homes a year after the ac- expected to say that data collected as
c: dent a year ago. recently as Januar show continuing,

town. a visitor found only one person
in a dozen who did not criticize suenAt least 14 separate studies have serious mental hea.th problems in the testimony as " hysterical" and " dis-already generally concurred m tlnd* arca near the reactor. gusting." though none had attendedmg. as one of the reoorts says, that . > jiince it was announced a few any of the recent meetings. These are"the major health effect,of tfie acct- weeks ago, the Krypton venting plan people who say they accept or endorsedent appears to have been on the men = has stirred an outburst of protest that the Krypton venting. however reluc-tal health of the people. many here. including some top offi-

At the same time. ,while some of ctals'. believe might force officials to tantly, as "necessary to get on with
the mental health studies are sched- usealternative, much more costly and the cleanup."

At the David Martin Store, a hab-uled to keep on momtormg for several time-consuming methods. erdasher . there is a brisk sale ofBut the new evidence of deep,and 54.50 T s irts, most of them bearingt ie's th ac d nt ave cal ei continuing stress, shown in mere dis.
psych:c effect . transient... The stress 7ssion of the issue at the required pro-T.M.I. stik screened slogans:

" Hell No. I Don't Glow." "T.M.I. Staffe!!'ects, according to the malor federal blic hearmgs on the plan. has
study. "d:ssipated rapidly among @gcked and dismayed many mental - We Stayed Behind To Save Yours."

th observers here.
' and "A Little Nukey Never Hurt Any-

Now, however, some of the mental Ee.al.At an unofficial two-hour " forum"one." The store has'T shirts saying "Imost coups.
..

Survived T.M.I.." one version with ahealth experts here say that there are [[ged Tuesday mght for broadcast by
new and worrisome signs that the psy- sMarrisburg television station today. tiny postscript that adds. "I Think."
chological remission that some re- wness ailer witness spoke in an- But the public forums and official

hearings on the Krypton venting pro-ports found to have occurred in the pershed and trembling voices to a posal, which are not over yet havemonths after the accident may be panel of federal, state and local offi. spread some distress.e mmg apart _ c:als.
j "There is new data." as one psy- P~ "I am scared to death." said More people than ever before/ m
,

chiatrist put it. "There is a lot of new gtary Enterline. "I have a 2 year old have been reading about, or seeing

yon and every night when I pull his and hearing on radio and television.
stress. We're not sure it hasn't be, .
come chronic " shade down at bedtime, and look out frightened neighbors who stand and

The stress is the announced plan !te wmdow and see the cooling report "a metallic taste in my mo'uth"

|
of the Nuclear Regulatory Commis- Gwers. I nearly cry. I am in a canic. I near the plant or " aborted and three-,

' sion to purge the 200-foot high con - have never considered myself a via- legged calves" on farms downwind.

crete Three Mile Island-2 containment 7ent person, but I am beginning to In the Hy Lo Discount Store on

structure of 24 million cubic feet of thmk I am going crazy -I do believe ! Main Street, the cashier. Marion,

| Munz, a 56-year-old widow was
Krypton-85 by ventmg the radioactive 4m."

j gas mto the fune air of Dauphin Coun- i. George Hickernell, a veteran local repeating the comment of several oth-i

ers when she said. "I'm worrying. butDitician and civic leader, now a com-*

ty - and of the area downwind of the -missioner of Lower Swatara Town- I'm the , type who doesn't show my
feelings,

pr'evatimg easterlies along the shores ship, a few miles from the reactor,
of the broad Susquehanna River. said. "This is a very volatile situation "f think that is cognitive disso-

Today. the first anniversary of the and could be verv dangerous. I visual- nance." said Donna Casperson. An in-

accident, the second phase of the larg- ize that we could have some ser:ous
structor at the Harrisburg Area Com-

est mental health study - a Sr5.000 incidents and riots.'
mumty College, she-had her social

Robert G. Reid, the high school psychology class conduct a survey on
research funded by the NationalInsti. teacher who is the mayor of Middle- the street two weeks ago. It ytelde'd an
tute of Mental Health - is to begm.
resuming and * :peating the set af in- town, joked sardonically at the tele- unexpected result.

vised forum that he wished local The tabulation showed markediv
banks would replace the time and greater concern about the proposeilterviews cond (ted last year,

teiiiperature information they now Krypton release among respondents
11 to 40 miles away from the reactor~-
than in Middletown. in sight ofit.A-19
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Taree Yi:.eIs:.and Genera':es Anger

qp PSU
nuclear power in the Umted States, peatedly shouted down by the crowd;

Aear ago last Fnday - March
23,19~9- things started to go there is no doubt at all in tha hearts and

and when the public got the micro-

wrong at a nuclear power mtnds of'many ctttsens in the Three phones, they told the experts just how

plant operated by the General Stile area and elsewhere. Over the theyfelt. For example:
"! can't be rattonalin the sense of ob.Public Uttlittes Corporatton at Three weekend, wnnuclear demonstrations

Stile island. irt Sfiddletown, Pa. Today, were condseted at power plants nation. jectivity," one man told the heartng.
~ "No one can live within 30 msles of heretn the bowels of the plant, the reactor wtde, cnd uores were arrested in New and be totally obtective. . . . I want to ,

core ss stsll snaccessible, surrounded by Jersey, Stissourt and elsewhere. believe you but I do not believe you."
the contatnment vessel which houses 22 Antirtuclear forces have recently Another said: "Even the best mindsmnllion cubec feet of att, contamtnated been additionally provoked by the nu. that are trytag to work with us, and i do
by radioacttve krypton 85. clear establishment's deciston-making believe they are sincere,. as maybe

in the aftermath of the acctdent, life process as applied to the krypton bub. some people don't but I do. I want to.
has become very hard for General Pub- ble insnde the plant. If the plant is ever For the sake of humanity I have to. But
lic Utslittes and for the nuclear tndus- to be cleaned up, engtneers and regula.

the thing is, there are no experts, let's
tey srt general. Last week the finan. tors are certain. the krypton has to go,
ctally troubled utslity sued the Babcock Otherwtse, the space is too dangerous face nt." Others blamed the accident -and, by implication, the ventnr.g,& Wilcox Company, whsch supplied the for workers. should it take place -for sinusitts, hy.
nuclear stearn system for the plant, for But many local residents are ada.
$$00 msllion, chargtng negligence, mantly datermtned that it must not be pothyroidism, broncnitis, unhatched

chtte the Cor*nmonwealth Edison Com* released the way most nuclear experts goose eggs and blind puppies. "We are
sick, we are tired, we are angry," one

pany, the natton's beggest nuctedt util- want to release st: into the open air.
woman told the experts. "I went

sty, was indicted for conspnracy and On Starch 19, staff members of the
making false statements about Nuclear Regulatory Commisston and - through a really nice Chr1stian martyr

breaches of securtty at one ofits plants several other agencies held public ing trytng to forgsve you, but I can't
- the ftrst such charges brought heartngs in Sfiddletown to descitbe and any more. I want to say welcome to Nu-

agasnst a nuclear power company, ac* discuss an envtronmental assessment
remberg, beca:sse that's what this ts

cording to the Justice Department. of the cortsequences of venttng the gonng to turn tnto."
Cancer and other diseases aside, one

If doubt now ha'tgs over the future of krypton. The staff members were re. questioner demanded, "Isn't it true
that stress, anxiety and fear wtll~also
shorten our lives?" An N.R.C. staff
member who replied that indeed such
effects were bunng studied - as they
are- was shouted dowrt.
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Psychiatrists Study
Three-Mile Trauma I

'

The first anniversary of the Three
Mile island episode is now upon us
(the accident officially began at 4 a.m.
on 28 March 1979) and there is no
end in sight to the postmortems. One
of these is a study which is probably
the first of its kind: a disaster survey of
a nondisaster. Studies of the psycho-
logical aftereffects of natural disasters
are common. But Three Mile Island is
a case where no physical damage to
the population or envirens occurred;
only psychologically does it rank as a
trauma.

The President's commission on the

| accident reported, 6 months after-
wards. that the incident had a de-
moralizing effect on large numbers of
pecole. Now the National Institute of
Mental Health is directing a survey to
identify long-range psycnological ef-
fects on those regarded as the most
vulnerable members of the popu-
lation. The study, headed by Evelyn
Bromet of the Westem Psychiatnc In-
stitute and Clinic in Pittsourgn, in-
volves 1000 people living in the vicin-
ity of Three Mile Island. They are di-
viced into three groups; mothers of
small children bom within the year pri-

or to the accident (most of whom fol-
lowed the govemor's advice to evacu-
ate), unionized plant employees, and
clients of the public mental health sys-
tem wno had been in treatment within
6 months prior to the accident.

Bromet's team of interviewers-all
of them screened for antinuclear
bias-have already compieted phase
one of the survey, in which respond-
ents were asked general questions re-
lated to their emotional well-being and
pnmary Social relationsnips over the
previous year.

Phase two, currentty under way, in-
t

volves reinterviewing all these oeople,
with the idea of gaining a picture of

|
their emotional well-being over the en.
tire course of their lives. (Women who.

were pregnant at the time of the acci-
dent are not included in the survey be-
cause the state health department is
conducting its cwn survey with them.)

Constance Holden
I 37
.
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The Daily News
April 10, 1980

..

Monitoring isn't Better:
iefore ce accident at Three Mlle Island,
i

| the state government had one att moni- By George Lobsenz
t:r around the state's nuclear power

I plants to measure radiation in case of a seno s and $CQ{}MgCbSCd'

nuc! ear accdent.
Although bis insufficient sonitoring was Cacer's Commmion on Three Mile Island for

entici:ed later by a P es: dent:alcommiuton.It pennsylvania to stock potasstu= iod:de, a thy- ;

has not been upgraded at plants other than rotd cancer blocking agent,in case of another
Three Mlle Island. The state sull has only one nuclear accident, the state p-wa no potasst-
::r =onitor in place at the Beaver Valley and u= iodide.
Peach Bottom cu:! ear plants in Beaver and Moreover, the state has established no means

. York countes. of =edically treating the hundreds of people
Before the accdent at Three Mlle Island. the who could bec:=e severely injured by racta-

Healta Depart =ent had so titrary of infor=a- non in the event of a senous nuclear accidant.
tion on health matters relanng to nuciear The state has act devtsed a plan.to ensure
power plant accidents. that phystcians who would be seeded to treat

Although a Preside:ttal commi" ton recom- vten=s in a nuclear accident do not them-
mended Pet::sylvania upgrade its research selves evacuate the area as many did dunng

,

! resources to handle nuclear emergenc:es, the de Three Mile Island ensis.
Hesith Depart =ent sull has co librury. The state has not yet started a for=al pro.

In short. because of Sese and other apparent gram to educata physic:a:s about the health
weaknesses tn state policy, state gover==ent is problems assoc:sted with nuclear power, radia-
.ot prepared to respond effecuvely to healta con sickness as well as psychological stress.
concerns now - one year after Three Mile Is ' On stress. Se state has yet to look into wheth-
la - were another nuclear acc: dent to occur. er the = ectal anguish cf nuclear power's haz-

ards an s gnat or are so potunany gnat, as
the state officials resEonsible for the radia.- to be a factor in a state s endorsement of nucie-'

I tion monitonng and ttc radiscon health 11- ar enerry generation within its borders.
brary suggest bureancracy is holding up swtit. n, jfealth Department, which =ust provide
effic:ent planning in the event of another nu- key medical adytce to the governor for his
clear accdent. decsien on.precannocar7 evacuation of c:ti-

"You can't do it overnight, said Thomas ens, does not e=pfor a radiotopst and must
Gerusky, chief of the Bureau of Radiatten Pm : rely on an outs:de consultant.
teccon, who explained he ordered ::ew soni'~ A dispute arose after the Three Mile Island
tortng equipment four =onths ago but the ac= dent over wh:ch should advise tne gover-
supply-purchasing Department of General or on nuclear health satters, the Health
Services bass.t deh,vered yet. Department or the Bureau of Radianon Protec-

books.,have the bookshelves, but not tica in the Depen =ent of E.nytronmental Re-We the
said Health Secretary H. Arnold Muller sources. It was decded they both should.

when asked about the state s lack of a radiacon
' ealth resourcelibrary. The Health Depar =ent's policy of withhold-
h ing tentanve researchsdata scout the health

The two apparent weaknesses in state nucle- effects of the Thee Mlle Island accident has
ar accident planning wers among :9 found in a created annety among einzer.s on two occa-
revtew of state preparedness by United Press si ns. Bod n=es. Ce Informadon ngarding
International. In all.17 of the 29 weaknesses 7 endaHy senous healm dects waGaked go
related to health plans. . ceporters by ins:ders who thought the pubhc

Pernaps the most senons weakness was that
a year sfter Three Mile Island, the Bureau of [c c,fy%3h -

cd=s across the state
Radianon Protecuan sn11 has only ose nuclear s viewed as vital to research on the long ter=
engineer - although Gerusky and others feel W' d h h MHe MaM m
the state should have five nuclear e:gneers dent. but funding for the project has been
for the 11 nuclear plants operatutg or :nde., gg g ,& CW h4
construcuanin the state. .

The joo is an i=portant one because the au- inally, the state has :ot undenaken a
clear engineer provides assessments cf :: clear review of a major debate among sc:en-
accdents to aid the gover:or in t.ts dec:ston .tists over tne health effects of low-level
on whether to ortier a precaudenary evacua- rad:ation such as dat emit *ed from ::cr= ally
non of enzens.

. o

tion detector at the dnnk:ng water works in tion released during the Three Mile IslandThe state apparent!y has notinstalled a radia
perating nuclear plams or the level of radia-

~

Midland. Beaver County, downstream from the nuclear acc: dent. Sotne highly regarded sc:en-tists expect to and some *ssrpnses.''|
Beaver Valley nac! ear plant.

! 'Despite the recom=endacon of President Tomorrow-Is evacuation porsible?

oo .,

wj - AL, _
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Nis. Senemer added. "The most striking shortcom-One of the early witnesses Tuesday was Kathenne |
ing of the proposed program is the lack or desned

Senemer former director of the CDFA's environmen- t admuustranve and sciennfic procedures that willtal assessment team, who since terminanon of the carry out the mandate of CEQA to identify and
team nearly a year ago has worked in the state Water avoid (environmentai) impacts. to implement safer
Resources Agencv. altemanves and to involve the put lic tn theMs. $tnemer was highly cnncal of the CDFA's
failure to adopt the team's dndings or the e8 recom- dec:sion-making process."

The CDFA and county agnculture commissioners
mendanons that it believed had to be made if the have esumated it would have cost 53.3 million a vearCDFA were to come into compliance with the Cali-

to implement the environmental assessment tearit's
forma Environmental Qualiev'Act.

$he said "uniortunatelv" there is very little evi- adnurustnnve and enforcement regulacons.
If Jonnson does not cernfy the regulations-and

dence that any part of the team's report has been
most observers see no chance that he will unlessincorporated or ever mrtsiderrd in the proposed major chan$es are made-then what will happen

program of regulanons. next is unclear.'' Apparently the decamnent has decded to
Johnson said in an internew the matter shouldipore the Snding of its eariier report." Ms. then go back to the CDFA for modiscation.

Scretmer said. CDFA Director Rommger disagreed. He contended
the matter would have to go to the Legislature for
resolution if Johnson did not sign off on the new
regulations.

s
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Concern grows

Radiation: A Deadly Fact
of Everyday Life 3 g vngb - J

SY GAYLCRO SHAW
me, &f wmer

DENVER-Because her suburban home is midway They quickly gained an ally in Folly Heam, chair-
between the Rocky Flats nuclear weapons plant and man of the North Table Mountain Water Soard.

who had been womed for months that the waterColorado's !argest urt:uum mme, Carol Watson
wondered whether her farmly was being exposed to supplied by the quasi-govemmental agency to 7,300

customers in Denver's westem suburbs might be
hi her-than normallevels of radiation.6

Last spnng she decided to take samples from her unsafe. Mrs. Heam helped arrange for govemment

home's water taos to a pnvate laboratory for testing. tests, which indicated the problem could be traced to

For SIS per sarr.;le. she got some startimg news: Upper Long Lake, a reservoir fed by Ralston Creek.

The water was so tainted bv uraruum that whoever
into which the Cotter Corp. dumps waste water

drank it was receivmg an annual radianon dose of pumped from deep shafts'oi the inine th.se produces
3.000 mithrems, rougnly 60 tunes the amount the uranium to fuel Commonwealth Edison Co.'s

average Amencan receives from naturally occurnng nuclear power piants near Chicago.
The " Housewives Mada." by crculanng pennonsradioacuvity in food and water.

Curraged, Mrs. Watson and some of her neighbors and bnnging court acnon, succeeded in switching
swittned to bottled water or weil water and. banding the water system at least temporanly to another

together in what became known as the " Housewives nearby reservoir that had neglig:bie radianon

Mada." sought to pinpoint the cause. readings.
The issue is far front resolved and the health

effects are undetermined. but the eoisode illustrates
a growing public awareness and concem over how

| radianon is dnding its way into everyday life.
,

33
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Even before the accident at Pennsylvania's I~nree And different forms of radiation have different'

Mile Island nudear plant riveted the' nation's atten- effects on the human body.
tion on the perplexin5 controversy, there were signs Gamma radiation, which can penetrate concrete, is

especally dama5 ng to parts of the body that haveiof inceasing anxiety over exposure to low levels of
radiation. ceils that recroduce constantiv, such as the bone

In Nevada and Utah, for instance, citizens commit- marrow, wh'ere blood cells are manufactured.
tees were formed to seek compensation for individu. Alpha radiation does not penetrate like gamma ,

als exposed to radioactive fallout from nudear tests radiacon it can be blocked by a single sheet of j
in the 1950s and 1960s. paper. But if inhaled or ingested, it can concentrate i

In Florida and Pennsylvania residents voiced con. in the body's organs and " create chemical havoc j
cem after discovenng that radioacuve material had in surroundin5 ce!Is/* said one health expert, )
been used in the foundations of their homes and who added:
businesses. "If cells are damaged bv much of this material, de

In Michigan and Louistana public protests stvuued cells try to repair themselves. They may start acung
proposals to locate nuciear- waste disposal faclities abnormally and reproduce uncontrollacly. In a short
there. .

time a tremendous number of injured, out-of-
,

| In Califomia and a number of other states there control cells can proliferste, creating a cumor. When
| were demonstracons against new or exisung nudear the tumor Bets to a certain size, ceils break off and

,

power plants. crculate in the body and the cancer 3 pre. ads." I

But even with the growing prominence of the con. There is a differe' ice of opinion among experts
troversy, radiation is an issue that confuses most over how much, if any, damage is caused by small

,

|
Amencans. One reason is the ton 5ue-twisting scien- amounts of radiation.

| tific terminology-words like ionization and And there is debate over whether the social and
picocunes, toentgens and radiostrontimn. economic benedts of the nudear age-such as use of

| eases.ctive substances to treat cancer and other dis-
radioaAnother reason is that radiation comes in many

forms. There are, for example, alpha paredes giv'en or the electricity generated by nudear power
off by decaving uranium, beta rays pven off by plants-outweigh concerns ovr possible harm from
decaving thonum, gamma rays given off hv all sorts low-level exposure.
of radioacuve matenal. It genera 11'y is agreed that thr. mean lethal dose of

Radiation sources are both natural, such as rock i radiation, the 'evel at wnia half of the people who
formations, and manmade, such as nudear reactors are exposed will die, is about 500 rems (tor reentgen
or medical x rays. ecuivalent man). For companson, the average chest

x ray involves an exposure to about 20 nullirems (a
nulhrem is a thousandth of a rem), and nudear plant
workers have an averaSe exposure of 760 trallirems
a year.
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But the scentisc commumty is sharply divided Tests also were under way on more than 100 other

over the impact of low-level radianon on the general weHs in the repon stretching from Grants and

populanon. For exampts . whca a Nanonal Academy GaHup in New Niexico to Ntany Farms and Round
of Scences comnuttee esumated last spnng that low Rock in eastem Arizona.

leve!s of radiacon from all sources would lead to This region has been se site of some of the na-
tion's most extensive uranium nurung since the latethe development of E0,000 cases of cancer in the '

1940s, and the fac: &at it has taken more than three!ifenme of today's population, sve of 6e cocumttee's decades for author: ties to begin to systematicaHy16 members disagreed. contending the projecnon
check its water supply for racioactivity illustrates thewas far too high. slowness of the oiscal response to potential radia-
ton dangers.
W' '' *b'**' '** *'0 t*' i*''' i" ''** 5 *5

[n Earts Of the West even de E Wells 5h0W potential dangers has bee't displayed berore./

high radiation levels. Radium is a pn=e example.
Just before the rum of the century, French scienest

Ntane Cune dis: overed Wat radium could be ex-
To compound de confusion, at least16 separate tracted from uranium cre. In Colorado local legend

federal agencies and oisces have regulatory author- has it that N(adame Curie used ore cuned from We
itv in raciation exposure, and there are gaps in the mountains west of Denver. Actually the ore came
patchwork oflaws and regulacons they entorce- from Schemia, but soon a booming industrv de-
somenmes resulting in Catch- 5 situanons. | veloped here to produce radium from Colcrado

For example, there presently are no federal rules | urad2um.
11mitutg uranium-caused radiacon in dnnking water. i In that era radium was touted worldwide as a
Like most states Colorado has no rules, either. Thus I miracle substance 6at ''makes old age a jov and pro- i

'

te dnnkmg water bemg piped into Carol Watson's longs human life," and busmesses in Denv'er and!

home m suburban Denver, although laden with po- elsewhere hurried to meet demand for the sub-
tennally dangerous radiation, violates no standards. stance. Among the widelv sold products was a crock

T!us summer ordcals of We Environmental Protec' lined with radium salts. These were sold with in-
t:en Agency in Washington urged Colorado to take structions for the user to Ell the crock with water
" prompt control measures" to reduce radiation in each night, ien dnnk heamly the next day to cure .

that suourb's water supply. tr recommended that whatever ailed him.
~

.
-

uranium-caused radiacon be linuted to 10 picocunes !
per liter, a level far below the 30 picocunes of gross

,

alpha radianon found in a liter or hits. Watson's Mam/ l0C2tions in oenrer had readings of
<

water.

If that standard is applied elsewhere, water up to 200 times normal.
succiies m scores of commumties in Western states
coidd be considered undnnkable, according to Paul Twenty-five years after discovenng radium. how-
Snuth, restional director for radianon programs irt ever, Atadame Cune was dead or cancer and scien-
the EPA's Denver oidce. This is not only Eecause of

~

tists began concluding that rather than a magicalwidespread uraruum cumng in the West, but also elixir, radium was a dangerous caremogen. Eventu-
because undisturbed uranium deposits can cause ally strong restncnons wen placed on its use.
higher radiation levels in surface streams and .Yet it was only this year. more than half a centurvunderground acuifers. atter the radium boom fi:: led, that of6cials disco r-

For instance,5tontana cincials found that an arte-
gred that a potennally dangerous legacy selllurked

~

stan sonng used bv 25 families in a rural area near m Dene And be discovery came aimost bv chance.
Alhanibra, south o'f Helena. had gross alpha radia- An EPA researcher wno was loo, mg $rougn oldn
tion of un to 220 picocunes per liter. "It's'all natural bulletms of the 11.5. Sureau et hiines came across
-the wa'ter is just coming u'o through uranium reterences e the Nanonal Radium Institute, wruch
deposits." said Larry Llovd o'iie state's Department
of Mealth and Enytr'onmental Sciences. *** ''**E5h'.d in Denver in 1013 with tne tederal

govemmeng s neip. By checking old ctv directones,
| The Ntontana fanulies dnlled wells to avoid We and nues round 6e institute s address-a site

uramum contammanon, but elsewhere in the West, ccupied in recent decades by a crick plant.
even deep wells show lugh radiacon levels. State inspectors went 6em and found abnormally

| In the tmv northwestem New hiexico settlement h2gh radianon leve!s. h search ter contammated
.

,

''

of Starene: Camp, complaints from residents that sites broadened, and eventually it was determined
l their livestock were becoming bl and Iosing their hair that more than two dozen locations throughout de

oromoted tests of a water well, which disclosed etwncmcmg several downtown omce bmldings,
i:ross' alpha radiacon ci300 cicocunes cer liter. This
caused Indian Health Service cideals to shut down yesiden-iallots and even a restaurant parking lot-

nad radacon readings of up to 200 tunes normal.
We well. foreng residents to haul water from a trad-
ing post six =ules away.
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It will cost up to 525 million to decontammate the Elmer Pickett, owner of Elmer's Hardware on Main
sites, ofscials dstimate, but little work has been done St., rectes the cancer or leukemia deaths in his
because of an unresolved dispute over whether the family. "My wife...a mece 5 years old...a sisten a
federal state or local government-or the current sister-in law, a mother-in-law, an unde, a grand-
landowners-will foot the bill. mother and two great undes.

Offcals can only Suess at the !cng-term health "We had nme cancer vicums...all since the fail-
effects of exposure'to the wastes from the radium out " Pickett said. "I cannot 5nd anywhere in our
processing operations. One problem is that they fanuly records as far back as I can go any other
have been unable to locate anvene who worked in cancer-related deaths. We have been a very healthy
the radium plants 60 years ago, leading EPA's Paul fanuly; the majority of our family on both' sides ha've
Smith to suspect that the worxers "never saw lived to very ripe old ages...it has all happened
old bones." since the fallout!'

Across the Contmental Divide, residents of the The litany of death, as related in interviews and-

southwestem Utah community of St. George can congressional testimerty, contmues.
offer poignant tesumony abou't the effects of radia- Ruby Mathieson's husband died oileukemia in

I tion on health-they have watched their relatives, 1976, the same year her father died of cancer. Her
fnends and neighbdrs die by the dozens of cancen sister and brother in-law also died of cancer.

They contend that the deaths were caused by Irene Allen lost two husbands to cancer-the drst
radioa'cuve fallout from the 30 atmoschenc nuclear in 1956 and the second about 20 years later.
tests conducted by the Atomic Energy Commission Darrell Nisson's 13-vear-old son died of leukemia.
at its Nevada testmg ground dunng the 1950s and "I Enally took him ho'me from the hospital. Iet him'

i early 1960s-tests almost invariably timed so that the die at home. He didn't die in a hospital. he died in
prevailing winds would carry the radioacuve cloud my arms . . . "

f away from I.as Vegas and the population centers of Kay Millett's 3-year-old daughter died of the same
California, but toward southwestem Utah. disease. "All the time I was growmf up (near St./ Federal oidcials have argued that no scientiac evi. George) I never heard of one singie case of leuke-

|
,

/ dence can link the cancer deaths in St. George to the mia/* she said. "I never heard of it at all unni just
I nuclear tests, but recentiv released zovernment doc- nght before our little giri died two or three others
I uments, some of them kept secet for more than a died, and all of a sudden everybody was bemg

quarter of a century, disclose that AEC oiScials knew touched by the same thing, tius rare disease.

| that as early as 1953 that the St. George rer,on had . .It's the radiation. It is obvious. We are it, we"

been subjec ed to "the highest 24-hour as arage con. walked in it, we breathed it, we washed our clothes,

centration of fallout ever measured in a racu- in it. .and even the little children are the snow. You
'

lated area." know how litt!e kids love snow. They went o'tt and
This spnng expert wimesses at congressional hear- they would eat the snow. They didn't know it was

ings said the radiation 51tenng down on St. George going to kill them later on.",

| we up to 500 times greater than the level resulting St. George is a close-knit commumey whose
from the accident at Three Mile Island. mostly Mormon residents tend to be quietly patnotic

Su- back in the 1950s the residents of St. George supporters of their govemment,its polices and ac.
knew none of this. tions. But the effect of the radioactive fallout has left

| Parents would awaken their children before dawn a residue of distrust and bittemess.
| on days of announced tests and take them to the "I don't think a million dollars could ever replace a
| top of the ridge outside town. "We listened for the loved one/' Mrs. Millett told a congressional hear-
| rumble and saw dashes and our children were even ing. "I don't think we should even talk about monev
| given school assignments to watch " recalled Mrs. in this case. I think that the people who were respori-

Glenna Orton, the mother of six. The test site was sible in the Atomic Energy Comnussion. .snouC
.goreyhan 100 cules to the west, so it wTuTd'Eisira ' be brought to tnal and prosecuted as murderers."
tew hours tor a ag, red duud~ to dnft over the inat's just the way t feel acout it, sne accea

'

commutury. "And unni that's done, I don't think that any amount
No one thought much about it until many years of money can ever repay anybody. I feel like that's

later. the feeling of most people who have lost loved ones.
"No wamings of danger were really given to us." Thev aren't interested in money."

Mrs. Orton said. "They told us it wouldn't hurt N'onetheless more than 600 ciauns have been died
us. We were quite naive and we believed what we with the govemment by TsTdeRes or Utah. Nevada
were told!' and northem3tQona, c!.umihg damages resultmg

"We are now paving dearly," said Mrs. Irma from the radioacnve fallout. Despite pressure from
Thoctas, who has lived in the same house on a quiet congressional committees and govemors in the re-
street in St. George for 45 years. " ..Since that eme g:en, federal ofScials are hesitant to admit liability.
I have counted the number of cancer vienms just
within a one-block radius of my house, and I have
counted 29 vic=ms. Eight of them have died."

Almost everyone in St. George. it seems, can offer
smular accounts. D ]*$ * b M'} g-

N M 2 %,u
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Donald Conva, a decurv assistant counsel for the The muddy mixture spread down the stream bed
for 75 mues. 'nto eastem Anzona. leavm3 such highiDepartment oiHealth.'Ed'ucation and Welfare, told

one Senate panel that it was impossible to disun- | levels of radiadon that authonties ordered that signs
gmsh between people who had developed cancer | be posted-in English, Spanish and Navajo-
trom radianon and those who were stncken with I warning people not to go near the stream.
cancer from other sources. The mdl operator. Uruted Nuclear Coro., has

"Each datmant may believe his or her cancer was begun scraping up the contammated sod from the
caused by radianon exposure!' he said "yet it is stream bed, and authonties say it may take the rest

stansecally more probab'e in each case the illness of the year to complete the task.
was caused by something eis '." Federal officals termed the sptil the worst of its

Dr. loseen Lvon. a Um' vers y of Utah eoidemi. kind in U.S. history because of the distance it cov-

olopsTana coctrecer of the Ltah Cancer Nepstry, ered, but the voludte of radioacnve matenalinvolved
cubiished a study this vear .tduding that twice as is dwarfed by the 52 Stilion pounds of tiranium
many catiaren wno bvec uncer the radout died at tadings pded hapbmrdly at 22 abandoned uranium
!eunemia chan normady wotua nave ceen expeced. mdIs in eight Westem states.

-ycns sata his research did not establish that fall- These huge mounds of sand-like mate:.al, stdl
our caused the incessed cancer rate or that it was contauung 35% of the radioacnvity of the uranium
responsible for any individual cancer case. But he ore, were the waste products of the secet govem-
added: "I thmk we can say without quesnon there is ment push in the 1950s to produce a stockpile of
an assocanon between fallout exposure and the nudear weacons. Because government oi5cals
ec eased inedence of childhood leukemia deaths considered them harmless they were left for years

m Utah." unorotected from rain and winds.
There also is little c.aesnon that uraruum mmers 5 tore recently, after studies indicated the tailings

suffer from a cancer rate far higher than the general pues could cause more than 1.000 cases of cancer m
populanon. Dr. Joseph Waggoner. a cancer seemlnt the next 100 years, Congress voted funds to either
for the U.S. Lacor Department, said studies as early move the ptlec to urunhaetted desert locations or
as 1961 showed that lung cancer among uramum cover them with a thick layer of soil-an immense
mmers was more than four nmes greater than nor- undertakmg snllin the planning stages.
mal, but that a decade elapsed before permissible One of the largest tadings piles is within four mues
exposure standards were lowered. of downtown Salt Lake City, and Utah oi5cals are

Because of the slowness to act. Waggoner said, pressing for its quick removal. Dr. Lyman Olson, the
'we now dearly have a public health problem and state's chief health officer. said !evels of radon gas-a

an epidemic ci monumental propornons on our radioactive gas that results from the apng process of
uranium-at the Salt Lake City site are 30 nmeshands."

Somenmes uranium mming and milling opera- higher than the upper limit pr'scnbed by the U.S.e

nons expose more than just miners or mdlworkers to surgeon general for remedial acnon. And Olson
high levels of radianon. Last July 16. for instance, the wornes aoout what the future wdl bnng.

parnal collapse of an earthen dam used to impound "It is signi5 cant to us, and a contmual worry, that
radioacnve wastes at a uranium mill near Church each time new and better sciennic informanon be-
Rock, N.M., dumped L100 tons of uranium tailings comes available. as in the case of our new technique

and ICO rmllion gallons of radioacnve water mto a for measunng raden the extent ei the hazard is
small stream known as the Rio Pue:co. conduded to be worse than previously thought."

he said.

,

i
,
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,
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The New York Times
November 27, 1979

%teran Exposed M,. S,e,nse,,,a,d the ca,e had aeded
sigmficance because it marked the first

To A,.t.o m rc fe mafr
, y

de:ision by the Veterans Administration
te awa,e meecai and summ,s enests
in a case involving a c' aim of radiation-, ,

b 9 Af- induced canc;dopted new guidelines for.m 7 r s:nce the Veterans Ad-.f0 I uGN 1#<J408f O ministration a,

decisiens in the<e cases last summer.
Unar the guidelines, the board can give

Cancer Was Found Lor.g a vetcan e- b-ufit of we d~bt whue
the veteran c! aims that h:s canceris a re-

r ni A suit of radation expcsure.J.a.'.,M s r g-s t i,f 3 ne e d sy Mr. Ke!!y, who is 43 years old, said in$ 2

an interview here today that the ru!Ing
s;w a n. ,o y.ri t was the cc:mination of r. si.x. year strug-

SAN FRANC:5CO, Nov. 29- A former gie wi h de W:nans Umnisnadon,
had denied his claim on three occa-United States Army sergeant who devel- s}IhCsoped cancer years after exposure to Last year Mr. Kelly founded the Na-radiation frem atomic weapons tests :fonal Asso_!ation cf Atornic Veterans, antoday became the S s: known ve:eran :o

win rederal berefits in a case in which organi:ation ca:he! s radiation-expcs -v, e

C.e*!CS * $,b ,5 and ;ursuing knents
"'I' ^^3the cancer had been diaposed at:er the ''"6 e erans Adenisaation.vic:im left the m:litary. s;de Way a: a news
atomic :est sunivo-s dat , conference of
c.Tne ru!!r.g by the Board of Veterans

was sponsoredAppe21s in Tashington drew no connec-
g . e Unive*sity o' Califorr.ia Nue! ear:icn betwe-n the veteran's cancer and his .

exposure to radiation, but the fac: that it ,Ua . ' r **]- * = "* 'C ' ~

adecided to grant benefits cces:itutes its ' " ~ ~

firs: acknowledgement that the two could
be re'ated.

ne rul! g in the case of Or,111e Ke!!y, Watched :: Es,' alans
w ho lives in Bur!!ngton, Iowa, was called i Mr. Ke!!y said today cat he witnessed
"very s!pificant" by Jonathan Stein- 122 atomic ex;Icsions at the Enewetak
berg, chief counsel for the Ser. ate Veter- | Atoll test si:e from November 1957 to
a.:s Affairs Commit:ee. November IN, while he was stationed on

Mr. Steinberg said in a te:ephone inter. Japtan Island, seven miles away. He said
view that the dec:sion might indicate an his unit wore no protec:h e c:othing o$er
increase in sympathy on the part of the , than tinted avia: ors' g0gg'es whi:e
Veterans *.dministration toward those watching detona:!ons of weapons ranging
who hav". f!Ied c! aims asserting that their . up to nine megatons, about 450 times de
cancer. were caused by exposure to si:e of he Hireshima 50mb.
radiat.on from atomic weapons tests in Mr. Ke!!y said that aher Ming dag-
the Pacific and in Nevada. It is estimated rosed as ha,ing =a:!pse !,-- ;homa, m
that several hundred veterans have filed IC 3, he a;;ii-d for V.A. be.ents in Des
such c! aims. Meines, Icwa. His c'ai:n wcs d-r. fed ce

Mr. Steinberg said dat the ru!!ng set foi:osing year, he said, and two a; peals
no precedent in the judic:al sense of the last year :o de Iowa regional Ve!uans ,
term. He said the Board of Veterans Ap. Administra:!on office were also denied.
peals, de final arbiter in benefits c! alms,- -

!s ne-her bound by precedent nor subject
to jd.cial review under Federal law. He
said the board could be expected to con.

,

sider similar claims on a case-by-case
basis. Only E!ght Cases

3ut he said Mr. Kelly's case was signif-
icant because, to date, the Veterans Ad-

- m:nistration had gran:ed benefits to can-
cer vict:ms exposed to atomics weapons- a g
tests in only eight cases-all of which in. I

I a s

volved soldiers uhose cancers were d!ag. O, g i

()
'

,

nesed when the'y were still serving in the
-

mi!!:ary. Mr. Kelly's cancer,in his lymph
system, was disposed 12 years after he
left ee Army. "

-

i
|
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The New York Times'

March 19r1980

| U.S. PanelSays Atom Tests May Have CausedDeaths
i

l

l

l

|

i

By A. 0.5ULZBERGER Jr. ' caused by exposure to the above-ground a bich could be harmful in other !!tigation
sinewatwe vemn testing that took place at the Nevsom Test inyt. ving radiation and toxic -ha+=ar==

WASHINGTON, March 18 - The sa. Site between1950 and1983. "We don't agree with them that the
tion's nuclear weapons testing in the The penei, called the Intengency Task courts are the wrong place" to establish
1960's probably resulted in some deaths Force on Compensation for Radiation- compensation, said Stewart L. Udall,
or disaa==, and the Government should Related Illnesses, recommended that an Secretary of the Interior in the Kannady'

! accept responsibility for them, a high- administrative program, ratter then ,and Johnann Atmmistrations and one of'

' level Government panel has told the court litigation, be used to v.tle com the lawyers handting the case for those
White House. sation claims. However, it left unreso S!!ng claims for radiation-induced 111I

I Government officials believe that the a number of admintetranve and policy ness.
! report, dated Feb.1, marks the first time questions that must be answered befom Two relatively similar buls' have been
that such an admlanton has been made in spec 1Sclegislatin can be proposed. Introduced in Congress that would estab-
an official document. Even as the report is being studied by. Ilsh blanket Government liability for

" Dis exposure," the report said, "in White House officials, two other compen- dama ges to a person residing near the nu-
! all probability caused a small number of sation proposals are being considered in clear test sites and who developed. a
1 cases of death or disease, for which the Congress and some 965 claims for dam- specifiedl;lness.
i Government should accept responsibil- ages have been filed in Federal District Senate hearings are scMu!M m w
; try." Court in Salt Lake City by residents of Ar* held April 22 on a bill sponsored by Sena.

De report estimated that, of the izona, Nevada and Utah seeking a total of tors Orrin G. Hatch, Republican of Utah,
| 172,000 people living downwind from the more than 32 bullonin damages. : and Edward M. Kennedy, Democrat of
nuclear test site, the number of persons Heartas te Be Heid'Ilmrsday' Massachusetts. In addition, a House sub.
wbo might have een expected to con. A preliminary hearing in the court case -committee hopes to hold hearings soon on
tract cancer from nuclear fallout would is scheduled to be held nursday. De suit another bul introduced by Representa-

, range from nme to 96. Of those, the num- contends that the tests caused either the uwGunnMcKay Democratof Utah.
i ber of fatal cancer cases would range plaintiffa or their relatives to contract. , The result," the report says of these"

i

J
from six to 32, the reportsaid; ~ cancer and that the Government failed to two buls, "is that the Government would

! Panel Established Last July take adequate precautionary measures be required to pay substantial money
Among the 172 000 people involved, to protect the public. damages to allindividuals who developed

l ' tbout 20,000 could normally expect to die ne panel opposed litigation, which is specified forms of cancer, notwithstand.
g the approach that will continue to be used ing the fact that very few of these could*'

I was established last July by to establish compensation if new laws ar, be attritmted,to radiation."
President C.ttter to study and recom. not passed, on the ground that it is enor. De =--- , tive remedy that the re.
mend a fair and effective way of daaling mously complex, expensive and time. port favors would look at the estimate on

with claims for compensaMon filed by - - M They also said there was the an individual's dose of radiation and the
victims of radiation-in(.uced illness risk of establishing judicial precedent, typeof cancer be had, then work out toe

chances that the cancer was caused by
falloutin each case. M.

"Only persons meeting a legislatively
( established minimum probaSlity would

be eligible for compauation,'' tne report
said. "It would be more selective than
other alternatives and would reduce fur.
ther the tendency of a benefit program to-
be over inctunive."

'

D *D' N h9~'

D e]j gj Ed c
|
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The New York Times
March 23, 1980

Fallout Clams )~

Get New Support [
Military mistakes ' generally' are

paid for in battlefteld casualties. Not
naemanarily so for the use of herbicides
in Vietnam and nnetaar weapons test.
ing in Nevada in the 1960's. Higher.
than. normal diseas.s rates among per.
sons exposed to them have produced
numerous court battles for compensa-
tion. But the lawsuits have been ham.
pered by alack of evidanes finiring the
events to dieemme Incidanes and by
questions of whois to blame-

Last week, two separate documents
seemed to admit that such links exist
and fis Governmentresponsability.

A Presidential task force, estab-
lished in July, reported that postwar
nuclear weapons testing probably
caused some deaths or rHa*==*. The
Government, it said, should accept re-
sponsibility. The panel recommended
avoiding expensive compensation liti-
gation. Already,965 claims for $2 bil-
lion in damages have been filed in Fed.
eral court in Salt Lake City by Utah,
Arizona and Nevada residents.

The panel suggested the followingr
Estimate a person's radhition dostge,
cumpute the chane== . t! sat fallout
caused h.s particular cancer and~
award or refuse compcnsation accorA
ingly. Fuch a procedure, the report in.
dicated, might avoid. litigation that-
would establish; judicial precedence.
for Government responsibility in other'
incidents - the use of herbicides in -

. Vietnam, for example, ex;esure to
which, say veterans, has crippled or
killed. . . .

Vietnam veterans do not accuse the
Government, but the chemical compa-.
nies of negligence in selling Agent '
Orssige and Agent Blue hertr.'cides.
Agent Orange contains dioxine, a poi.
sonous chemical and known carcino -
gen, but one whose effects are known
mainly from anirnal studies. Arsenic .
the chemical base of Agent Blue, is a
imown carcanagen.. .

Lsst week . two . Congressmen
released copies of what seemed to be a

' Veterans- Administration memoran-
dum-author and addressee unknown
- saying that the chemical cota-

men and birth defects among their o 9 P1 9,D y| - 1pounds can cause cancers among the

children. The note seems to contradict . b f "] ' 3
agency testimony todore Congress W
that the herbicides have not been
proved a hurnan health hazard. The
agexy's commenton the matteris ex..,
pected tomorrow.

,

Danseit wis
* * and Carellas Rand Herres

-.
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HAP.RibEU!(G .UP!) - andinfivecountiesdownwind. from a n23roy farm a few into question. He sdd
days ci:ct tne nucle:r ac su2cr:t:cs 1:cked suff:cientSte:c medies! aumor: lies are Hypothyroidism is a

apparent disorder which can lead to cadent. I'he federa! ::ealth informt.Lica ca rc:cs 0::nvestptmg an
ir.c. ease in thyro:d so- mental retardation. It can be limit is 1.000 picocuries per hypo 2yroidism in preytcus-

normahties in the vic:nity of caused by r:dioactive :cd!ne. liter yearsin ??nnsylvania.

the Three Mile island nue: car which federal offic:a!s said Tckunata said omer "We can't be confident : hat

accident. Pe n:iyivsnis hcalth was re!eued in small quan- pess:b!c causes that w uid be we'!! he Ob!c to come :o anys

genetic definiteccnclusions."hescid.othe:als anncenced Wed. tities dur:ng the March 23, investigated ware
nesday IS79 nuc!er.r accident. omer raciation sources in Tokuhata sa:d his study

Dr Gro. ::e Tok:mata. Tokunata sa:d he did not industrial and medic:1 wouldtakeat! cast 2 years.

direc'.or of net.2 researen for oelieve the low-level facilitics and chemicals in The routine 1979 s::te
tne state Hea;2 Department. radioactive emissicas from fccdstuffs. survey of hypothyro:dism
sa.d ep.dem:a:ogis:s wdl the nuclear cecident were the "There is a remote shewed : totd of six cases ia

study J. s.:d: r:r.;e of possib:e c:use of the:pparentincrease posssility th:t r:dia: ion was Lane::s:ct Ceumy, a rc:a at
caJS s of 2.: apparent in- f::hypc2yrme sm. the cause. and Cere are many atou; ; in ir25, o- . **

crcoe inetumn:: low-;evel Sut he said there w:s a Other possibic reasons. We five times grcater 2:n the
' rad:st:on from Three Mile remote possibility of a con. don't have enougn evidence to expected rate of 1 in 5,w3.

Island. nection. since it cculd have make any cor.clusions, except Dr. Thomas , ecicy of
Tokuhata said a routine been caused by being spread to say the rate (of Ch!!dren's Haspit:1 in Pitt.

sta:e aurley reveded last through de m:!k of cows that hypothyroidism) :s ap- sbur,h. wh: mca:trs

ncr' there r.vt. w:s Op- grazed on contem:nated pr:ntly hither then no: nal h pehvndism :s a con 3:!: ant,

pre % :h:incr-:han.ncrma1 p:.stures. int:tsarea."s idTok:.h:ta. to '.ne state, saic he dh: .o:

r:Je of r..ptyroidism in Staic sum:nties disecvered Tokunata sa:d the !!:diacod heileve the 10 cst occurrences

i..:L. ster County, wh.cn a radiat:on level of 41 of a reli:ble conclusion trcm wer: rc!r.ted to Threc '.!!!c
adjems cthe nuc! car plant. p; coeur:es per liter in milk the study was already thrown Island.

He sad some of the cases
were diffe :n; types of
hypothyrcic:sm md. cat;t.;
that a s!ng:0 cnnrer. menu.!
source such as nuclear .'
r:dtation was no; the cause.

Two c2er exper:s m the
field 2;;*eed Tree.'.: !e Island
was an un'ikciv cause. They
were Dr.' J .do Rctbins, a
thyrnid spe;.ia.isi br thai

| N;uc.ulInsti:ute af *!cd2 in
3022sda. .'.Id. and Dr H .:n

| P Ott. of th Dr:o:cr.vcn
.cion:1 L ::nt .:c y a C;; nr

j L.I., who dt.ms studies in:0
'

:: dica.nva fa::::: ::cm
nude:r was;;ns tw.i.

1
|
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By Victur Cohn * of Iodine 131 was released from the roid gland. a condition not !!kely to be-
e used by rad on. odi d.The

wi. .:m em s. ire wm" plant by the end of April, giving a

A new controversy over the nue! ear maximum radiation dose of the thy- are sti!! under study, but one was a |
accident at Three 3Ilke Island appears rolds of area residents of 8 to 30 miti. twin whose twin did not get the dis-
likely to arise from the discovery that gg,s untukely" though not i=-,,

an abnormal number of children were -

possible, she sa.d, that the cause in
'

i
born with sericus thyroid defects in Background radiation ~provides 100 ,

hthree Pennsylvania counties in the lat- In11Hremper year. Tests of area resi- b th I we ub te to e.
ter-part of last year. dents revealed no iodine in their bod- same environmenth

The condition is known as hypothy- * iss, and none was detected in area an. . Anothe health authonty said that

may s(Ivania have a nigh concen-
arises when the thy- imals or in cows' milk, Boad said. To

roidism, which,ther absent or doesn't adons, suen as the A=ish,pro!d g! nd is ei affect fetuses born since the accident ,eproduce normal hormone levels. It would have required a pickup of ion. tr don of geneticany r:latria diseases.can lead to grave mental retardation ine. . " . "I don't think there's any causr. andand stunted growth unless . it is .We would certainly not expect any
q g ,

, effect" connected to Three 31He Is.

Yne tc e th at
terd that d e A spokesman for General Pubtle curious." and said "the tact that it did.

months cf 1979' 13 hypothyroid babies Utilities Inc., parent company of the fonow the accident rahes an issue
.

were bcrn in three counties that utiuty that owns Three Miie Island, that must be settled.
'

might ordinarily expect three such e masurements Men The cases' existence was disclosed -sa abirths 'during that length of ' time. were ever high enough to cause fetal in an interview yesta_rday by Dr. Cor-They said they are about to start an thyroid problems. don MacLeod, who was Iennsylvacia ,epidemiologicalinvestigation that "of
! course'' uul have to consider low level However, several local groups have health secretary at tha time of the nu .
,

'
radiation from the accident at Three - challenged the officia1 radiation read. clear accident.
Stile Island-located add Nut to one ings, aneging that insufficient moni- 3IacLeod beca=e the state's chief :
cf the countise-as one podible cause. . tors were in place or operati:g at the health officer on March IS, only 12 i

time of the. accident. Wind currents days before the accident. Last Oct.10But they-as wen as Dr. Thomas.
Toter of Pittsbur;h Children's Hospl. might have carried radioactive parti 1 he said--after critic;2ing the state s

cles over nearby monitors and depos. . handung of the probter.1-that he wastaL an autho 2:7 on hypothyroidsm- ited them in faraway areas without .| ashed by Gov. Ricnard Thornburgh to
a!! said that the conditions could have :
many possib!e causes. the normal dispersal effect, these

g.wps have sat ' ,They said they 1now of no esses of
hypothyroidism ever caused by radia. None of the hy;othyroid cases were resign. ume returned to his job 'as a

tion at the low level emitted by tse in areas that have been described as well regarded profess:r of public

crippled reactor, though there is a in the main " plume'' or downwind dj. health administration at the Univer-

well. established association between rection of the Three Mila Island radia. saty of Pittsburgh. ,

high doses of radioactive iodine-one tio n. AlacLeod, No. agreed that "!t is Im.
chemic21 emitted by the disabled reac- Six cases occurred fa, Lancaster possible' to assign any common cause

to for the thyroid defects. But he saidtor.-and thyroid disease. Radioactive County, which is east of Dauphin
lodine tends to concentrate in the thy- Countv. the reactor site. Four were in i he was shocsed that the he,alth de. i

roid fland, with destructive effects Bucks' County and three in Lehigh ' partment wu 4aae no pcuiIc an-
'

nouncement and had rot started anwhen the dose is high enough. County ,

",[.k.I*

babieswas hor [$dh "r*b
'Radiation specialists from the Presi- {}rdi nrily one baby in 5.000 is born , g g3

dent's Commission on Three Mile Is- with hypothyroidPm. In 1973 (the last last June. Two were
land and the Nuclear Regulatory year for which iull birth statistics

be$ber and N ve
*

in July * d
Commission said flatly yesterday that were available yesterday) Lanesster *

Oc ber*
Iodine emissions from the March acct . County had 5,000 live births. Bucks 3IncLeod also said it is " Urgent" to.

dent were far too low to have had any County * 6*493* and Lehigh,3,0.05. look for a ty posnbly undetected casessuch effect. sual clusters. mere s tisticai , in habies born at hame smoog the.

"There cannot be any connectiont I aberrations. sometimes occur many Amish and other Pennsylvi.nians who
can say that unequivocaIly," said Dr. diseases, said Dr. Arnold Mu er, , i often chooss lionne deliveries. j

,
Victor P. Band, associate director of .retary of health in Harrisbur,.

Also. said both Dr. Ecley and Dr. I
Thyroki problems turned up among '

) the Brookhaven National Laboratories Marshall fstredets who wee ex;osed
2.3cdin, a Pennsvivania health | to radiativt from the fallout of a (f.S. 'Ifor biomedical and endronmental sci.

ences, a member of the presidential Evely:
commission task force on radiation department pediatric.aa, a more logi" , hydrogen borna test in the Paalle on '
health effcets. "Por thyroid effects Cat explanation than rautation has 3tarch 1,1054.

the doses would have to have been been found in three and pcssibly four The first cares discovered nine
thousands of times higher than they of the Lancaster CJunty cases, the [ yeast Inter were two children, under 5 ,
w e re." group most closely stuted so far.

at thc tin'e of expesure. whose tilyroid '!Haro!d Peterson of the NRC's office One had a familial or iti'tertted con- glands had disappear:d.
of standards said a total of 15 curies dittort and two had a misplaced thy- ,

_i Statf scriters WcUtr Pincus and Jo:n.
, _ _ _

ve Onmng contrihted to this repcr*.
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- *' However, radiation specialists
, ,

1"1TI18S110
09 * *

'

from the President's Commission on6- nree = taca =a ine "u* r
Regulatory Commission said flatly
yesterday that todine emissions from
the March accident were far too low
to have had any such effect. - , ;

;-
i

Further, the state health officials!--

By Victor Cohn . and Dr. Thomas Foley of Pittsburghg
.

Children's Hospital, an authority on""'"""'a -

WASHINGTON - A new controver 1 hypothyroidism, said that there were
sy see=3 likely to arise over the nu. I many possible causes for the condi-
clear accident at Three Mile Island as tions.
a result of the discovery that an They said they knew of :so' cases of
abnor=al number of children were hypothyroidism ever having 'beenborn last year with serious thyroid
defects in three Pennsylvania coun I caused by radiation at the low level

emitted by the crippled reactor, ak'

ties - Backs,I.4high and lancaster. though there is a wel!<stablished
The condition is known as hypo... assoc:ation between high doses of

thyroidism, which arises when the i radioactive iodine - one chemical
thyroid gland is either absent or does p e=ttted by the disabled reactor -
not produce normal levels of hor. J and thyroid disease. Radioactive io-
=ones. It can lead to grave mental i dine tends to concentrate in the thy-
retardation and stunted growth un i roid gland, with destructive effects

! when the dose is high e::ough.less it is quickly treated. . . ,
Yesterday, state health officials ! The existe::ce of the cases of hypo-

confirmed th:t during the last nine I thyroidism was disc!csed in an inter-
months of 1979, 13 hypothyroid ba- view yesterday with former Pennsyl~
bies were born in the three counties. , vania Health Secretary Gordon
which might ordinarily expect three MacLeod, who said he said he wasi
such births during that length of i shocked that the Health Departmen-

:j,, ) had made no public arinouncementime.

The accident occurred in' March about the births and had not starte
p , _

an investigation of possible causes. g

Six cases occurred in 'llocaster
County, which is east of Dauphin
County, the site of the reactor. Four
were in Bucks County and three in
I.4high County.'

, . . ,
,

State offletals said they were about '
to start an epidemiological investiga-
ton that would cons: der low ;evel

radiation from the accident at nree ;
Mile Island as one possible cause. .
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HARRISBI'RG (UPI) - Siedical detectivas are .e '%t3 pap ~r* ~ 3 ,..b;..' C
invesegatmg tce possibility - telieved now to be N E * - .~ ' % % 4

T|;-~ Y[ TM@.hT:-|'
'

i N2 ' ' 4.*l /rernote - that an apparent growth in the rate of thyroid 7D -

abnorma:it:es was caused by the Three Stile Iiland yC l ' 44. ' !
" ^ M " g * ;> C .'nuclear ace:de::t.

The Penn4vivania Health Department said it had E C ~7'f%~~- -

'%- }$- W;4'8 {7tegun the inv'estigation after a routine survey showed D" ~ ~ ' -

Mr
''%^ %adm:~ .

' M. .y ' ' .' ' ~the incide::ce of hypothyroidtsra was five times greater > -

% .a $1
~~ T.P 0in scc:e areas near the nuclear plant. i

MY':{ . [dL Initial judgments by a variety of thyroid e.tperts was j

'd M* &o"+v A M1that the Three Stile Island accident probabi) did not g ^ "

.'fM" ~5 . J/ 'Tv- .

t._ ' ~ +cause tce ocestrences becasse the radioactive e=is- |
L7= ' . w '7. ~ - Nsions duttag the accident were too small to do such ''*

damage. - W'; 5 f / ; L ' .

-. . '$
1 '# ' 4 -t .

medical radiation sources and chemicals in foodstuffs. ~^ ~ 7. . 'd[''SQ ^ ',"'";M-da i
Oder possible causes. such as heredity, industrial or '

.~

, y ' i 7;" -

~

f,. v. g
were also under investigabon by state epidemiologists,

' gVe s -- d
said Dr. George Tokunat.t d: rector of state healts * 7,f .. .g ; ,. ;g-

research. - -c 4 .

"There is a remote possibility that radiation was the d, -, '" * | - F-3 7- . . . ,-
cause, and there are reany otcer possible reasons. We ,2 'g,,e j'g ,,y JJ.

doo t have enough evidence to make any conclusions. - .x - - ,o '' y. . _ ... ..,,

except to say the rate (of hypothyroidism) is apparently L .g.m ,_ 4 '.y.~, - MJ-te

higher than normal in this area." said Tokunata.
M. - ::h pe"'.: M at. J Jg 4 9Q ,19.

The remote possibility of a connection to Three Stile ! uf:~.:
- .

g - $ 7' -'~ q ;.ac Q -p W9,#,.:
-

~ Q
.

Isla::d rested with cows that gra:ed on contam!::ated
A' b_%'idpastures. State authertties reported a radioactive iodine ,

level of 41 picoeuries per ! iter in milk from a nearby ' / *R #
,

im- 1cy _@4farm a few days af ter the nuclear accident. The federal . . . ./ y _m-

health Emit ts 1.000 picocuries per iiter. '
e,,y,,,,,,,,,

Hypothyroi.iism is a disorder which can lead to
cental retardanon. It caa be caused by radioactive OUC*ri - Mery Anne Peterni, a nurse et c
iodine. Herrisburg hospitel, drews b!ced frem a bcby

'

Dr. Thomas Foley of Children's Hospital in Pitts. to test fer a thyrcid cherrnefity fellowing
burgs. who momters hypothyroidism as a consultant to recor~. cf increcsed thyrcid prcblems in the
the state. said ne cid not beheve the latest occurrences cree cround Three Mile slend.- .were related to Three 5 tile Island.

.

He explained that some of t::e cases were differing
types cf hypothyroidism. Indicat:ng that a single envi- '

ronmental source sucs as nuclear rad:ation was not the '

cause.
The reutine state survey revealed that the

| hypothyroidism rate in I.accaster County, adjoining the [nuc! ear plant. was five times greater than normal Five g OO
'

| counties downwind from the nuclear plant also showed DO U '\\3
hig:er dan normal rates. U

*
|
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The Post-Gazette
February 26, 1980

Don't Snub TVII-Thyroid Tie,
Pitt's MacLeod Urges

By HENRY W. PIERCE - * cases themselves, deterrnining what conc vis
' are associated with:them," she said.

te51b tary Gordon Mac- At least some cases appear to be a res afFormer
Leod yesterday warned against a too. hasty , Inhernance, sne said.
dismissal of figures that may show an increase It is a known fact that radioactive N!!ne
in thyroid defects among babies born near the 131, which was among the most ieared of the-
Three Mile Island nuclear plant after the substances released during the Thr e Mile
radiation leak March :3. Island incident, can cause thyroid a'unormall-

MacLeod, who said he reviewed the thyroid . ties it babies. -

figures in detail for the first time 7esterday, p What is not known is precisely how much of
' insisted that coincidence alone can t account. an increase it takes to cause damage. Studies
for an apparent upsurge in cases in Lancaster, I. have been carried out that suggest even a very
Lehigh. Derks and Bucks counties after March small increase in the exposure levels will add
23. All are relatively near the site et the Three slightly to the number of thyroid cases in a
Mile Island radiation leak. 'f88 Population. But some authorities con-

MacLeod stepped short of asserting a deft.. - . Or such figures inconclusive.
nite link between the nuclear accident and the ,- Dr. Donald Reid, deputy secretary of pro-
thyroid problems, however. grams for the state Health Department, and

"There's always a possibility some other'. - Dr. George Tokuhata, Health Department epi-factor, such as industrial toxins or contamina. - demiologist, minimized any association be-
tion of the water, cculd account for'it," he tween Three Mile Island and the thyoid defects

conceded. Iointed to these figures-
' ,last week.

But he ; Tokuhata said there was only a remote.

* Eight cases were reported statewidtt be- Possibility the defects were telated to the
fore March 23, and 26 more were repcrted radiation leaks, adding that it would be almost
during the remaining months of 1979. - impossible to link the increase definitely to the

Three. Mile Island incident.
* Of the 26 cases,15 were la countles not ; But MacLeod insisted yesterday:

far from Three Mile Island. Lancaster re- "The situation has to be looked at. This is
ported 5 cases, and 3 each.were reported in , more than coincidence. I plotted the number of

., Lehlgh, Berks and Bucis Counties. i cases by counties this morning. The relation-
e By (ontrast, Allegheny and Erie counties < ship is striking."<

reported only 1 case each after March 23. i MacLeod resigned as health secretary Oct.

* During the last six months of 1978, only 9 ! 12 and returned to his job as professor cf*

? cases were reported throughout the state. ! Public health administration at the Umversity
I' But a state health official, Dr. Evelyn of Pittsburgh. Since resigning he has been a

Boudin, called MacLeod's interpretation "11 ' strong critte of the states hanclir.g of the
.

? logical" and stated flatly:
,

-| health aspects of the Three Mile Island affair.

"We do not have a data base which is ,a

sufficient to make the kinds of claims being !
,

made." -
.

Dr. Boudin pot'ated to an absence cf thyroid
, defects from Cumberland and York counties.-
which also are'In the vicinity of Three Mile - h
Island. t,-

' Another exception,'she said,is Montgomery ' O

Count 7,in which 3 cases were reported from (\ 9,

| - June .8 to Dec. 28,1978, but no cases ia 1979. , \D y
Dr. Boudin said, however, that state health \'

officials are reviewing the data "the way w
would in any public health program."

"We are looking, first, at the' ladividual
,
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Just a little radiation?
| Op-ed

,rp.,.." Don't believe it
Dy Bruce Molholt

-- Finally our radiation standards
metal years ago there was a active material is very dangerous, so will reflect the experimental reality

memorable cartoon by Cahan Wilson fy 3 ays of . that there is no safe level of radiation
37showing a professor admontsbing his P' - exposure.ond) or even microcuries (37,000)students in the laboratory. "Non- bullets per second). ,

sense." he said, holding aloft a flask gg
, which fairly glowed with radioactivi. Since the damage caused by emit- of TMI. What were the actual levels
| ty, "A rttle radiation never hurt ted radiation bullets is a direct func. of radioactivity to which peopic were
! anyonc!" What the students couldn't tion of the number of curies in- exposed? The official answer of the
l see, but the readers could, was the volved, it is of Interest to note Just Kemeny Commissioe was about 250

professor's other hacd was octy a bow many curies were lost at TMI mil?lrems per person, or about twice
skeleton! between March 28 and April 7,1979. the normal yearly background irra-

A year after-the accident at Three The number is an astronomical 10 diation.
Mile Island we are still being to!d milhon curies! These are not milli. I This figure. however, was derived
that only a litt!c radiation was re. curies, but million curies. In terms of by assuming that the 2 million peopic
leased and that this little bit was not .radfatton bullets per second this d ' living within 50 miles of TMI were all

|
dangerous. 370.000.000.000.000.000 which went uP irradiated evenly, which almost cer-

It is nonsense to pretend that low the stacks at TMI. It is no wonder tainly they were not.
levels of radiation and high levels of some local residents wsnted to get In the year since the radioactive

,
radiation are different species. This outof the way! cloud has dissipated, a new cloud has

| is tantamount to advtstng beginning Most of this radioactive cloud was rettled over the Pennsylvania medi-
drivers to test out their cars at 130 enmanwt nr inen me, wher% , , , .

miles per hour. After all, driving C81. community, a cloud of disturbing
your car that fast all the time will get less breathed, will not interact much increases in birth defects.This cloud
' ou killed, but a little bit isn't dan. with human ce!!s. Fourteen of these is the first tangible evidence of po. '

y
gerous! curies, however, were in the form of tential human damage from TMI,and

although controverstal, casts doubtsl Rather than fast cart, radiation todine known as i-131.
.

on officiaf estimates of radiation'
might be better likened to microscop. Iodine.131' is especially dangerous

I ic bullets. These little bullets of rad!. In humans because it is taken up and levels to which people were exposed.
I ation can be directed, as from an X. retained by the thyroid gland. It also The conclusion of the Kemeny

ray gun, or undirected, such as from emits a very energetic bullet of radia. Commission that the most severe'

the radicactive spills at TMI. tion which easily penetrates cells biologic effect of the accident at TMI
Radiation bullets are most danger. and destroys DNA. Since 1131 is re. was mental stress may have been

aus when they strike that most inti. tained for long periods of time, even premature.
mate and precious member of our a small amount of radioactivity is it will be 30 years be,* ore we will
genette herttage, our DNA.This min. dangerous.' know just how many cancers were
isture thread contains the blueprint Ingestion of one mil!!< urie of I.131 induced by the accident at TMI and
by which all cellular processes are means that the individual's DNA will even then it may be difficult to pin-
dictated. Radiation bullets break be subject to 50 billion highly ener. point carcinogenesis to this one
DNA. Although some of these breaks getic bullets of radiation in three event.
can be repaired, some cannot. Unre- months. In order to make these types A rise in the number of birth de-
paired DNA breaks may lead to cellu- of calculations easier to understand, fects, on the other hand, is an imme-
lar death, or even worse, to cellular radiation biologists have employed diste indication of genetic damage.
mutation. These mutations are the the term rem, which encompasses in two independent studies, these
initial events in carcinogenests. number and energy of radiation bul. increased numbers of birth defects
showing how radiation can cause lets to compare this with an equiva. were seen in the months following
cancer in man. lent number of X rays. the accident at TMI, but not before.-

Like soldiers condemned to a fir- As with curies, rems are normally In one study. in the three-month peri-
ing line. DNA is more likely to be. commuvicated in terms of millfrems od before TM1, a !!arrisbttg hospital
come shattered the more frequent!Y (thousacdths of a rem). Since nor, recorded one birth defect, but the

radiation bullets emit their source. mal backghn:nd irradiation is about number of birth defects rose to seven
The frequency of radiation emission 130 millirems per year, the equiva- in the threc months following TMI.
it measured in curies, named for the lent of four or five chest X rays, this In a m6re recent study 13 babics with
r,mnm pnish.rrench m enver nr sets a lower limit of our exposure thyroid nodules were found in three
radiation, who herself succumbed to (unless you' happen to go about en. Pennsylvania counties cast of TMI.
cancer after years of hand!!ng radi- cased in a lead sbleid). In 1925, radia. This is more than four times the
u m. tion exposures of 1.000 millirems per expected frequency of tbis pre-malig-

Each curie of radioactive material week were allowed. It is now 100 mil. nint condition, a condition which is

spews out precisely J7 billion radia- lirems per week and soon the federal often assoctated with I131 contami-
tion bullets every second (some Gatl. standard will be 15 mi!!! rems per nation. Could this be !.131 from TMl!
ing gun!). Obviously, a curit of radio, week. fBruce Molholt is sciencc director al

the Environmental CaiNer Preven-
tion Center, Public interest Law Cen-
ter o1 Philadelphia.)
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Nuclear beliefs .
.

..

ac siehinchhe raciadon story
To the Editon "The maximum estimated reducnon in a wide vanety of

Scie:ce is said to differ from exposure would be 200 plus 30 other radiation diagnosuc proce-
reitgton in basing its conclusio:s- (mR) to an individual located dures for the same reason.
upon fac:s rather than be!!efs. about one mile north. northwest We ponn:ue to be told by scien-

Unfor unately for the public, bis of the stanon contisuously for tists with vested interests in the
distnct:on frequent!y fades as .the entire week following the nuclear industry that :o health
sc:entists ptek a:d choose just T5fl occurrencef' effects could have ar:se from
Mtch fac:s best fit their precen. He::ce it is de source of !bs me accident at T111. In a s:x.

pricts. A.s 1: religion. :here are Mfor=ation rather that de . - =onth pertod following :he acct-
ra::y fatths ta sc:e:ce. formation L:salf watch was in dent. there were six babtes born

Rece::!y James T. Sreccaa of er or. a:d I apologt:e for this with defecnve thyroid glands
Radianon Sta:agement Ccrp. overstght in c:tanon. The NRC among 2.500 live births in 'Lan-
attacked my Co.ed arnc!e. *Just a itself concluded that an :tdividu, caster County.
little radiat:en? Don't believe it;' al could have-received 250 still- This ts 12 times the exxc:ed

He didit attack the fact :har 10 rems of' radiacon from the acci- frequency of hypothyroidism. "A
=tition cunes, the rad:cactive dest at Thil. Dr. Brennan said. ''If stansucal aberranon|* they will

equivalent of 10 tccs of radius, he is not granted this exaggers- recly.
*

were spewed :::o de air dun:g !!on. Mr. Molholt's entire argu- Downwt d from the reac:or
the week following me T'.t! acct. =est falls apart /' Perhaps my ther'e were 0 cases of hy;othy-
dent. He dicit attack the Oor:ce- argn=ent is now back :ogether icidism in the 01:e =onths after
able 1:c-eases b hypothyroid agat0. T311. as compared to at::e cases in

>!rth defec:s downwtad after Oe scall a=on:ts of adiaton de nice :::caths before. On the
ace: dent. have =easurable adverse effec'.s upwind 5:de in Pen syfvania,

i: stead Dr. Bre:: man chose. to on human populat:ons. Recently :nere were eight cases before
attack the source of =y 1: forma- both,the Nat:ocal Cancer Insn- TMI and seven cases after. More
t:on that 250 mal!1ress might tute and Amencan C.accer Soct- stansucalaber st: ens?
have seen received by oce per. ety ' ACS) recommended .that And :f.the fi::al cancer s:ans.
son as a result of radianon re. =a==cgraphy not be perfor=ed tics' snow :: creasing feuice=la

: eased at TMI. on women under 50 who have ::o tec:de::ce. : ear :uclear reac:or
Dr. Brennan is r:ght. The symptoms of breast cancer. acc: dents, as they have near

source of my trifor=at:on was not Their reasoning was st= pie: ato::ac tesneg sttes in. Nevada
tue Keceny Report. but a re:: ort More breast cancers could be and Utah. :here witI. agat De
of :he Ncc! ear '.egulatory Com. Induced by this procedure 23: core dentals from thos affil:sted
=tssics. "Popolanon Dese and could be detected after detr with~the nuclear::dtstry.
Health Impact of the. Acc: cent at expenence wnh 030.000 worten. Who has te beliefs' and wao
t::e Three Mile Island Nuclear despite the fact that =ac=ogra- the facts on a 11ttle radiano::?
StanonJ'I quote from the Appen. pay exposes uomen to just a few SRUCE MOLHOLT

dix cf dat document, pages A.3 =tilire=s. Recently the ACS fur- Pubile Interest Law Center

and A t- ther recommended addinocal Ph11aceiphia.
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Spillage -

is feared
at 3 Mile

Reactor-line leak. The NRe sef conntmed mat ,s.
-

dioacuve water may filf the Unit 2 tor regulation, Harold Denton. was.
IS fil_llng tanks _ . tanks to capacity in about a month, quoted by the senators as saying that
* * *

buiit said that it would take as long a. as long as radioactive water re-
mained in the reactor containment ,NO.cipaum . year to fill the now-uncontaminated structure, it- might . find " sneak '.

tanks at the Unit by spreading the'

WASHINGTON - A hard to repair contamination to ,the. unaffected paths" to the outside. .

leak at the Three Mile Island nuclear plant.
~

' The senators' letter was sigtied by,x ,,

power plant is hindering cleanup In its letter, the' Senate panel members of the subcommittee as
operations and may cause a spillage which has been investigating the well as by Sens. Jennings Randolph '
of radioacnve wastes, Senate investi- March :S accident, asked Hendne (D:, W. Va.), chairman of the Envi-

[ s aff o the Nu lear Regulatory --what peJRC planned to do about ronment and Public Works Commit-
_ tee, and Howard Baker (R., Tenn.J.

! Commis'sion (NRC) contended, the leak and the accumulating radio- minority leader.active water.
(

however, that the radioactive water The Three Mile Island accident
that.is rapidly filling storage tanks at "Cunently there are more than 1

million gallons of contaminated occurred when the Unit Two reactor ;
the cnppled plant will not beallowed - water stored at the site and the vol. was. inadvertently deprived of cool -
to overflow. ,
The leak, in a-line that removes ume is increasing due to a leakin the ing water and badly overheated, -

contaminated water from the reac,' letdown line drawing cooling water causing maj,or damage to the nuclear -
from the. nuclear core of the reac. fuel and. releasing radiation to the -tor, is adding volume'to nearly l mil .
tor." the senators told Hendne. atmosphere.lion gallons of highly radioactive '' ,, ,- " ;

"We are advised' that this leakwater already in storage at the plant,
wbich is on the Susquehanna River cannot be repaired because of high orric'ials have indicated thdt it may :

radiation in the containment" build- be a year or longer before the con.10 miles south of Harnsburg
- ing, where the reactor is located, crete structure containing the reac-In a letter to NRC Chairman Joseph ' * **# 3'"*"* # t6r - the socalled'"containitent"'Hendne, members of the Senate nu- - _.

clear regulation subcommittee said ~ Reactor operators hoped to keep. structure - can be re entered be-
,

they had obtained information that the contaminated water inside the cause of high levels of radioactivity

) tanks used for storage of the radioac. reactor containment until they deter. wtthin. 2, .

'
. -

l tive water are fast reaching their- mine how to dispose ofit safely. ,

.T -Capacities.
,

v - t .

" Con'taminated water from the The subiIotiimitte'e, whose ' chair.
damaged plant will exceed storage 7 man is Sen. Gary Hart (D., Colo.1,

,

I capacity within 40 days and be re-- called on the.NRC to desenbe "what-

| leased into the environment unless planning is being done .by the com-
steps are taken soon to clean it up mission to ' respond to any. future

i

and ter find additional means to store contingency at Three Mile Island site
it," the panel said. Most of the infor- related to management of these high-

I mation gathered t the investigators- ly radioactive wastes."
| came from interviews with NRC . The NRC s director of nuclear,reac-
| regulators and officials, the subcom-
I mittee said.
! At.a hastily called meeting yester-

~ '

day afternoon, the NRC staff said the
radioactive water could be shunted
from the tanks at the Unit.2 reactor
to tanks at the Unit I reactor. It was

g0 f gthe Unit 2 reactor that was involved ;

in the Three Mile Island accident last . D ,

I '

t uspring, the most senous in the 25-
year history of commercial atomic-i

' power. The Unit treactor, which wai l
shut down at the time of the acct-
dent, also remains closed during thec
cleanup of Unit 2.

, ._,
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The New York' Times
j October 21, 1979

O' Robert Arnold, a senior vice' president

3h3 .k ,f N ) h ..), of the Metropolitan Edison Company, the4 4

m.1J U .inil J n . J a operator of the reactor, said in response
to inquiries that he believed officials had

SA].J
f11 [ U] ]'I1h given the Government all significant in. because he had already turned them on.

, * '
y; 'M" 'g j formation as soon as it was available. "Then someone said, 'Well, that meansl

r1* r 1"9 *9 ' '

The incident at Three Mlle Island is the we don't have any more hydrogen in
worst accident that has occured in the there '"the notes show. _

Nuclear experts said that Mr. Mehler's4

J 1J
4

' .. civilia. nuse of nuclearpower. - account,if accurate, showed that at least
'

.

The special group is not scheduled to some of the Metropolitan Edison officials
.

.

make its report public until the end of were worried that turning on the pumps

U*S investiEators Disturbed tiY
* ^""h" """ 8**"""K ** '"'88**""^""''''"'b'**""presence of hydrogen in the reactor. ' **

'IPresident's Commisston on the Accident
Testirnony Indicating Utility i at Thre_e Mlle Island, is bolding its final

Virtually the only way this hydrogen
.- - -._. could have been formed, the experts said,

Knew Data Showed Peril
.

set of closed meeungs ttus weekend be. .was if the uranium fuel rods had lost a
fMe abmitung its repon to President sigmHcant amount of the water that is de.
Canerattheendof themonth. signed to keep the fuel from melting. The

Barbara Jorgenson, public information reaction in the core that created the hy-
1 By DAVID BURNHAM director of the President's commission, dmgm alsocmated de radoacuviyGat

'
! sp.eanoners varannie, said today'that there would be no com. [c as en edin eai i

WASHINGTON, Oct. 20 - Federal in- met about ce upon yesterday in ne'

I vestigators haveobtamed testimonyind!- New York Tunes that the commission ~

'a "a de o ew ma rs ur t11 Is d uc ear wer 1 t fully sas tw so i c' e bu
; comprehended on the first day of the its proposals for improvmg nuclear he confirmed the company's concern
~ reactor accident there that the possible safetyhad been adopted. about an explosion.

ne moratorium mcomrnendadon,! consequences were more serious than Decilnes to AnswerQuestion
' they were reporting to the Government. which could be reversed in meetings

today, Sunday and Mcnday, would be a When asked whether his answer con.'

The investigators are attempting to considerable blow to the development of nrmed me understanding that hydrogen
dttermme whether some officials at the already existed in the reactor, Mr. Meh-IWc ear pown ha de Mted states mn
reactor may have violated an ambtgious Ier said that he would not discuss the mat-ugh de panel's rammedadas am ter on the telephone because he had al-. Federal requirement that they report

! dangerous condluons to the Government advisory. Such a reemnmedation would ready been questioned about it by Mr.
suppon the tnembers of Congress seeking Rogovin's special investigative team.I mthm 24 hours after they are noted. But'

t a moratorium law and further discourage It was not until more than 24 hours
, beyond the questfon of legal liability * Wall Street from investing in nuclear i after the conversation described by Mr.
y most expens agree that public support powerplants. .

- Mehler - that is, late Hursday evening
; for nuclear power rests in large pan on The testimony about the first dayof tite or early Friday morning - that Metro.
; the expectation that both the industry and accident was given by Brian Mehler, a- politan Edison told the Nuclear Regula.--

Government regulators will be forthright
and candid. | tory Commission that the companysM supervisor at de Rme Me Island ithought the core had been uncovered, ac- -The testimony bearmg on the under- reactor near Harrisburg, Pa. Mr. Mehler cording to the memory of both company. standing of officials at the Three Mlle Is- initially discussed what some officials and Government officials.+ land reactor on March 28, the first day of

'cnew about the seriousness of the acci. Mr. Arnold, the senior Metropolitani

'| ce accident, vas recently obtained by
-

. dent in a conversation with a Federal in. Edison official now in charge of cleanupthe independent investigative group es-
l perations at the crippled reactor, saidovestigator July 6- s

i tablished by the Nuclear Regulatory he was sure that officials at Three Mile
Commission. The group, which is some- Pumpe hm AlreadyTurned On Island had not decided that the core had

' what akin to a special prosecutor, is According to the notes of the investiga- been uncovered until late Thursday and
headed by Mitchell Rogovin, a Washing, tor, which have been obtained by The had immediately passed on their conclu-
tonlawyer. Enes, Mr. Mehler said that on Wednes- siontotheGovernment.

day afternoon, the first day of the acci.
Accuracy ofInstruments dent, he was ordered not to turn on a set .

Because of a combmation of technical of pumps that provide oil to the reactor
and human failures, the reactor core did . coolant pumps. The order came after a -
not receive enough cooling water to keep [r dthe fuel. rods from melting, allowing Mr. Mehler told the investigator that herradioactivity to escape.The supervisors told the supervtsors that it was too late
received many indications in the first few ^

hours that the core had lost a significant hi
amount of water, according to earlier ac- 9 g0 y

. counts, which also reported that the offi- 0B t.)

. cials did not believe the readings that U
some of theirinstruments provided. '

The testimony obtained by-Mr. Rogo. ' ''

; vm's staff, however, is the first sugges-
tion that the officials believed their in-
struments and understood. the signifi-
canceof theindicators. . -C
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| gas escapes in TMI spill
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Small amounts of radioactive kryp. "
ton gas.were released into the atmo-

| sphere around Three Mile. Island
' yesterday afternoon when ' about

1,000 gallons of highly radioacuve
cooling water sptiled inside the nu-
cls:r power plant's auxinary build-
ing. '

The water spillage was the largest auxiliary ouilcing, which, unlike the ing, wb.; 2 is not as seriously conta-
recorded leak of radioactive material thick concrete contamment struc- mated,
at the facility since the major acci- ture, is not built to house radioacuve .,

When workers attempted yesterddent there last March, and prompted - materialssafely. , .

ay to transfer the flow of "make up"the evacuation of 11 workers from Robert Reid, mayor of Middletown,
the auxiliary building, which sits Pa., the nearest town to the Three water from one pump to another in-
alongside the plant's troubled Unit 2 Mile Island site said a Met Ed official side the auxillary building, they dis-
resctor. informed him of the accident yester- covered that water pressure inside

Otficials of Metropolitan Edison day, shortly after it happened. the pumping system was low. At
' Co. (Met Ed), which operates the- "They told me there was a release about that time,according to an NRC

plant, told federal and state regula. of radioactivity.inside the plant, but account of the incident, alarms
tors last night about the release of that none got out" Reid said. "That sounded inside the three story auxil-

the krypton gas from the water into was exactly the same thing they told lary building and in the plant's con-
the atmosphere. me last year, andI found out about :0 trol room. Eleven workers inside the

However, testing devices moni- seconds later that radiation had been auxiuary building were evacuated.
*

tored by - the U.S. Environmental released. I guess I'll take th.eir word twMnan inspeedon team 6-

Protection Agency, the . Nuclear forit untillhear otherwise. pathed inm the auxtHary buMng
Regulatory Commission (NRC) and Gov. Thornburgh dispatched a . discovered that radioactive water -Met Ed did not detect significantly state radiological health expert to was spMng fmm a pipe three-
higher levels of radiation downwind the plant to report on the incident. eig h f an inch in dameten h
from the plant, which is la milesJ He also asked Thomas Gerusky, di-

[ssouth of Harrtsburg on the Susque- rector of the State Bureau of Radio- on nat th about
logical Health, to monitor reports micmcuries (a measure of radiadonhanna River. .

about the incident through the intensity) per cubic centimeter,Met Ed officials initially had de-
nied reports that any radioactivity night /.. .. . .. - drained inm the aMary DMng
escaped into outside air. But, a basement and was immediately
spokesman later said that a check of "The governor is concerned about
monitors atop the building " con- the situation and is receiving regular pumped by sump pumps into storage -
firms there was a small release of reports from all the monitoring agen - tanks designed to hold radioactive

~

some radioactive gases, probably cies involved," said a spokesman on water. -

krypton 85."In the second statement, his staff. Sixty microcuries is about one.
Met Ed said that " nearby monitors Ever since the reactor vessel inside ' fourth the level of radioactivity cons
vstified that the gas had been dilut- Unit 2 was uncovered and overheat- taminating each cubic centimenter
ed within a short distance of the ed dunng the accident 10 months- of the 500,000 gallons of water at the
auxiliary %uilding." ago, coolant water inside an enclosed bottom of the containment structure.'

I The statement added: "There network of pipes has flowed over the The coolant water that spilled yester.
would be no adverse health effects to damaged core to keep it from melting day is much more radioactive than

,

worker 1 on the island from such a down.Small amounts of highly radio- the water that has been stored in

| minute release." active water from inside this coolant , Iarge amounts inside the auxiliary

The auxiliary building houses system leak out inside the contain- building since the emergency last
-

pumps, tanks, pipes and machinery ment structure constantly, so "make. year..

that normaHy do not come in contact up" water pumps in the auxiliary ' There have been a number of on-

with highly radioactive materials. building feed water into the cooling site accidents at the plant since last

But during the ace: dent last spring system regularly. . year. The worst, according to NRC

hundreds of thousands of gallons of No one has entered the contain. spokesman Abraham, occurred last
ment building since the accident last summer when seven men on a clean-radioacnve coolant water were

pumped from the afflicted Unit 2 year. The building is intensely radio. up crew received an overdose when

containment structure into storage acnve, and its atmosphere must be they accidently opened the wrong

tanks there. -- constantly regulated to prevent the valve inside the auxillary building.
escape of radioacnytty. Work has Abraham said_ yesterday's accident

, lost of the largest radiation releas ' been under way for many months, could not be considered " major,"
es during the acetdent came fmm the 8 however. inside the auxiliary build- even though it involved a large .

(See TMIon 14.A) amount of water. .

. .
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Radioactive WaterLeaks 2 Hours
At ThreeMileIslandNuclearPlant'
MIDD*JETOWN, Pa., Feb.11 (AP)- A with water. The water nn4 through the

cooiing system leaked as much as 1,000 reactor's urazzium core and contains
gallons of highly radioactive waterincide radioactiveisotoper.
the crippled Three Mile Island nuclear Rateof Radistico
powerplant today, the authorities report.
ed. They said no radioactive material had Dave Milne, spokesman for the state
escaped and there was ap bealth threat. Department of Environmental Re-

sources, said t!a water contamed ma-
"The leak has been isolated and terial radiating at a rate of 125 micro-

stopped," said John Collins, head of curies per cubic milliliter, "That's a sig.
operations at the Nuclear Regulatory mficant figure," he said.
Commission's office here. "The water *In Washington, Frank Ingram, a com-has been contained insiJe the auxiliary mission spokesman, said his agency'sbuilding. There has been no indication of technical support team at the plant wasairbome activity off site. There was no innvestigating.danger to any of the workers on the island
oroff theisland." "Our people are checking into the ques-

tion of releases outside the building. We
However, the auxiliary building, which have heard none reported so far, but that

adjoins the one that houses the severely is verypreliminary," he said.
damaged reactor, was evacuated what Commission officials said the leak had .
pfan,t officials called the local emergen- not affected the natural circulation of i

cy. Eleven workers, wearmg protect 1 water that cools the reactor core. When

ftth t!m $'t have any indication at all, tem was placed in service. The backup
U

~ .
alarms signaled the leak, a backup sys-

"We dor
that any of these workers received any ' system was builtaftertheaccident.
radiation " said Sandy Polon, spokesman

for the Metropolitan Edison Company,
operator of the plant that was shut down
after an accident last March. "We iso-
latec le auxiliary building, evacuated it,
so we auld locate the leak and take care
ofit."

600 to 1,000 Gallons -

Mr. Polon estimated the amount of the
leak at 1.000 gallons. In Washington, Vic-
tor Stello Jr., the nuclear commission's
dfrector of inspection and enforcement,

. gave an estimate of 600 gallons. y

Officials said water leaked at a maxi. C G
mum rate of nine gallors a minute from TCI

' ' '

12:55 P.M. to. 2:40 P.M. A sump pump 7d
hauled the spilled water to a storage 9
tank. .

.
'Plant officials said the leak occurred in

routine matntenance of three pumps that
'

add water to the primary cooling system.
They said that when one pump was
turned on, a leak developed in a pressure
switch feeding a threeeghths. inch line.

The system where the leak occurred
has been used since the March accident to
keep the reactor cooling system supplied

D-4
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State Ca S
( or the 11 maintenance workers who "We find out about it 25 minutes

were forced to leave the auxiliary later through the back door,instead
butiding. of five minutes later through the

In a prepared statement, Gov. fr at door the way we're supposed
to." Henderson added.Thornburgh said he was " greatly

3r y concerned about the timeliness of A Met Ed spokesman said yesterday
the notification process and the fact that, under the plant's NRC. approved--

that the state first learned of this emergency plan, the company is not# incident from sources other than the required to notify any state agency.,

Q QS -company and,the Nuclear Regulatory about the type of incident that oc '
44r U.L Commission.

"It is absolutely imperative that theJ

'. ' Delay charged '99 r 9"'" ''''* * th o""'' ** i"~
formed directly and immediately of

' ~ in reVealine leak' *"Y" " *""'*"hi'"*"Y 'h".en nuclear power plant in Pennsylva
By Roger Cohn nia," the governor added.
**~ Henderson said that Met Ed offi-|

Pennsylvania officials charged cials had signed an agreement with '
yesterday that the operators of the the state to " notify us expeditiously" (portion missing)
Three Mlle Island nuclear power of any radioactive spill or leakage at
plant failed to properly notify state the Three Mile Island plant. Under
and locai authorities about Monday's the agreement, he stated Met Ed was
spill of highly radioactive water, to report any such incident immedi-
which caused radioactive gas to be ately to his office, the State Radiation
released into the atmosphere. Prctection Bureau, and emergency

Oran K. Henderson, director of the preparedness authorities in Dauphin
Pennsylvania Emergency Manage. County, where the plant is located.
ment Agency, said that Metropolitan
Edison (Met Ed), which operates the Henderson said that the spill of
plant, had violated an agreement , cooling water at the facility was dis. confined to a small area at the plant,
that requires the company to notify covered at 1158 p.m. on Monday, but he stated.
the state immediately of any spill or that his office did not learn of it until Met Ed spokes =an David Kluscik
leakage of radioactive material 1:20 p.m., when Dauphin County s.!!d that the power company had
Henderson said that state authonties authontres called to report that they gone"beyond what we were required
only learned of Monday's incident,in had informauon indicating that a to do* by notifying the Rsdiation
which radioactive krypton 85 gas spill had occurred. The infortnation Protection Bureau of the spill at 1:30
escaped into the atmosphere, indi- was relayed to county authorittes by p.m.
rectly through an tip from a worker a fnend of a worker at the plant, he However. Henderson said that call

-

at the plant. . added. was not made until 1:40 p.m. and that.-
"It was inexcusable,"- Henderson by that t1=e, state officials had al.

sald in an interview. "They (Met Ed) Henderson said that state officials ready contacted the NRC staff at the
were bound to notify us and they then contacted the plant's NRC rep t plant. The leak was stopped at 130
didn't do it." resentatives who confirmed that a p.m., according to the company.

The release of small amounts of. spill had taken place..His office did , Henderson said that he =et yester.
not receive final confirmation of the day afternoon with Herman Dieck-radioactive yrypton gas occurred

after about 840 gallons of highly ra- inctdent until 1:40 p.m., Henderson amp, acting president of Met Ed and -
satd- president of General Public Utilities.Gioactive cooling water spilled in-

of which Met Ed is a subsidiary. Heside an auxiliary but! ding next to the .As far as we.re concerned. . hey
- plant's damaged unit two reactor, the agreed that state officials should.

! site of a major accident at the facility (Met Ed) violated the agree =ent by have been informed of the spill,
( last March. The plant has been shut failing to notify us, Henderson stat- Henderson said, and he pledged toed,
| down since that accident, improve notification procedures at

| A spokesman for the Nuclear Regu- "I thought we had the system pret- In his statement. Thornburgh said
the plant.

| !atory Commission (NRC) said that ty well worked out and that we that he intended to complain to thethe amount of radioacuve gas re- would get notification of this type of NRC about Met Ed s failure to notifyleased, estimated by a Met Ed spokes- incident," he said. "But here it is, an the state immediately of the incident.man at 200 to 300 millicurtes (a mea. .tecidant happens and we don't get "The need for swift, accurate andsure of radiation intensity), was not any notification. direct communication was one of thelarge enough to endanger Jie public
most important lessons to come out(See TMI on 2.A) - oo q

-

D D
g- of the events of last spring." said,

-]'- Thornburgh, citing the worst nucte-r- ~"WW W at reactor accident in history. "I

would hope that it hasn't been forgon-
te n."
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Radiation leaks at TML
Tothing has changed ('

Mondaf's accident at the Three Mile Nothing could be further from the
Island nuclear plant, in which water truth which emerged, naked, Monday.
was spilled and small quantities of it is business as usual at TMI and, it
radiation released, demonstrates with would appear, at the NRC.
frightening clarity that absolutely The NRC thus far has survived a.
nothing has changed in the way nucle- variety of demands that it be restruc-
ar plants are run or regulated in the tured to provide more decisive leader-
United States, despite all the public ship in emergencies as well as in long-
assurances to the contrary. range regulation. Yet only last month,

Officials of Metropolitan Edison Co.. It extended a crucial deadline for in-
operators of the reactor, at first denied stallation of safety equipment on oper-
that any release of radiation had oc- ating reactors because 38 of the 68 af-
curred even though there was ample fected plants had not complied.
evidence that gas had been vented Ig many other of its regulatory ac-
during the spill. They later changed tions, the NRC has given every indica-
their story. The utility failed to notify tion that it realizes the pressure is off,
state officials -as they had previously that public attention has been diver" d
agreed to do - that a portion of the elsewhere, and that the tough talk os
plant had been evacuated. And it took last year can be modulated. -
operators I hour and 45 minutes to President Carter, whose commit-
bring the situation under control. ment to nuclear power dates back to

The events of Monday are in manY bis Navy days, recently revised his
ways so similar to those that occurred position on the expansion of nuclear
last March :8 as to be uncanny. generating capacity in this country.

When the Pr'esident's Commission Although the -President used to de-
on the Accident at Three Mile Island scribe nuclear power as a "last resort"
last fall released its exhaustive study. source of power, he has amended his i

1members noted:" Metropolitan Edison
. did not have sufficient knowledge, position, saying that the U.S. must relyon new reactors until alternative |

expertise and personnel to operate the forms of energy are available. :

plant or maintain it safely." -

..The accident at Three Mlle IslandImmediately after the accident, the
best minds in the fields of nuclear on Monday was minor..The radiation

that leaked out was diffused a short
engineering and safety rushed to the distance away from the reactor.
plant to assist. They have provided
guidance ever since. Operators were The significance of that small prob.
subjected to rigorous retraining. All lem is tremendous, however, for the '

this took place under the watchful residents of Middletown, the people of I

eyes of the Nuclear Regulatory Com Pennsylvania andall Americans.
miman which assuaged critics in the . The best technology available, the
Congress and the public by mounting a best minds available, and the ever-
highly touted internal shake-up, well present knowledge that Three Mile
aware that its future as a regulatory Island serves as the proving ground
agency hungin the balance. for nuclear power all failed to produce

- "We are learning the necessary les- a combination of effectiveness. It
sons from this accident and applying failed - Monday made it inescapably I

them so that we can even better pro- : lear - to run even an almost closed .
tect the public,"said the industry's top :!own plant properly That leaves the
spokesman, Carl Walske of the Atomic abvious question unanswered: Can
Industrial Forum,Inc.last year. auclear power be made safe at all?

D-7
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.~- - ~ - .. . . :.~ n .

at TMI this week
-. '

. .

'

By Roger Cohn health of plant workers or nearby
i * M** residents. Monitoring devices just off

l Another leak of radioactive kryp. the plant grounds failed to detect an~

increase in radiation, the officials
; ton gas was Biscovered yesterday at stated. . s< the Three Mlle Island nuclear power Gary Sanborn, an NRC spokesman,

'

! plant. It released to times as much .said that the krypton 85 escaped
~ radioactive gas into the atmosphere through a leak in a gas. sampling sys-

as escaped from a leak at the. plant tem at the auxiliary building beside
. Monday, Nuclear. Regulatory Com-

mission (NRC) officials said last _ the damaged Unit 2 reactor, site of
the worst commercial nuclear acci.- night. dent in the nation's history last

However, the NRC officials said
March.

--

' yesterday's leak, which occurred
between 7:30 p.m. Tuesday and noon Sanborn said that the gas released

. yesterday, did not threaten the over the 16 hour period measured

. .
. .- .

three curies (a measure of radioec that krypton gas had started to leak
tive material based on the concentra'+ Tuesday night from the gas sampling
tion of radioactivity).That amount is system. In a prepared statement, the
10 nmes times greater than the kryp- company said that the system had
ton gas that escaped on Monday after been shut down at 11:40 a.m. yester-
840 gallons of highly radioactive day and that Met Ed workers were
water spilled inside the auxiliar7 trying to find the cause of theleak.
building. The company said that it had rE~

John Co111ns. chief of the NRCstaff ported the latest leakage to Gov.
at Three Mile Island,said he did not ' Thornburgh's office, to state envi-
regard yesterday's leak as "a serious ronmental and emergency officials.-
incident."

-

-

Met Ed has agreed to notify state
Metropolitan Edison, which oper- and local authorities of aII spills and

stes the plant, confirmed last night leaks.Page J.B.

,
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Met Ed agrees ~to notify state,j

local officials of leaksi
i

ByRogerCohn . spill of 840 gallons of highly radioac. located, of any radioactive spill or
in.cw s.n " ttve cooling water at the plant. leak.

New emergency notification proce . The state officials said the 40 min. State officials insisted yesterday,
dures were put in effect yesterday at ute delay in formal notification vio- though, that such notification
the Three Mile Island nuclear power lated an agreement requiring Met Ed should have been made for Monday's
plant in an effort to assure that state to inform the state immediately of incident,in which small amounts of
and local authorities are notified such incidents. Met Ed spokesman radioactive krypton 85 gas escaped
immediately of any spills or leeks of David Kluscik said that the company ino the atmosphere. Those officials
radioacuve material, a spokesman had not believed that the agreement said they believed Met Ed's handling
for Metropolitan Edison (Met Ed)' wasineffectonMonday.

, of the incident would further dam-
said yesterday. Kluscik said that now the plant age public confidence in the compa-

Met Ed. which operates the plant, staff would alert the Pennsylvania ny's operation of the plant, wtuch
was responding to state officials' Emergency Management Agencyand has been shut down since the worst
complaints that .they were not emergency-preparedness officials in nuclear accident in the nanon's his-
promptly confled about Monday's' Dauphin County, where the plant is tory happened therein March,

*w z. ,

"It just seems that Met z:d is prone radiation intensity). Cooling water ed Met Ed to continue operating. A
to making errors," said Thomas insfde the primary system of a nor- group of banks, led by Citibank and
Gernsky, director of the state Radia- mally operating nuclear plant would Chemical Bank, have currently
tion Protection Bureau. "They have a concentration of one microcu- placed a ceiling of $292 million on
should have called us ... I think the rie, Collins said. credit available to General Public
damage has been done to Met Ed Utilities. 4

again. I don't know if they are ever Meanwhile, in Harrisburg yester- * In a related development, the NRC
going to come back tociedibility." day at a Public Utility Commimion announced that small amounts of

(PUC) hearing on whether Met Ed radioactive gas leaked into the atmo-
John Collins, chief of the Nuclear should be permitted to remain in sphere on Monday and Tuesday at a

Regulatory Commicion (NRC) staff business, Citibank vice president nuclear power plant in Lusby, Md.
at Three Mlle Island, said that the Stewart Clifford said that banks The leaks, which occurred at the
cooling water spilled ins:de the would be reluctant to continue ex- Baltinore Gas & Electric Calvert
plant's auxiliary building had a tending credit to General Public Util- Cliff; plant, were considered "negs
maximum radioactivity concentra- ities, Met Ed's parent company, un- lible" and did not endanger public
tion of 120 microcurtes (a measure of less they believed that the PUC want- health,according to the NRC.

_
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. TMI Leaks,
.

But Source Ta,ll Lealis,.
Not Found . : - But SourceRadiation levels rose mysterious-

ly inside a Three Mile Island plant .-

building and remained higher for sev- ]
,

eral hours on Thursday before falling . a,-

back to normal, officials said.
"They have not really found the conunued he' , Pose onem

source at the leak...but, whatever it'
was, it is not presenting a contmumg- momtor placed at.the TMI Observa-
croblem to us." said John T. Collins, tion Center to laboratories in Las
'hief on-stte official for the Nuclear Vegas, Nev., for analysis.c
Regulatory Commission. "I don't expect to see anything "

in the Unit 2 auxiliary $ered an . alarmHigher leve!s trige said Al Smith, the EPNs coordinator
uilding about t at the nuc! ear clant.

a.m. No workers were inside the build- The incicient was reported to
i::g at the time. .

. ary as "an event of potential public inter-
Pennsylvania authorities about 7 a.m.

Radiation ins:de the auxth.
building tr:oled before coming down.. -est,"

Collins said: :- Officials at Erst thought radioac-
Metrocolitan Edison Co., the plant tive water may have leaked from the

acerator, " aid some radioactive kryp- plant's cooling system onto the noor ofs
ton gas orocably escaped from the the reactor building, giving off gas-

Uniti: auxiliary build:ng. The amount that escaped through de building's
was so small it could not be detected, ventilation system. . ,
even on the building's roof. Later a water leak was. ruled out*

"We be!! eve some of it was, re- 'vhen workers in protective clothing.

leased, almough we can't put a nuct- entered the building, !oo ced around.

ber on it." sposesman Sandy Polen re- and saw no water. The water level in .
. aorted. the but! ding's " sump" did not e,o up:..

The disabled plant gives off about either, Polon said.
~ two curies of krypton gas every. day By Thursday night, plant officiais

from a variety of smailleaks.. .. were speculating the leak may have.

"Instead of two curies bemg.re' come as a result of maintenance and
leased (on Thursday),it may be three. decontamiation work performed a day ,
it still is an awful small amount," said earlier in a valve room that adjoins
Thomas Gerusky. director of.. the. the auxiliary building.
state's Bureau of Radiat:on Protec.- . "The assumption is being made

|that it was probabaly a particulate re-tion. .

On-site officials of the U.S. Enyt- . tease." Collins said.
ronmental Resources also reported Gerusky ca!!ed the incident was-
that no radiation could be detected off- "just another indication of what's

I site. .

reactor is cleaned up.
going to happen" until the disabled

i To be sure,ie agency sent an a:r
I sample from a " krypton.senst:ve'.'
1
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Met Ed asking
~

lo release gas
'

trappedatTMI
: , - . ..

,

- , , , , , s

HARRISBURG - Metropolitan
Edison Co. said yesterday that it
wants to vent krypton 85' a radioac-,

tive gas, from the damaged Three
Mile Island nuclear reactor.

If the Nuclear Regulatory Commis-
sion approves, the controlled release
would occur during the first three
months of 1980, Mar Ed vice presi-
dent Robert Arnold told +a public
heanng. The gas was created during 1
the March 28 accident when water I
came into contact with the fuel as-

'semblies, which had deteriorated in
the intense heat. , ,.,
.Bothcommission and state officials.

at the hearing declined to comment
o'n Met Ed's proposal. -

There are approximately 2 million'
cubic feet of trapped gases-primar-
ily kry~pton - in the containment I
budding. The amount of radioactivi '
ty released during the venting,
which is expected to-take between ,
1% to three months, would be far
below, federal radiation 1 stanrds,-
Arnold said. ,.

-

For, a person standing continu-
ously at-the facility's boundary for

' the duration of the venting, radia-
tion exposure'for the skin would be 5

. millirems, Arnold said. Whole-body
: exposure would be one. tenth of a-

~

millirem, he added.
Under federal standards, the maxi-

. mnm safe exposure over,a year is 15

, millirems. ,, .

.

1
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Report on Nuclear AccidentHolds
,

|

AgencyIs Unable toInsure Safety
l

It Urges Strong Chief for Regulatory Commission and
Formation ofa Consortium to Operate Reactors

|

WASHINGTON. Jan. 24 - A report to * By DAVID BURNHAM "However," the report added, "thetha Nuclest .legulatory Commission on semaw a nnm-vet nm. work done by the Special Inquiry Group |tha accident at the Three Mile Island i

reictor concluded today that the commis. over the past seven months has led us to i
sion as currently organized was incapa. John F. Ahearne. chairman of the regu- conclude that unless ' fundamental !
bla of managmg a nuclear safety pro. latory commission, called the report "a changes such as those outlined above are :i

| gram " adequate to ensure the pub!!c reasoned and sound document." Two of made in the way commercial nuclear
h7c!th and safety." his colleagues', however, Victor Gilinsky reactors are built, operated and regu.'

Calling for a reorganization, the report and Peter Bradford, raised a series of lated in this country, similar accidents-'

! stressed the need for a " single chief exec. ' critical guestions about the reasoning be- perhaps with the potentially serious con-
| utive" to direct the regulatory commis- hind some of the report's rect"nmenda- sequences to public. health and safety that

sion. tions. The comments came s'. a commis- were only narrowly averted at Three Mile
In addition to urging a reorganization sion meeting in which Mr. dogovin pre- Island-are likely to recur."

of how the Government regulates nuclear : sentedasummaryof the $?millionstudy. I.ack ofI.eadership Seen
power. the report recommended the ' ' Despite the sweeping c.iticisms, how- . The report charged that the regulatory.ormation of an industrywide consortium ever, the final report b) the Rogovin | commission had failed to provide eitheror a pubite corporation to take over the group did not include reennmendations - leadership or management for the na-operation of reactors from those utilities for either a temporary."r4oratorium" on !' tion'snuclearsafetyprogram.unable to run them in a safe manner. . the cunwructk:: ' w. reactors or that '

De report was prepared at the request serious consideration be given to closing "The central and overwhelming need is
of the regulatory commission by an inde- down any reactor whose operator is un- for legislative and executive reorganiza-
pendent investigative team headed by able to develop plans to evacuate every tion to establish a single chief executive
Mitchell Rogovin, a Washington lawyer. -- - with the clear authority to supervise and

,
Today's report is entirely separate from person living with a 30-mile radius of the . direct the entire N.R.C. staff," the report

| tha one completed in November by a i reactor. Those. two recommendations ' contended. "An effective reactor safety
Presidential advisory commission : were made in the original version of the ' program absolutely requires strong and| htaded by John G. Kemeny, president of ' report, a copy of wnich was obtained effective massagement of this kind."
Dartmouth College. three weeks ago by The New YorkTimes. The Presidential advisory commksion i

"We have found that the Nuclear Regu. Perilof aMeltdown headed by Dr. Kemeny also recom '
latory Commission itself is not focused, mended the abollt'on of the five-man i

t organized or managed to meet today's ne specialreport said the Three Mile board that heads the regulatory commis '
needs," the Rogovm team said. "In our Island incident had come close to being sion and its reorganization intaan agency
opuuon the commission is incapable, in "the accident we had been told by many headed by a single administrator similarm industry could not happen: a core melt-its present configuration, of managmg a jdown. '

to the Food and Drug Admimstration, the
comprehensive national safety program Environmental Protection Agency or the-

| A' out two hours after the accident Federal AviationM "Getion.for existing nu: lear power plants and b
those schedule to come on line in the next began, the report said, a shift foreman re- Such a plan, however, is not popular in
few years adequate to ensure public- . ported for work, noted a valve was leak- Congress and was not adopted by Presi-
hxalth and safety." ing reactor coolant into the containment ' dent Carter in his response to the recom-

Need forTrained Personnel building and blocked off the stuck.open mandations of his advisory commission.
The group added that, based on its valw. - a "We do not bellen that de current Ad.

study of the Three Mile Island accident "If that valve had remained open, our mimstration's proposal to ' strengthen
and interviews with experts throughout pmjecuons show that within 30 to M the N.R.C. chairman 3 encutin authm
thi industry, "many nuclear plants are minutes a substandal atnant of reactu .

pmbably operated by management that fuel would have begun to meltdown - re-
has failed to make certain that enough quinng at least the precautionary evacu-
adequately trained operators and quall- ation of thousands of people living near
fled engmeers are available on site in re- , the plant, and potentially serious public
sponsible position to diagnose and cope i health and safety consequences for the
mth a potentially serious acc2 dent." immediatearea,' thereportsaid.

De report further found that responsi " The special team concluded that be-
, bility 'for safety was badly fragmented ' cause of a variety of steps taken by the
| among different parties and that, at least ' nuclearindustry and the regulatory com-
'

until the start of the Three Mile Island ac- mission an accident identical to that at
cident near Harrisburg, Pa., last March Three Mile Island would not happen

| S "an attitude of complacency pervaded agam.
both the industry and the N.R.C."

ogg9 0
|
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N ity goes far enough to reach the heart of
,

/p@~ if WM7 . g pn the problem involved here." the Rogovm
|

ggiya&j.gt g , -. n
AE gW" ,

team report said.
| . . . .

*W9 , e -. gA st
.

. M callforconsortium'

.wsg pg'#Os - - - @mam The recommendation for the formation
m

>

.

-

dyr . of a nationally charterec operating com-#Kmp. ' |x
-

1;p 2 pany or consortium to take over the'**1

Y .g -;4 .

.~
'

2:4M' 4v.g
- - -

./j
-

operation of some reactors was based on*;

h ,.m 43 gg *T a finding, the report said, "that there is a'

. g.:N .ap wide spectrum in the capability of the1
.

' ' , JQ various nuclear utilities to operate exist.c :%-

h^ ing plantsin a safe way." '

A ' c.@ '

'cA The report said that for those utilities
,

| p; N .1;

1 -; V
. . % found unable to ma nage a nuclear reactor

" . ,y, e.;m | Q "the company or consortium would et.t
J' - r ther acquire the plants and sell electric

..g' 4%g power to the utilities for resale to custom-*
~

N, ...',X .N91j.$ % ers" or would operate existing plants on a
''

M ' D-? - - - S a~(' " M h - contract basis.;

The report said that the investigation| <

,,# -,

team had sought to determine whether*'
,

*

L. ; 1 . :. ,, . * . ./L ... .

. . . - - . ; y ._ . * there was evidence of any willful failure
,, . ..

- . , . g, . . . , - . .

, , , ,

'/N . '-
,

on the part of utility personnel to cover up~ g' f i
. . . . . .71..

,~,' .,

,theseriousnessof theaccident.
__

-
,_

'"
E, ._

Eka
.

, ,' Mdf.3-%T - - 3-
.

The report said that there was no qud
'

tion that the information conveyed to theggy _

J, regulatory commission during the acci-
.-

# ? ., g ;M -g-1 - dent was incomplete, m some instances
.

: ,%
- t ' . .y ...

.' 7
-, '

. . -

gI - ~
delayed and often colored by individual-- - .

. ,

O interpretations. But It added, there was,*", . .
_ .

/ ; -

.

f. down in information flow went beyond
. . .. - no evidence that the causes of this break.'" ~,LJi. '' _ i - ~

.,_.t
'* $_.1

.

' -
"f"*i

._ _ _ . . . . . _ . ,
_ _

confusion andincompetence.-

g , . . . .
^

In a letter to the re;;ulatory commis- ;.- ''~ ' ' '
.

-

.

,Ca4 g ", 7,. ] ] J, , ' *
*

r - V: / - ~'
sfon, however, Representative Morr:s K.~ J - *: - -

-

. _ _

Udall, chairman of the House Interior.a
.. i y y ,y y'

. '( and Insular Affairs, called for further in-.J 4- ~
,

pp g . ,Q., a . ,, - . i vestigation of why on the first day of the'

af. ~ 4.' : , . p. . f-. e accident Federal and state officials- ~- *

N'%
.. ,, ,

gpMW)S 'Mh+*
"were denied important information"5
about the status of theplant.7 h.. -dmc ; ;n s .. - .
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rhe New Yort rimes / Kata Merers

| A Nuclear Regulatory Commission helicopter flew past cooling towers of the
j nroe Mlle Island auclear plant as its crew checked radiation levels.
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| Quick Decon'taminationt
At3MileIslandSought

WASHINGTON, Feb.16 (AP) - Fed-
eral regulators are looking for ways to
speed the decontamination of the crip-i
pled Three Mile Island nuclear reactor !
after two minor leaks of radioactive gas
this week. .

Members of the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission said the pace of the cleanup
at the reactor, Three Mile Island Unit No.
1 near Harrisburg, Pa., should be re-ex-
amined and a report issued within two
weeks. .

The Unit I reactor has been inaccessi-
ble nearly a year. It contains nearly 1
million gallons of radioactive water,
radioactive krypton 85 gas and a core be-
'feved heavily damaged and in a fragile
state because of the accident March 28,
when the reactor allowed corling water to
escape from its system.

The Federal commission and the utility
that operates the plant have estimated
that workers will not be able to reach the
damaged core until early 1983 and not
complete the cleanup until 1984. So far
only about one tenth of the radioactive
water has been d==r=lanted.

Victor Stello, director of the commis-
sion's office of inspection and enforce-
ment, told his colleagues there was rea-
son to believe that the cleanup could pro-
ceed faster. He indicated that the com-
mission itself might be partly to blame.
br rauseofinact!on. .

Two other commission members ex.
;

pressed concern that 'in its present,
sealed state, the reactor might pose a
greater risk than if some controversial
cleanup procedures were begun now.
Those prnn would lead to releases
of radioactive material, but below t'.an-
gerous levels. ,

_,,

|
.
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|

|
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Venting of Radioactive Gas Urged
WASHINGTON, March 12 (AP)-The | malor step toward g*ia? access to the

Nuclear Regulatory Commiuton's staffI containment bmlding, wtuch has been
proposed yesterday that radioacuve gas | sealed smca a nuclear accdent occurreo
be vented as soon as possible from the , at de plant nearly a year ago. Members
crippledThree Mi!e Island nuclearpower ; of t!$ commission have indicated in re-'

plantin Pennsylvama. i cent weeks that cey favor speed.ng the
The commiuton agreed to reach a deci. ! cleanup process at the reactor near Ear-

sion on the proposal 6 after the nsburg, Pa. The staff warned tat if de
3RIERTs'stveurkStisys toMas remained in the centsmment.stmc.
Mass 3sgusges and de i ture. "it is likely that future accdental
commisston gives the matter further| releases"woutdoccur.

The cleanup operation also must dealstudy.
~

i

| | Before any of the krypton 45 gas isl with 600,000 gallons of contammated,

i released into te atmospnere, the com. water in de centsmment building. Both
j mission's staff said, an effort would be the gas and water must be removed be-
; made to reassure people living near de fore anyone can enter the building to ex.
i plant that ce venting would pop no amine testruments, pipes and gauges
j besiththreat.- that may be raptdly detenorating.

Area res' 'ents have st.W y opposed
| release of de potentially harnrdous ma. -

,| terial cat is now sealed in de nuclear
piant's containment building, despite as-
surances by the commiuton that any re.

. leases would be weil within Federal
radiacon safety limits.

The release of de gas would be the first

.h.I

. .

g *.

|
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Two TMI technicians, the first to enter Unit 2 airlock since the accident, remove masks after finding area free of radiation
. . -

.. _ _ . . . ._

NRC staff wants gas at TMI released soon
By Mark Bowden Although venting is strongly op-

eral and state officials that it will'be: ,,, sw w., posed by surrounding communities, g
The Nuclear Regulatory Commis- fepaste RC 4 o ps a d by v. Met Ed' officials are anxious for

slon (NRC) stafI has recommended Thornburgh's TMI commission. permission to vent the gas. After that
to its five commissioners that 57.000 In approving the venting of the the has been done, workers will be able
curies of radioactive krypton gas radioacnvity, the NRC staff relected to spend enough time inside the con-
trapped inside the Unit 2 contain- more time <onsuming and expensive taminated reacter building to begin
ment ou11 ding at Three Mile Island methods of cleaning the atmopshere devising a method of cleaning out
be vented 1nto the outside air sot a. Inside Unit 2. Alternatives such as the reactor core, which is thought to

absorbing the krypton gas in special have partially melted during the
If the commission approves the accident. No one has entered the Unit

recommendation next month, the filters or liquefying and bottling it 2 containment building since the
venting will be the largest release of were vetoed because further delays accident occurred on March 23.19M.
radioactivity from the stricken nu. in cleaning up Unit 2 could result in Yesterday morning, two teams of
clear power plant since an estimated more dangerous, acc: dental releases. Met Ed workers entered the Unit 2
15 million to 20 million curies es. the staff report said. airlock for the first time since the
caped during the accident there last "I regret to report that the technol. accident. Workers are tentatively
year. ogy for cleaning up a = ass concen- Scheduled to enter the containment-

tration of krypton gas is not. as ad. building next month to take photo-
|NRC officials stressed Wednesday. vanced as I had once hoped." said graphs and test the !evel of radioac.

*tlat venting the Krypton.85, an inert' Harold Denton, the NRC's director of tivity.

4as that will remain radioactive for nuclear regulation. ,.

nearly 100 years would not threaten
the nealth of area residents. Mayor Robert Reid of Middletown, o2

a D )'sMetropolitan Edison Co.. coowner Pa. which is close to the plant, said. N
and operator of the plant, asked the ..! knew it was going to happen, but I .

NRC for permission to release the gas don't like it. There are a lot of people I9
as a orst step toward decontaminat' upset with it. Venting is just the ~

I '
ing Unit 2 a process that will take at cheapest and easiest way." t- f ' Y '
least four years and cost an estimated Reid predicted that many residents O
M00 million. would leave the area when venting ,

occurs, despite assurances from fed-
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By RICHARD D. LYONS, -

se n.n.u mnm

O'Av104..S een1.o
. . .

"1P1Q RARRISBURG, Pa., March 27 - ne been cited as the primary causes of the"

o reerai nuam soy expen - acce nt. . M - e x i m in e e .-

Mmiv nia's Governor left little doubt loss of coolant left the atomic fuel partly*

.oday that they would support the con- exposed.
_

: rolled release of more radioactive gas The venting issue has left many nor-
.

from the nree Mile Island plant. mally undemonstrative residents near
The venting, while sm.111 in amount, is the plant, on the Susquehanna River, in

:ikely to trigger the largest protest yet bitter, even violent, moods.

F~ y { V{{~ "]* from people living nearby and serves to They contend that the renewed plan for
Jnderscore the safety questions that re- venting highlights their fears that their*

8_ . mam one year'after the nation's worst health and safety are being placed behind
::ivilian nuclear accident. the cost of the cleanup of Three Mile Is-

Harold R. Denton, director of reactor land, perhaps as high as 31 billion.
' safety for the rederal Govemment, said ' Skepticism From Mayor .

at a news conference here that he had

JaS a. 3.V Le Is._anc. e.n. , ,ueec chht.s C .
-e -ut - v-- " -7- Ree-

eg .. < "I'm quite sure they'll never tell us the -

Reid of Middleto%c, the town closest to.

ownerof the Three MUe Island plant, is
-- - in severe financial trouble. Page DI. the plant, told a meeting of local rest.

'i dents two nights ago in summarizing the
recommended the venting of gases, distrust felt by his constituents.

The Middletown Press and Journalmainly radioactive- krypton 85, as the
only logical means of speeding up efforts made public today the results of a tele-
to decontaminate the plant of hazardous , phone spot check of area residents. ItI

, found that those questioned believed, byatomicwaste.
"There would only be a very small, a almost 2 to I, that the Metropolitan Edi-tiny amount of radiation released," Mr. |, son Company, the utility operating the

Denton said, "which would have inconse. t plant, and the Nuclear Regulatory Com-
quentialhealth etfects." mission had given them misleading mfor.

mation. -

*Has to Be Cleaned Up' Earlier meetings, such as one at the
Mr. Denton, an official of the Nuclear Middletown fire house last week, have .

Regulatory Comminion, added that "we tumed into heated exchanges and vandal-
cannot walk away from the plant; it bas ism because of the depth of feeling on the
to be cleaned up." venting issue, not only by people tradi.

Gov. Dick Thornburg, who held the tionally opposed to nuclear power but -
news session in his capital office, stopped also by many apolitical residents whd be-
short of endorsing the venting proposal, lieve their safety is being subordinated to
but be added that "the option to do noth- the cleanup cost.
ing is simply not on the table; decontami- It was Mr. Dentort who bowed to what
nation tnust goforward." he termed " psychological stress" in ban- ,

. The news conference came on the eve ning the release of krypton gas into the
of the one-year anniversary of the Bree atmospherelast summer.

-

Mile Island accident. Equipment failure, Krypton Mixed With Air
human error and poor procedures have ,

Krypton 85 is a normal product of nu.
71 clear fission in an atomic power plant. ItpN is highly radioactive and its half. life -

u m ,,

- . T the time it takes half the atoms to disinte-
gy. -1-. 1 grate or " cool off"-is almost 11 years.~-

fy *p L - M Q y As explained by Mr.'Denton today, the
,OH de Dree Mile Island plant contains one tos cjg m ' 9BE,.-

> m.A p ~
,f two cubic feet of krypton 85 mixed with 22

; , million cubic feet of air inside the con-

|, #" . j rainment vessel, which houses the reac.
c3 tor. .

, ,

^NF ne krypton has about 57.000 curies of
@'Q"%gCNy IME < p radioactivity, compared with the two milo

, '7 lion curies or so that were accidentally .

q(' @jg4 - - p vented during the accidesp a year ago,
g' g * a tnostly as xenon gas.

Although krypton 85 is a heavy, inert. , .

SQ . . A gas whose beta radiation normally can-'

not penetrate the skin, it can be inhaled.+ r . ;#b_, Mr. Denton noted that the Nuclear

M(j.(
g

Q Regulatory Commiaion and other
.. groups had examined ways of disposing~g i-

7 .;3 - of the krypton and had come up with a3 7i * ,', 14. e ," ? fewoder possibilities.
'9'

' Included'was one to liquefy 'he air thatt

MM %. holds the krypton. Yet Mr. Denton said
" " " " - - * ' * this was extremely difficult to do, that.

Harold R' Deston speeldas yester * there had been minor explosions in work-;.

day aboutThree Mlle Island. Ing with, the n~=m'7 equipment and j
i< . ..

f
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The New Yort Times /Teresa Zahnia

the Three Mile Island nuclear plant one year after the accident~
'

that such a project would take several plained that the krypton gas must be dis-
years. Another possibility would be to ib. , posed of to allow cleanup workers to enter |.sorb the krypton with activated charcoal, the plant with greater safety.

| 34.000 tons of it. A third would be to store After dealing with the radioactive .
I all the contaminted air in vacuum bot- gases _the workers then must clean up. g

* - abour 700.000 gallons of water inside the :ties.
After noting the options and calling at. . plant, contammated mainly strontium 90 %

tention to the drawbacks of each, Mr. and cesium 137.
Denton summedup by saymg "The tech- While far more toxic than krypton 85,
nology is juJt not there to bnng here and these two matertals can be handled more- 9
putinto place." easily since they may be filtered out of'

The costs could racge from about $4 the water and taken away in lead casks.

whether to restart the undamaged nu g%There still has been no decision abouti million to more than 3100 millionc
Mr. Denton said that, although th'e.*

; besith risks of venting were extremely clear reactor at Three Mile Island.
small, there would be other risks if noth- Known as T.M.I.1, tlus was shut for re-
ing were done, such as not knowmg what ; fueling at the time of the accident to the
was going on inside the reactor. He ex. second reactor,T.M.I. 2.

, ,
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NECESSITY OF VENTING
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The Philadelphia Inquirer
February 28, 1980

Somebodyb,.-niust decidei
;r a . - (ci m, . * .

-

'j.. ..w]* . T'" '' .-
._ - , . .

2 E'the Real4MIisstie -
'

. -
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. . 4.+
. .

,
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Trapped ins'fd'e the damaged reactor not working or had grown too costly;
building.at the Three Mile.lsland nu- . The gas -trapped in the reactor
clear plant are gases containing 50,000 . building is radioactive krypton. De-
curies of radiation, along with many spite all sorts of. benign assurances
thousands sf gallons of highly'radioac- that exposure to.the gas would be 'no :
tive water. Whether that radioactive 'more dangerous than taking a long
gas remains inside the plant or is in- airplane ride, any exposure to radia-
tentionally vented into the atmosphere tion poses a potential risk to health. ..

of central Pennsylvada is a question _ No one knows what the geneticlega-
-

for which there is_ only.one responsible cy of TM1 will be: only time will tell.'
answer:It must n.ot be released. .:. Officials at the crippled plant have .

A decisioil to spew the' gas into the warned repeatedly that unless they are
atmosphere andantqtensof thousands' permitted to vent the krypton under-
of people would represent the most ' controlled cir;cumstances the' threat of'
indefensible form of expediency. It uncontrolled releases increases.' Con-
would be frightsning, additional, sidering the sloppy management and

~

proof that'the officials running the lax attitudes toward public safety al-
. operations at TMI are like a bunch of ready' exhibited at the r.eactor, that
boys playing mechanic in a back lot,' possibility can't.be ignored. But it can .
trying to repair a derelict car by trying not-and must not-be legitimi::ed. ,
anything. When .one thing doesn't The ' Governor's ' Commission .on.'
work,they dream up another scheme. Three Mile 'sland has done precisely

~

in the TMI' instance, mistakes can tha,t by tentatively endorsing the plant
owner's plan to vent the gas, pendingprove deadly for the people of Pennsyl- -

vania today and in'the future. ' . approval by the NRC. Not surprisingly:
Someone.must decide whether the commission member Robert Reid,

. TMI plant, t,s-going to be returned toservice or abandoned. The . decision. mayor of Middletown, TMI's nearestneighbor, dissented; m - -

must notbe madely the operaung util: Venting the gas is a cheap way out
ity, which would profit.from its re" - of the dilemma -cheap fo'r the utility. -
opening, or by the Nuclear Regulatory Equipment to filter out the radioactive '
Commission, whose credibility tot particles isn't immediately available -
make such a decision,is suspect. Per- the nuclear.
haps that final decision must, by de telling testimony thatindustry plans only for the routine and ~
fault, fall into the lap of Gov. Thorn- not for the unexpected; Technology
burgh who should. have the best inter- does exist in other fields, however, to

; ests of the people uppermostin mind. . remove radioactivity from gas and it
;

The dectstangill be difficult and
~ '

'controversial. But no one thus far has could be aiiapted - at great cost ;- to '
'

|
the TM! reactor.- .

-

given any indication of cotisidering it .. . s
--

|
seriously. It would be an iminense trag- The NRC will decide' this spring
edy if sometime in the next year whether the krypton gas can be vented

'

after the residents neaf the plant have by the utility. It must not be. Safety,
been exposed to radiation vented in- public welfare and the genetic futurer

tentionally or- unintentionally - the of millions of Americans have been
neglec,ted far too long in the scramble

utility or the federal government de , for easy answers to the problems of|

cided simply to walk away from the
plant because the cleati.up process was nuclear power. 7.c - ; :E 4-L.-

w .. ,: - ,.- e - o-" -

t; .a ...c. w. . . . .

|
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Public has reason for distrust . . .f .

I
/ .

centstament? Freni Wet Ed's point
' 3v Rep Peter R.Kostmaver M view, venting to the getchest and

Two davs after the occident at - thupest soladon. ,

Three Mlle tr%d the chairmee of 6 Rat what about the publ'c's potat
*i.the Necesr R*gulatory Commission of view.whictishould betheprimary

-

bemonnedine onflicittig andincom- concern of the NRCP The public s
plete informanon he was receiving point of view coeld have been deser-

*

from the occident site. the brent. j mined by an envunntnental impact,

statement which would ailow fordown in communicanons and the
public review and coversunt, and for5

mounting pubite hysterte Ne are . ..,

geretteg almost fetally in the bilnd * essessment of iechnical siterfiettvet
. . staggering around !!iating dect. But one was not begun untti eight
stons/ he said. months after the ecct< tent.

One year hver, the sitnettoft is WhyP One reeson 31ves by the then
,

onchanged. NRC chairman for the fattun toI
order se enetroementalimpact stets-The owner i the cr*;y ad Three

'| meet earlier was that the plant'sMlle Island .eector have emberked
mt a course fraught witft danger end owne hed not presented its etese-up
cricertstelles, inwntving untested , ,

-
plan entti then.

Who s runntttg the show heraf Thetechnologies and unpredictable con. ,

.,,

sequences It will involve the remove rut ruson we are faced wHh Haps---

41 of radioactive krypton and atmost and possibly danitrous altertistives.

one million gallons of covitamit'eted
-

is NRC's inactioJ and its failure to
ws:er. Some 2.000 truckloeds of radin, restiood to pub 6e heelth and safety
active material must De shipped 2.'00

e -
C0"C'f"E

miles for disposat in llisshington
state. And the damaged core itself *

* The Preside nt's Conoctl on Envt.
rnamental Quality, the agency re-,

will be retroved and stored la con- sponsible for overseeing the environ.
toiners nr shipped elsewhere. mental itapact statement process.'

The people of ceerrst Pennsytra> M
nta. f actnq the (minedtate prospect of

^ Instsis that e coleprehensive envi-
p ronmental impact statement must be* ,

venting of radioactive gas into the
open aimotphere feet pertiaps eves q y _ 3s Q completed before anf r4 the cteen up,

less secure t hen they did a yeer ago. , 7 optioni including venttog. can prg.

I
. ceed. All cttisens and their elected*

A recevit *iRC staff report con- -- representatives should dernand that
cludes that venting is preferable to .g t

this view prevall.
any of the evastable alternatives
which levnive delay. Ilow did we get , ons complacency about noctear safe- Diy safer methodsof rfdding the reec.

In the seentime, the NRC's contin-

Into this curre'it bind in which we ty issues and a near rellglous faith in ter of the lethat gesi Metropoiltaa slog ttitransigence lodicates that
must choose between dumptnt ethei the virtues of nuclear power gov. Edison, the plant operefor, orterneHy despite the esils nf the Kemenyl
gas into the atmosphere or risking erned the activities of the industry estimated it wogid take 20 so JO Cornmissiott for a fundamental shift
unknown dangers by leaving it on- and the government agency charged toonibs to implement a cryogente in the governments and in the to-

processtng system in wh6ch she gas . destry a stiltades, lhe pobHcs dis-
disturbedf wtth regeleting H.

In perr. tiecause we were all told by This attitude still prevails today, ses would be cor.fained rather then trust and skeptictsra are justified and
the Industry and the regglaiors that and to many ways tt is responsible vented into the attoospflere. should coattnee.

the accident at Three Mile !sland for the situation in which we now The NRC staff seed that 12 to 18
months for imp #ementartoo of this (Prfer ff. Kastmeyer of New Hope,

could fiever happen in the first piece. find nerselves
Every investigetton of the acetdeitt. The NRC has simply reseted to system was more likely. Why the represents pennsvivento s alft disertet
from the President s special commis* Industr7 propnsats for the eftea.ap discrepancy 8 When I asked one of in the U1 House of Aryvesentedves.

NRC"s top #cchnical staff. he repHed He is a member of the Subcommitteesiovi 10 the linese In terior Committee operanon. rainer than anticipettng
task farce on which I served. reached and confronHng the problems that that Met Ed was inctined to be pessi- en Energy and the Environmentmistic at:et alterpartves because whicit has furisdiction over she Nu.remarkably similar conclustnes. Ite enred.
namely, that an errotant and daviger. What about etternative. and posss. *3fet Ed would reaHy like to vent the rieur Regulefery Commission)

i
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Vening krypton at TML
Convenience, not necessity.

I
.

Responsible appraisal of the facts remaining 7! percent of the radioacuv- later admitted that the data on the
=akes it imperanve that the Nuclear try in the containment area comes necessity of such a release could be
Regulatory . Commissten reject the from contaminated water and radioac- argued either way, and the decision to
request of Metropolitan Edison Co.- nye parncies clingmg to the intenor favor venting represented "a pretty
operators of the Three Mile Island of the butiding. close call ''
nucitar plant, to vent radioacuve kryp- . Without vennng, workers can The health effects of any release of
ton gas into the atmosphere. remam in the contamment butiding radianon are unknown. Many scien.

Venting the ;as not only would for about one hour before exceedmg . tists argue that any exposure to radia-
i subject people in the viemity to poten- the quaner!y dose of annual radianotr tion poses a threat to the health and
! nal health and genene da= ages which exposure set by the federal govern- eenetic structure of present and future

cannot be confidently determined it ment. If the krvpton were vented. that 'eneranons.,

*would unnecessanly exacerbate a would extend the incividual worker's A physicist employed by Generalj
growing social problem of public dis- nme limit fon maintenance by only 30 Public Utilities. Inc., parent companyi

trust ot the federal government offi- to 45 minutes xcording to the compa- of Met Ed. said that the unlity selected
cais .,.arged with regulanng the au- try.

-

a dentron detector venteg in order to reduce exposure to.

clearindustry. , e Repair of. workers entering the containment and
Venting is a choice of convenience which measures radioacnytty inside to facilitate their work inside. The

- not legittmate nced. the- containment building would re- protective clothmg the workers must
Once more. Met Ed efficials -with quire"several hours of labor, accord- wear is cumbersome and renders their

the tacit support of NRC staff members ing to an NRC staff report. f A company efforts only'"50 percent effecuve." he
- have deceived the public as they expert esumates that the nme required said. Met Ed has set its own sinet expo.
have done nme and "agam since the would be much longer.) Although sure standards for the -epair crews -

| cnsts began a year and two days ago. other. repairs - of fans. pumps and far below those set by the federal gov-
eor months. Met Ed officials have valves - are believed necessary, the ernment. As a result. Met Ed officials

stressed the urgency of vennng. claim- NRC recort places the highest pnonty esumate that without vennng, repatr;
ing that vnal equipment inside the on repainng the neutron detector. crews could only work inside the con-

* Clean.up of the radioacnve water tainment for about "J minutes before
ac of m inten n in e he ac . lying deep in the containment build. getting their maximum allowable
dent. Expens have asserted that unless ing and the parncles clinging like dust exposure.
the gns ts vented and repairs are made, inside the building is a separate task. It "We just don't expose people to radi-the reactor itself may malfuncnon

will be a far more difficult and danger. atton." said the poysicist. refernng to
agam and spew potennally deadly radi- ous one because the level of radiation the clean up workers and clearlyanon over the central Pennsylvanta

tn those matenals is much higher. But unaware of the trony of his state =ent.
countryside.

The staff of the NRC officially has me removal of the krypton significan. "It has to be for a really good reason."
.ty would reduce only minimally that On that basts, the company hassupported the company's pestncn.

c!atming that the release would pose danger and difficulty. The larger con- elected to vent the radiation over the

no hazard to public health and noting jatament clean up wtil not be started countrystde of central Pennsylvania,t

I

.or another year, according to Mat Ed. and possibly-over hundreds of thou-that clean-co in the reactor cannot
cccur unless'the 57.000 cones of radio- and possibly two years. according to sands of people - for a reason of no

the NRC. The NRC esumates that greater persuastveness than conve-acuve gas trappad inside is recoved.
A careful review of the iacts. how. equipment to remove the ges without nience,

.

ng cou be installed at the plant Thus far the NRC has supponedever, produces a fundamentally differ- g
- that dismayutg dectston. Fcr the NRCent conclusion- .

o Workers can enter the contain. * In its special task tcree assess- cocimissioners to authert:e such a
mset building to perfers mamte.- =ent of the clean-up operations at TMI. plan, when they meet to consider the
nance chores regardless of' whether completed late last scath, the NRC matter next month, would prove to the
tha krypton has been released. The carefully analy:ed the release of kryp- people of Pennsylvania. and the na-
trypton represents only one-fourth of ton. Although the. staff ultimately rec. non. beyond a shadow of a doubt that it
the amount of radianen in the masstve ommended to the NRC commissioners is the convenience of the nuclear in-
containment building housmg the that the release be approved. Norman dustry, and not the health and safety of
reactor vessel. whica is separately M. Haller, who headed the task force. the public, which is served by the
staled and wnich contains even much agency.
= ore intense radioacnve =atenal. The
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